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LITHOFACIES OF LEDA CLAY IN THE OTTAWA BASIN OF THE CHAMPLAIN SEA 

Abstract 

In an attempt to establish the lithological variation of sediments in a selected part of the 
Champlain Sea, closely spaced core samples have been used in a number of stratigraphic borings that 
penetrate the entire suite of fine sediments. Texture, structure, and colour banding in the sediments 
reveal a suite of lithologies that reflect the environmental changes from immediately post-last
glacial (late Wisconsinan) to late Holocene, excluding active sedimentation of modern alluvium, but 
including some sediments of relatively young abandoned terraces. 

Two trends in grain-size gradation occur: 1) a vertical coarsening upwards within the sediment 
body as a whole and within each lithic unit and 2) a radial fining from the margin towards the centre 
of the basin. 

Offlap of the sea produced the following suite of sedimentary environments, from oldest to 
youngest: 

Prodelta deposits- an early varve-like rhythmite unit that rapidly grades upwards into a 
massive blue-grey marine clay; this in turn grades upwards into thick bedded, rhythmically or 
cyclically stratified fine sediments; 

Delta front deposits- rhythmically or cyclically stratified fine sediments (clay-silt) in which 
frequency and quantity of coarse sediment (silt-sand) increase upwards in the suite; they exhibit 
features of channel erosion and deposition, including mass wasting phenomena; 

Delta top deposits- mainly coarse sediment in the silt-sand range, exhibiting structures of open 
channel and interfluve environments of the emergent delta; associated beds of stratified silt probably 
represent slackwater conditions or pondings; bodies of these sediments are tabular and extensive; 

Fluvial deposits- sand and silt derived mainly from erosion and redeposition of older basin 
sediments have typical fluvial features and occur in abandoned channels and terraces of the Holocene 
proto-Ottawa drainage system. 

Comparisons of sedimentary suites show that Ottawa valley sediments have many similarities to 
the Mississippi Delta and Black Sea sediments, while revealing significant differences that relate to 
the particular glacio-isostatic conditions of the study region. 

Resume 

Dans une premiere tentative pour definir la variation lithologique des sediments dans une partie 
choisie de la mer de Champlain, on a examine des echantillons tres rapproches les uns des autres 
provenant de sondages stratigraphiques qui traversaient toute la serie de sediments fins. La texture, 
la structure et la zonation des couleurs de ces sediments, y compris certains sediments de terrasses 
abandonnees relativement recentes, mais non les alluvions en voie d'accumulation, revelent 
!'existence d'une serie de lithologies qui traduisent les changements environnementaux survenus 
immediatement apres la derniere glaciation (Wisconsinien superieur) et qui se sont poursuivis jusqu'a 
l'Holocene superieur. 

Deux tendances granulometriques ant ete identi fiees: 1) un granoclassement vertical inverse 
dans !'ensemble des sediments et dans chaque unite lithologique et 2) une decroissance radiale de la 
grosseur des grains de la marge du bassin vers le centre. 

La regression marine est responsable de la mise en place de la serie de milieux sedimentaires 
suivants, soit du plus ancien au plus recent. 

Depots de prodelta - une ancienne sequence sedimentaire similaire a des varves, qui se 
transforme rapidement vers le haut en une argile marine massive de couleur gris bleu, laquelle se 
transforme a son tour en COUChes epaisses de sediments fins a stratification rythmique DU cyc!ique. 

Depots de front de delta- des sediments fins (argile-limon) a stratification rythmique DU 
cyclique, dans lesquels la frequence et la quantite de sediments grossiers (limon-sable) augmentent 
vers le haut de la serie; ces sediments contiennent des elements formes par erosion et sedimentation 
fluviales, et par des mouvements de masse. 

Depots de delta sommitaux - il s'agit surtout de sediments grossiers de la taille du limon et du 
sable, qui contiennent des structures de chenaux libres et d'interfluves du delta emergent; les couches 
associees de limon stratifie se sont vraisemblablement accumulees en eaux etales ou retenues; ces 
sediments se presentent sous forme de masses tabulaires et etendues. 

Depots fluviatiles- les sables et limons derives surtout des sediments erodes et redeposes 
d'anciens bassins contiennent des structures fluviatiles typiques et se manifestent dans les terrasses 
et chenaux abandonnes du reseau hydrographique holocene de l'ancienne riviere des Outaouais. 

En comparant les series sedimentaires, on peut voir que les sediments de la vallee de 
l'Outaouais et ceux du delta du Mississippi et de la mer Noire presentent de nombreuses similarites, 
bien que les premiers laissent voir des differences marquees qui sont dues aux conditions 
glacioisostatiques particulieres de la region etudiee. 



INTRODUCTION 

This study of Leda Clay, though inspired by investiga
tions re lated to la nd slides, gives little new informatio n 
directly applicable to the landslide problem, but does help 
place a new perspective on some previous observations by 
earli er workers . It is a f irst analysis of the variation in 
lithology of co ntinuous sedimentary record s within the basin 
of the Champla in Sea. 

Earlier descriptions of Leda C lay, based mainly on 
natural exposu res and only a few widely spaced excavations 
a nd bor ings, noted some t extura l and structural differences in 
the various sed iments represented by that name. Correlat ive 
interpretations were highly specu la tive. The present stud y, 
limited to only a part of the Champla in Sea basin, examines 
the full suite of Leda Clay sed im e nts. Some of the older 
units desc ribed here presently a re not known to be exposed 
a nywhere in the stud y area or have been exposed only rarely 
and therefore a re described ma inl y from widely spaced core 
sec tions only a few centim e tres in diameter. Thus, it is 
impossible to show clearly lateral co ntinuity a nd gradation of 
sedim e ntar y facies. Bates and Jackson (1980, p. 363) defined 
lithofacies as: "a lateral , mappable subdivision of a 
designated stratigraphic unit" , but Walker (1 98 1) argued "tha t 
in a ver tical sequence, a gradational transition from one 
facies to a nother implies that the two fac ies represent 
environments that once were ad jace nt la t e ra ll y". Such 
vertical gradat iona l tra nsitions are cha ract e ri st ic of a ll 
lithological units conside red he re to be in sequence (for it is 
recognized that there are num erous e rosional breaks). The 
broad coverage of the Ottawa valley sec tor of the Champlain 
Sea basin in this stud y permits observation of trends that 
suggest late ra l continuity of subu nits within the formation 
and within the sedimentary basin as a whole. The e ff ect of 
offlap of th e Champlain Sea over a great distance and over a 
long period of time has bee n that each lithological unit has 
prograded through a nd beyond this model basin, with the 
resul t that units are "st acked " in the st udy a rea and, hence, 
observable transitions in structu re a nd t exture are seen 
mainly i n their vertical aspect. The refore, in the Walker 
inte rpret ation of the t erm , lithologies interpreted as 
representi ng sed imenta tion und e r common e nvironme nta l 
cond itions and showing vertical and some la t eral gradations 
may properly be considered as lithofacies . 

The t e rm Led a Clay (Dawson, 1857, p. 405) is the oldest 
t e rm applied to fine, nonglac ial sed iments of Pleistocene and 
Holocene age that are widespread in Eastern Canada a nd that 
are notorious for liquefac tion and related landslide 
phenomena under particular conditions. As the name is used 
in soil mechanics studies, it encompasses not only the 
glaciomarine sediment flocculated into the Champlain Sea as 
a relatively massive, blue-grey silt or silty clay, but also a 
number of c learly laminated sed ime ntary units; in short, the 
term appl ies to a ll silty c lay sedime nts involved in 
liquefact ion and related landsliding within the Champla in Sea 
basin. The previously recognized forms of Leda Clay have 
been variously inte rpre t ed as representing, for example: t wo 
separat e marine invasions of Ottawa valley (Antevs, 1925); a n 
early glacial lake predating the Champlain Sea 
(Johnston, 1917) ; a weathering phe nom e non (Eden, 1976 a nd 
re fe re nces the rein); and a simple seque nce of glaciomarine, 
marine, lac ustrine, and fluvial sed ime ntation - representing 
progressive development of the moder n drainage system 
(Gadd, 1963a, 1976). It would appear, in the light of the 
present re port , that much of t he discordance of earli er 
interpretations lies in the lack of stratigraphic control and in 
the equating of similar lithologies outside their stratigraphic 
cont ext . 

Investigations carried out by the writer during the past 
severa l years have dealt with various aspects of geological 
a nd geomorphic settings of landslides in Leda Clay of 
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St. Lawrence Lowland, and in part ic ular of Ottawa valley . 
The f irst of t hese (ea. 1971) resulted in a series of 
unpublished maps (produced fo r and fi led by the Quebec 
Minist ry of Natura l Resources) showing t he probable limits of 
late glacial submergence and the limits of distribution of 
Leda Clay in East e rn Canada. Having delimited in this way 
the a rea of potentia l flowslides, a nc ient a nd modern 
la ndslides in the Thurso- Russell a rea of Ottawa valley were 
the n compared (Gadd, 1976b). This identified a progress ive 
cha nge, through time, in the size-shape parameters of 
landslides that apparentl y was depende nt on progressive 
lowering of the water table over the past 10 000 years . 
Gadd (1 976a), in summary report on the geology of Leda 
Clay, evalua t ed the function of other geological factors as 
trigger mechanisms for landslides. 

At this st age it still was not known whe the r variat ion in 
texture a nd st ructure of Led a Clay, and t he stra tigraphy of 
such variat ion, could have a bearing on la ndslid e distri bution. 
The first step towards an investigat ion of these la tte r factors 
was to select a part of the Champlai n Sea, which occupied 
Ottawa valley between Hawkesbury a nd Pembroke, Ontario , 
as a model basin. The stud y basin was mapped a t 1:50 000 
scale to show the distribution of bedrock, glacial deposits, 
marine clay, sand, a nd a ll la ndsl ides, both a ncient and mode rn 
(Fransham e t a l. , 1976). The follow -up program of 
stra tigraphic borings made in various geomorphic settings 
within this Ottawa valley 'model' basi n is the source of dat a 
for this report. Lithofacies a nd their geological setting are 
the main themes of this repo rt; geotechnical aspects have 
been treated separately (Fra nsham a nd Gadd, 1977; 
Fransha m, 1980); the relationship between depositional 
envi ro nm e nt a nd sensitivi t y of Leda Clay has been detailed 
by Fransham (1980). 

As can be seen in this report a nd in other simila r 
studies, interpretation of depositional e nvironment depends 
on recognition of subtle differences or grada tiona l changes in 
struc ture a nd lithology . These may be used to subdivide units 
that may have been corre la t ed previously because of thei r 
macroscopic si mila rities. Coleman a nd Gagliano (1 965) 
studied delta ic a nd marginal deltaic plains of Miss issippi 
River in t he United States in order to "define minor structu re 
t ypes found in modern sediments .... by sampl ing selected 
active e nvironments a nd recording the processes and 
resulting sed imentary structures t ypical of each". 

The tabulated results (Coleman and Gagliano, 1965, 
Table 1, p. 147) were summari zed as follows (p. 148): 

"e nvironments of the delta front a nd subaerial levee 
show the greatest variety a nd number of 
sed ime nta ry struc tures . These a re the dynamic 
e nvi ronm ent s; areas where var ia ble current s are 
act ive, whe re sedimentation rates are high, a nd 
where a brupt facies cha nges are the norm . In 
contrast, other e nvironments (shelf, prodelta, 
paludal a nd lacustrine) which are marginal to the 
locus of the active deltaic deposition lack this 
variety a nd a re characterized by monotonous 
repetition of a few t ypes . Here rates of 
accum ula tion are comparatively low a nd effect s of 
aqua tic organisms often dominate the structural 
configuration. These deposits constitute the 
la t erally co ntinuous units of a section. He nce the 
number and variety of sed iment ary st ruc tures 
reflect intensity of processes a nd deposition 
rates .... Individual structu res tell of one or severa l 
events , whil e the total assemblage of s tructures 
approxi ma tes many of the cond itions active during 
deposi tion. In the e nvironme nts s tudied this is 
clearly the case; the assemblage is the key to t he 
inte rpreta tion of depositional cond itions." 



There are strong simi larities between the cri t eria 
presented by Coleman and Gagliano (1965) and the 
observations made on a nu mber of cores from Pleistocene
Holocene sediments in Ottawa valley stud ied for this report. 
Although not all twelve depositional environments described 
by those authors were recognized in the present stud y, the 
main categories of the deltaic enviro nme nta l suite were 
observed in the Champlain Sea sediments and younger 
sed iments of Ottawa valley and are adopted here for 
descriptive purposes. 

Field Methods 

The area of the 'model' basin investigated extends 
200 km east-west from Sheenboro to Fassett, and 100 km 
north-south from Venosta to Casselman; location of 
stratigraphic borings within this part of Ottawa valley is 
shown in Figure 1. Drilling carried out during 1974 a nd 197 5 
summer field seasons was done mainly with geotechnical 
studies in mind and most samples were preserved intact for 
physical testing; drilling carried out during the 1976 fie ld 
season by Gadd and P.B. Fransham more specifically was 
oriented towards stra tigraphy. Detailed description of 
samples based on visual inspection in fie ld and laboratory are 
fou nd in Appendix 1. 

Cores were taken by conventional 2-inch Shelby tubes, 
using both open tubes and piston apparatus, by 3-inch Shelby 
and by 4-inch Ost e rberg piston devices operated from a 
Failing 2000 rotary r ig. The drill rig was owned and operated 
by the Department of Public Works. Vane shear t ests were 
done in situ in most holes. Sampling was done at 5, 10, and 
20 foot intervals. One complete drillhole (CRF - 21 A, 
Mer Bleue) was cored continuously for another study under 
the supervision of M.J .J. Bik. That core, stored for about 
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seven years, was extruded and examined for this report and 
constitutes a valuable reference section. Some short sections 
of borings made specif ically for the present project were a lso 
cored co ntinuously, mainly for the purposes of placing 
lithofacies boundaries and sampling across transitional 
boundaries. lt was possible on occasion, when uncased holes 
were st a nding open, to take more than one Shelby tube 
consecutively without cleaning the hole a nd driving casing by 
careful use of Shelby tubes with successively smaller 
diameter (first 4", then 2"). This was possible only where 
open-tube sampl;ng was effective and not in highly unstable, 
sensitive clay where piston coring was necessary. 

Most stratigraphic drilling for this project was to 
bedrock or to a very shallow depth wi thin bedrock, but no 
rock samples were taken. The rock unit has not been 
subdivided in this report. 

Cores taken in 1976 were extruded at the dr ill site, 
sectioned, described, and photographed on Kodacolor film. 1 

In order to avoid as much as possible desiccation or oxidation 
of the sediment, these procedures were carried ou t , whenever 
possible, immediately after recovery. When delays (never 
more than 48 hours) occurred, the Shelby tubes were sealed 
with paraffin. In this manner observations were made on 
mat erial as close as possible to the natural state. 

Geological Setting 

Distribution and physical properties of Leda Clay 
depend in large part on the origin and history of the 
Champlain Sea a nd on its re lationship to continental 
glaciation a nd deglaciation of Eastern Canada. The refore, a 
brief summary of the pert inent sequence of events and 
related control factors is made here. 

Figure 1. Location map showing the study area and sites of stratigraphic borings in the Ottawa 
basin of the Champlain Sea. Dashed line is the a ppro ximat e limit of the Champlain Sea; solid line 
marks the so uthern limi t of the study area. The reader is referred to Figures 28 and 29 showing 
correlation charts for the stratigraphic borings shown here. 

1 Black-and - white reproduction of text figures produced for this report lack some 
of t he defini tion of the original Kodacolor prints. 3 



The geological data indicate that the 
St. Lawrence Lowland region was occupied by a continental 
ice sheet during the maximum of the Wisconsinan glaciation 
(ea. 20 000 BP). At that time the earth's crust was depressed 
perhaps as much as 300 m below its present level by the 
mass of ice. As that glacier melted and as sea levels rose on 
a world-wide scale, the earth's crust began to rebound 
rapidly, but at a rate that lagged behind sea level rise, so 
that much of the St. Lawrence Lowland region, when free of 
glacial ice, remained below the sea level of that time. The 
resultant submergence has been named the Champlain Sea. 
During the entire history of the Champlain Sea, and probably 
to the present, isostatic rebound has continued; the depressed 
land surface and shoreline imprints on it as well as much of 
the main basin sediment have been raised above sea level; 
and the sea, in a sense, has retreated down the valleys to its 
present position in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Freshwater 
regimes have extended seaward across the uplifted 
seabottom, their deltas migrating seaward during offlap, and 
their streams eroding and redepositing marine sediments and 
other available materials as elements of early and modern 
fluvial systems. The sediments themselves record the 
changes in depositional environment from deep water marine 
to modern fluvial conditions, and the rather sparse fossil 
record gives us a rough time frame for their occurrence. 

Radiocarbon dates from fossiliferous beach deposits at 
the highest elevations give the best approximation of the 
time at which the area was clear of ice and when the 
Champlain Sea inundated the area. For Ottawa valley the 
oldest date is 12 800 ± 220 BP (GSC-1859; Richard, 1975), 
obtained on shells in a beach at 170 m a.s.l. near 
Clayton, Ontario. Beaches are known at greater elevations 
(up to about 210 m) in Gatineau valley, but the ages there 
range between 11 600 and 12 200 BP. This may indicate both 
a time lag in the opening of the northernmost reaches of the 
sea in that valley as well as differential tilting of shorelines 
upwards towards the north. This kind of factor, plus clear 
evidence that the sea and the Laurentide ice mass were in 
contact at the St. Narcisse moraine at 11 500 ± 630 BP 
(GSC-1526; Gadd et al., 1972), indicates that ice was present 
on the land near the shores of the Champlain Sea during most 
of its history and that, therefore, glacial meltwater and 
transported glacial sediments must have greatly influenced 
the rate of accumulation of sediment and the rhythmicity of 
sedimentation in Champlain Sea basin. 

Termination of the Champlain Sea as a body of salt 
water in Ottawa valley is indicated by the development of 
fluvial systems there. Freshwater clams, Lampsi1is sp., 
collected from fluvial or lacustrine silt in an abandoned 
channel at Bourget, Ontario, give a minimum age of 
10 200 ± 90 BP (GSC-1968; Gadd, 1976b) for the existence of 
a freshwater system in this area. This sytem is incised in the 
marine basin sediments and contains sediments produced by 
the erosion of the channels. The transition from saline to 
fresh water , and its approximate date, may serve to define 
the Pleistocene- Holocene boundary for the region. 

The suite of sediments to be described below follows a 
logical chain of events beginning with 1) glaciation of the 
valley, 2) early sedimentation in a marine basin in close 
proximity to a remnant ice mass, probably still somewhat 
active, and, as glacial influence declined, 3) deep water 
marine sedimentation, 4-) shoaling conditions during which 
transition occurred from deep water marine through prodelta, 
delta foreset, and delta topset environments, followed in turn 
by 5) freshwater channel and terrace sedimentation of clay, 
silt, and sand. The marine events occurred during a 
time span of 2000 to 2500 years bracketed between 
12 800 and 10 200 BP (see above); the fluvial events, 
including the development of modern drainage, dominated the 
remaining 10 000 years to present. 
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DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY- LITHOF ACIES 

Sediments encountered at 18 boring sites (Fig. 1) within 
the model basin of Ottawa valley are described in this section 
in their order of deposition and superposition. Some elements 
of the suite are missing from a number of borings and, 
therefore, identification of lithological units has been 
subjective in some degree. The criteria of gross physical 
character and colour described as characteristic of the 
various lithofacies are necessarily composite, and one should 
not expect to recognize all of the diagnostic phenomena in 
each core section. The assemblage of features falls into 
groupings or classes that characterize facies or subfacies. 

Classes or groups were established for descriptive 
purposes, in order to avoid presentation of detailed logs of 
18 borings, most of which exceed 30 m depth; Appendix 1 
gives detailed descriptive notes taken at drill sites or 
laboratory. Thus criteria discussed in a later section of the 
report already have been applied to establish six lithofacies 
units in addition to bedrock and till; till is designated Unit I, 
and finer sediments are identified by 11 to V and B and A; 
Roman numerals refer to basin facies and the letters to 
superposed channel facies. 

Unit I 

Till, together with some gravel of probably glacial 
origin, constitutes this glacial unit. Regionally, till units 
observed in outcrop reach 10 m thick, but in borings carried 
out in Ottawa and Gatineau valleys the range is from 
0 to 5 m. All samples recovered from borings (chiefly by 
means of the split spoon sampler) were light to medium grey 
and were compact basal (or lodgment) till of a sandy to 
gravelly texture. Free carbonate -content (field test) is high 
and in most samples both magnetite and pyrite are common 
accessory minerals. Associated gravel in upper Gatineau 
valley borings (Venosta, 74--8 1 ; Wakefield, 75-3 1

) (Fig. I) 

1 Numbers are year-site designations for borings identified and located by numbers 
in Figures 1, 28, 29. 



is poorly sorted, containing numerous cobbles, boulders, and 
much angular material. Stratification was not apparent in 
the few gravel samples recovered. 

The material of this lithological unit commonly is 
permeable, thus providing little impedence to downward flow 
of groundwater to bedrock aquifers. 

Unit II 

This unit, nearly ubiquitous in borings and exposures in 
the Ottawa basin of the Champlain Sea, is at the base of the 
fine sediment sequence superposed on till or bedrock. In 
most sections it constitutes regularly laminated sediments 
with the appearance of typical varves (diatactic) comprising 
coarse to fine silt and silty clay (Fig. 2). The colours are 
commonly shades of grey that are dependent on grain size, 
i.e., light grey "summer" layers of coarse sediment and dark 
grey "winter" layers of fine sediment. In a few localities 
some of the winter layers are dark red (e.g., 2.5YR 3/6) 2 , 

dark reddish brown (e.g., 2.5YR 3/4) to red (e.g., 25YR 5/6) 

~. ty 78 

Figure Z. Lower portion (147 .8' to 165.6' below surface) of 
boring CRF - 21A, Mer Bleue. Shelby No. 85 contains sandy 
till (Unit I) overlain by stratified silt. Shelby No. 84, 83, and 
the lower half of 82 contain typical varves (Unit I!), 
(diatactic?), that grade upwards into less distinctly banded 
silty clay (Unit Ill), (symminct?). Shelby No. 80 and 79 
contain massive grey marine clay (Unit III) that grades 
upwards into relatively thick bedded, colour-banded silty clay 
(facies of Unit Ill). Some dark bands shown in Shelby No. 78, 
79, 80, and 82 are rust bands that probably mark positions of 
black bands in the original uno xid ized sediment. 

NOTE: All Shelby tubes from CRF- 21A were collected for 
another project and were stored in a cool, mo!st atmosphere 
for about seven years before extrusion for this study. Some 
of the tubes were coated internally with teflor., others were 
untreated. Material in treated tubes extruded relatively 
easily and was remarkably well preserved; some material 
from untreated tubes was heavily rusted and therefore was 
distorted and extended due to heavy skin friction during 
extrusion, e.g., Shelby No. 76, 83, 84. 

(Sheenboro, 76-26; Beachburg, 76-27; Mer Bleue, CRF -21 A; 
Fassett, 76-25) 1• It would seem that the reddish coloration is 
more common to Ottawa valley than to Gatineau val ley, 
where grey is dominant. 

Free carbonat e content of this sediment is variable, 
being absent to barely detectable by field methods in some 
samples, to very abundant in others. In all cases when an 
acid (dilute HCl) test was positive, the summer layer had a 
stronger effervescence than the winter layer. 

Several attempts (by S. Lichti-Federovich) to separate 
microfauna, particularly diatoms, from this unit have been 
unsuccessful. A few isolated entire fossils and some shell 
fragments, most of which were recognizable as 
Portlandia sp., occur near the top of the zone classified here 
as varved sediment (Unit I!). 

Sedimentary couples in which grain size grades upwards 
from coarse to fine silt, or from silt to clay, are most 
common in Unit I!. Thicknesses of varve couples range from 
a few millimetres to 5 cm and rarely to 10 cm. The thicker 
varves commonly have partings, consisting of crossbedded, 
very light grey to white, very fine grained sand or ve ry 
coarse silt, that break the continuity of grading in the cycles. 

Borings in sediments near the limits of marine 
submergence in both Ottawa and Gatineau valleys 
(e.g., Sheenboro, 76-26; Chapeau, 76-16; Yenosta, 74-8; 
Wakefield, 75-3) (Fig. 1) have sed iments that show varve-like 
graded cycles but with a variety of textures and structures 
that apparently reflect their position proximal to the source. 

=--c --:;: .. £ --=-v -

-·--·_, 
-~ . F 'L 6 -, l'"S /:, 

b>:.:?-9/ -Q ; 

Figure 3. Sandy varves (Unit I!) with unusually thick 
clay-silt bands. Note clay-ball (arrow) in unsorted sand 
layer. The scale used in this figure and most illustrations in 
this report is a stadia rod numbered in feet and tenths of a 
foot. GSC 203621- P 

1 Numbers are year-site designations for borings identified and located by numbers 
in Figures 1, 28, 29. 

2 Colour names and coded designations are from Munsell colour charts, by direct 
comparison of freshly exposed moist sediment. 
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Regularly cyclic, graded suites of gravel -coarse sand -fine 
sand or of sand- silt (e.g., Fig. 3) are either interstratified 
with fine sediment couples or replace them entirely. 

Particularly where finer (silt-clay) varves are 
associated with sand and coarser graded beds, the varve 
repetition may be interrupted by the presence of unsorted 
beds. Such beds rest on eroded surfaces, are generally 
thicker than one varve cycle, and may be equal in thickness 
to four or five cycles. They may contain clay balls of 
irregular size and shape (Fig. 3, 4; 76-16-88, 76-16-87, 
Appendix 1), along with granules and sand grains. However, 
such unsorted beds have a general grain-size composition that 
is similar to that of the varve sequence with which they are 
found. They are also found in the graded rhythmites of 
coarse grained sediments, and the grain size of the unsorted 
material is compatible in this case also. 

Within this unit a regional grain-size gradation from 
coarse to fine occurs laterally, from the margins towards the 
centre of the basin. Overall thickness of the units appears to 
decrease in the same direction. For example, at 
Venosta (74-8) and Sheenboro (76-26; Fig. I) the coarse or 
proximal varve sequences are between 9 and 15 m thick, and 
at Bourget (74-1) and Mer Bleue (CRF -21A) the varved silt 
sequence is apparently less than 1.5 m thick. It is assumed 
that individual varves may thin towards the centre of the 
basin, but because of the lack of exposures, no attempt has 
been made in this study to trace single strata. 

H - I ----
~2 
~r 
~V --
~9 --:.g --§-:J_ 
~a. / -
~6 ' 

~ 

~2- / - l 
,; --- (I 

=...;~ / 
Figure 4. Sandy varves (Unit I!) with thin silt bands (dark, 
fine grained). Note the cluster of clay balls (arrow) in the 
unsorted sand layer near the top of the core. Scale in tenths 
of a foot. GSC 203621-Q 

6 

The upper boundary of the varve unit is gradational 
(Fig. 2, 5) and the varves becomes less regular and less 
distinct upward, giving way to relatively massive marine clay 
of the overlying unit (Ill). In the borings from near the basin 
margins the transition zone is broad, up to 6 m, and may 
include several fluctuations from varved to massive 
sediment, and reverse; near the centre of the basin the 
transition commonly is rapid and distinct, occurring in most 
places over a sediment thickness of about I 0 cm to 1 m. 

Field observations related to previous work in the 
Ottawa map area (Johnston, 1917; Gadd, 1963a) reveal that 
the lower contact of the varve sequence may be gradational 
as well. Sections in a railway cut in Ottawa have a complex 
of thin layers of flowtill interstratified with stony silt, which 
grades within 25 cm into normal silty clay varves (Fig. 5). 
The same phenomenon has been observed at another site by 
Johnston (1917, Plate Ill, p. 53). This relationship has not 
been observed in cores from borings carried out for this 
project. 

Unit m 
Unit Ill is dominantly silt and silty clay and commonly 

has massive to vaguely stratified structure in its lowermost 
units (Fig. 6; 76-22-161, Appendix 1). Most of the relatively 
thin deposits of Unit Ill are nearly isotropic or structureless. 
Thick deposits of this unit grade upward into, and may be 
interbedded with, regularly colour-banded and horizontally 

Figure 5. Transition zone sediments showing laminated till 
(flowtill or waterlain till ?) at base, interstratified laminae of 
till and stony varves, and typical varves (upper contact of 
these units indicated by white arrows, left), grading upwards 
into laminated marine sediments. The lowermost occurrence 
of marine fossils (Portlandia arctica) in the section is at the 
level shown by the white arrow, right centre; below this, the 
material is barren of fossils . This section was exposed in a 
railroad cut about 275 m northwest of the intersection of 
Gladstone and Preston Streets in Ottawa, Ontario. 
(GSC 1-12-66) 
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stratified silt - clay cyc les (Fig. 7; 76-27-215, Appe ndi x 1). 
Graded bedding is present in the cycles but is irregular 
(sym minc t var ves?) compared with the co nsistency of gradi ng 
in Unit IV (dia t act ic?). Clay layers of the cycles range from 
dark grey through increasingly reddish shades of redd ish grey 
(e.g ., 5YR 1+/2) to red (e.g., 2.5YR 1+/6; some bands a re as 
bright as 2.5YR 5/8) . Sed imentary layers having reddish 
shades inc rease in abund ance and intensity of colour upward 
in the section; they dominate in s trata with the highest clay 
co nte nt in clearly stratified or cycl ically banded material. 
The indistinctly banded to massive clay strata are co mmonl y 
dark grey. 

Massive and banded forms of this sedimentary uni t are 
shown by Fransham and Gadd (1 977) to have somewhat 
different average content of clay - sized sediment: the more 
massive form has less clay-sized material than the s tra tified 
one, or, co nversely, the massive one has re la tive ly higher silt 
content. These were desc ribed for geotechnical purposes 
(Fransham and Gadd, 1977) as "deep-water" and "prod el t a" 
fac ies, respectively. In this report, howe ver , these are 
considered as subfacies, or as depositional vari e ties of a 
"shelf" or "prodelta" sediment , and to have been deposited in 
essentiall y ide nt ical basin e nviro nments. Sedimentation rate 
and volume of supply of sediment may be t he only essenti a l 
factors controlling the variation in stra tification 
(see Discussion). 

This unit is the most unifor m and regular of the 
clay - silt facies of Leda Clay. Minor sed iment a ry structures 
a nd textural variat ions are rare and stratif ication, where 
obvious, is ge ne ra lly hor izo ntal and cyclic a nd most clearl y 
discernible where size - related colou r bands are present 
(e.g. , Fig. 7). 

,; 

~ 
............. 

\ ~ 
f'.J ' ~ .... 

Q 

' ~~ 

Figure 9. Close -up view of Figure 8 show ing tubular and 
branching nature of some black streaks in the m assive 
subfac ies of Unit Ill. GSC 203621 - N 

Unit Ill is the most abundantly fossiliferous of the 
facies described here. Portlandia sp . is the most commonl y 
ide ntif ied macro fossi l a nd the re a re several spec ies of 
microfauna, mainl y fo rami nifera and ostrac oda. 1 

Att e mpts by S. Lic hti-Federovic h to separate diatoms 
from this fauna have been unsuccessful. The presence of 
foss ils with carbona t e tests in the sediments suggests a 
general content of f ree carbona t e in the sediment which is 
co nf irmed in field testing by the prese nce of weak to 
vigorous e ffervescence of the sediment when di lute HC 1 is 
applied. Where the sediment is heavily charged with black 
unctuous mat e ria l (e.g., Fig. 8, 9; 76-22 -1 53, Appendix 1) 
effer vescence wi th acid is ge nera lly strong and an abundant, 
pungent odour of H zS and SO 2 is produced. In such cases one 
cannot be certain that any f ree carbonate react ion is being 
observed. 

- u 

§-t 
g I -
~2 -
~£ -
~V· -_,. 

:.:. 91 -

::.L --
~e -:.s. -
~· -21 -

Figure 10. Black mottling and banding in Unit Ill, showing 
cyclic pattern of occurrence. (The material changes colour 
from grey to reddish brown in the several inches of sediment 
above t he black bands). GSC 203621 

1 No identificat ions of microfauna ha ve been made for this report because 
appropriate expertise was not available a t the tim e of writing . 



Black colouring occurs in this sediment as a general 
dissemination (Fig. 6), as concentrations in irregular tubular 
patterns (Fig. 9; 76-22-153, Appendix 1), as mottling (Fig. 10; 
76-25-184, -Appendix 1), or as discrete bands (Fig. 11; 
76-24-166, Appendix 1) in otherwise normally coloured grey 
or 'red' sediment. In all cases where black is present the 
samples have a fetid su lphurous odour on fresh exposure and 
produce H 2 S (and SOz) when tested with acid. 
During treatment with acid, the black disappears from the 

Figure 11. The distinct black band, at 1.8 on the scale, 
occurs in the lowermost part of a grey silty c lay band near its 
contact with underlying pinkish grey clay. There is a 
gradational change of colour from grey to pink upwards in 
section; this core exhibits three cycles of colour-texture 
variation, identified by the broken vertical black line and 
numbered 1, 2, 3, in order of deposition. Note that black 
bands and mottling occur in both grey (black arrows) and pink 
(white arrows) sediment. This is an example of thick cyclic 
colour-texture banding in Unit Ill. GSC 203621- T 

spot tested. It is a lso a consistent observation of this study, 
a nd of stud ies in other a reas, that the black will disappear 
over a period of several hours, certai nl y within a day, if the 
core, or a fresh sect ion, is simply exposed to the air. This 
reaction is inva riably accompanied by- production of pungent 
sulphurous odour. In the presence of sufficient moi sture, 
black spots and bands will be replaced by reddi sh orange to 
ochrous yellow ones during thi s process of rapid oxidation. 

During the washing of sediment for fossil separation, 
pyrite was found as minute gra ins and c rystals, as 
enc rust at ions on a nd fillings in microfossils, and as irregu lar 
tubules and rod s, some of which were branc hing. When 
samples were cut from cores, gritty nodules or concretions of 
pyrite of re latively small size were sometimes struck by the 

.· 

, .. I 
Figure 12. Regularly alternating thick grey silty sand and 
thin reddish brown silty c lay layers (arrows). Basin-margin 
sediments like these may be classified as shallow-water phase 
of Unit Ill or, alternatively, as proximal varves of Unit 11; in 
the absence of fossils, distinction is impossible. 
GSC 203621-J 
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knife or wire saw. Many of these are about the size of the 
microfossils ( ± l m m) and smaller, but rods and tubules may 
attain lengths of 5 or 6 mm and diameters of 2 to 3 mm. 

The dominant colour of this unit is light grey, but is 
commonly dark grey and grading to black where iron-sulphur 
compounds are abundant. In the relatively massive units of 
this facies, there are rare diffuse zones of dark reddish grey 
(e.g., 10R 4/1) to dark reddish brown (e.g., 2.5YR 2/4). Upper 
parts of the sequence, particularly where cyclically 
stratified, have distinct dusky red (e.g., 10R 3/3) to reddish 
brown (e.g., 2.5YR 4/4) clay-rich bands or zones. The 
amount of red coloration appears to increase upward in the 
section. 

The massive to thick bedded, relatively irregularly 
colour- and texture-banded clay-silt facies is absent in at 
least parts of the section encountered in borings at the 
western and northern limits of the Ottawa basin of the 
Champlain Sea. In the Venosta (74-8) and Wakefield (75 - 3) 
borings, no massive or thick bedded units are known and 
facies of all nonglacial units are stratified and relatively 
thinly bedded. Sediments in borings at Sheenboro (76-26), 
Chapeau (76 - 16), and Westmeath (76 - 14) have relatively 
massive to poorly stratified, medium grained to fine grained 
sands near the base of the section that grade upwards into 
sand - silt cycles with reddish coloration in the silt bands 
(Fig. 12). Cycles are thick, commonly greater than 20 cm, 
but fairly regular. These sandy units, because of their 
regularity, horizontal attitude, and apparent lack of clearly 
defined current phenomena are correlated with relatively 
structureless to regularly stratified sediments of finer grain 
size that dominate Unit Ill. It is possible that they might be 
classified, alternatively, as proximal varves. 

UnitN 

Rhythmically or cyclically texture - and colour-banded 
sediment in the silt-clay range (silt dominant) comprises the 
bulk of Unit IV. Very fine grained sand occurs as partings 
that are lenticular and infrequent in lower parts of section; 
the frequency, regularity, and thickness of sand layers 
increase upwards in section. Otherwise, texturally and 
physically this sediment closely resembles the banded portion 
of the underlying Unit Ill. 

In these similar units, commonly there is a sharp 
depositional break between fine grained (dark grey to red 
shades) clayey sediment and the overlying coarse (light grey) 
silty clay and silt (with some very fine grained sand partings). 
Quantity and intensity of red colouring of clayey layers 
increases upwards throughout this facies, and red becomes 
the dominant colour in the uppermost strata of this unit. 
Fossils are present, but not abundant. 

The most significant difference between Units IV and Ill 
is their structural variety. Unit Ill is massive to poorly 
stratified and, where stratified, is thick bedded. In contrast, 
Unit IV is relatively thin bedded, clearly stratified (Fig. 13; 
76-7-30, Appendix 1) and has a number of characteristic 
minor structures that break the continuity of sedimentary 
sequences, as follows: 

1. tilting of beds (Fig. 14; 76-24-170, Appendix l)- series of 
beds tilted at angles commonly as much as 30° (apparent) 
lie unconformably within horizontally bedded strata; 

2. erosional truncation (Fig. 15, 16; 76-24-164, 76-7-28, 
Appendix l) -relatively coarse sediment occurs in an 
erosional relationship, commonly as channel cut-and-fill 
structures, within compatible stratified sediment above 
and below the erosional surface and fill units; 
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3. unsorted strata and distorted laminations 
(Fig. 17, 18, 19)- beds including unsorted material, 
detached and distorted laminations, as well as mud balls 
and clay lenses occur on erosional surfaces within 
regularl y bedded strata; 

4. black banding and mottling (e.g. Fig. 20; 76-24-165, 
Appendix 1)- bands and mottling of black are 
characteristic and most abundant in this lithofacies; they 
are also present to limited extent in Unit Ill but are not 
known in Unit V. Commonly, but not exclusively, the 
black bands and mottlings are found associated with the 
light-coloured coarse facies of a sedimentary couple (or 
cycle); diffuse bands of black mottling may have a 
thickness of several centimetres, or there may be several 
thin (to 1 mm) black bands in a similar thickness of 
sediment (e.g., Fig. 21; 76-24-167, Appendix 1). 

Unit V 

This unit has structures similar to those of the 
underlying Unit IV but its texture is dominantly sandy. 
Unit IV commonly grades upwards into Unit V through a 
gradual increase in sand content. In such cases a boundary 
between units is a matter of arbitrary choice, but in some 
sections the contac t appears to be erosional and the 
transition from Unit IV to Unit V is distinct. 

Structural features of Unit IV continue upwards into 
Unit V. Although they are commonly masked by weathering 
and by coarseness of grain, one may recognize erosional 
truncations, scour-and -fill structures, distortion due to slump 
(Fig. 22, 23; 76-16-94, Appendix 1), intraformational folding 
and slumping, convolutions (perhaps due to compaction), 
inclusions of various kinds (e.g., mud balls), and possible 
turbidite layers. Inclusions of some pebble-sized fragments 
of laminated sand indicate that some eroded materials may 
have been transported in a frozen state, or otherwise 
preserved in a conglomerate or breccia. In addition, the unit 
exhibits various c ross-laminations and ripple marks that 
suggest either current or wave action, or both. All the above 
structures are exceptional, however, because the bulk of the 
sediment consists of horizontal beds or laminae of sand to 
silty clay that have two common forms: regular , fining 
upward cycles (Fig. 24) and regularly alternating sand and 
silty clay bands (Fig. 25, 26; 76-14-65, Appendix 1). Silty 
clay layers, where present, may be pink, red, or reddish 
brown. From the present study, black banding is unknown in 
this unit, but concentrations of dark minerals including 
magnetite, pyrite, and possibly hornblende give a colour 
accent to bedding structures. Fossils are commonly 
fragmentary and are generally rare or absent. 

More obvious in this sandy facies, but true of all facies 
of basin sediments described above, is the fact that although 
the texture of the individual bands, layers, and cycles fines 
upwards, the texture of the unit as a whole coarsens upwards. 
For example, first layers of this unit encountered in several 
borings consist of fining upwards, graded beds of coarse to 
fine sand, and strata encountered at greater depth in the 
same unit consist of fining upwards, graded beds of fine sand 
and silt. 

Units IV and V occur in extensive planar bodies of 
regional extent. Younger fluvial deposits described below are 
found in channels and terraces incised within these tabular 
bodies of sediment. 

Units A, B, A-B 

Sediments in abandoned channels and terraces of the 
Ottawa basin are similar to other units described above and 
particularly to units IV and V in that apparently they have 

identical lithologies and physical characteristics, but subtle 
differences have been recognized here and in earlier studies 
(Johnston, 1917; Antevs, 1925; Gadd, 1963a). Within this 
specific geomorphic setting there are two units: one 
comprises silt-clay strata (Unit B) and the other comprises a 
sand facies (Unit A). Interstratification of units A and B are 
designated A-B. These are in part derived by erosion from 
the suite of sediments (units 11 to V) described above, on 
which they commonly are superposed. 

Unit B is relatively thin bedded, comprises a cyclically 
or rhythmically laminated silt and clayey silt, and is light and 
dark grey to dark reddish brown; the darker colours are those 
of the finer grained material. The cycles comprise light and 
dark layers, commonly with graded bedding but with many 
erosional breaks. Erosional truncations of strata, scour-and
fill structures, slumps and convolutions, though present, are 
seemingly less common than in the underlying units 
(V and IV). More common in Unit B are relatively thick 
(3 to 10 times the thickness of enclosing paired laminations) 
beds of completely disoriented and distorted material 
apparently derived by mass wastage from former horizontally 
bedded and colour-banded strata. Such layers may also 
include a few rock pebbles and granules as well as 
disseminated sand grains and pockets of sand 
(Fig. 27; 76-14-69, Appendix 1). 

The lower contact of Unit B commonly is erosional and 
it may rest unconformably upon any of units I to V or on 
bedrock; but also Unit B may be interstratified with Unit A. 
In a number of places, particularly on the terraces in the 
vicinity of the Tread well (7 5-6) and Fassett (76-25) borings, 
Unit B is underlain by thick deposits of Unit A. Previous 
work by Gadd (1961, 1963a) has shown that Unit B has rusty 
coloured or ochrous patches or mottlings at depths well below 
the regional water table. Similar mottling is observed in 
material retrieved from borings carried out for the present 
project. Small concretions, commonly comprising silt 
cemented by CaC03, have been found in a few borings. 
These concretions are well known and abundant in some 
natural exposures and seem to be character is tic of this unit. 

Unit A is the sandier facies of the two channel 
sediments. Cyclic stratification of coarse and fine sediment 
in the sand-silt range is characteristic of the sandy unit (A). 
Individual strata commonly range from coarse sand to coarse 
silt, with some clay-silt bands occurring particularly in the 
lower part of the sequence. The lower contact of this unit 
commonly is erosional, but has a gradational contact or 
interfingering relationship with the clay-silt Unit B facies 
that most commonly underlies the sand Unit A. 

Unit A exhibits seemingly unique character is tics. 
Coarsening upwards cycles are common. In these a sharp 
contact occurs between the coarser element of the cycle and 
overlying finer sediment. Grain size then grades upwards 
from fine to coarse to the next sharp contact with fine 
sediment. This is the reverse of the gradation observed in all 
other strata described above. Increasing current energy 
during deposition of individual sedimentary cycles is clearly 
indicated. Because the phenomenon is cyclic and gradational, 
it would seem to relate more to seasonal or episodic 
conditions such as may occur in levees during overbank 
flooding, than to the more uniform conditions of erosion and 
deposition in migrating channels. 

These units (A and B) are restricted to abandoned 
channels and to broad erosional terraces set within regional 
bodies of older unconsolidated sediment. At the Bourget site 
(74-1) in an abandoned channel, a transitional (A-B) zone 
between Units A and B has alternate bands of coarse to 
medium sand and silty clay of 5-10 cm thickness each that 
are fossiliferous. In contrast to the marine fauna of other 
basin sediments described above, the fossils of this 
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interstratified Unit A-B at Bourget, Ontario, are freshwater 
clams, Lampsilis sp. (identified by A.H. Clarke, Jr.). 
Examination of samples for other fossil remains such as 
ostracods and diatoms has been unsuccessful. Radiocarbon 
dating of the Lampsilis sp. shells gives a probable maximum 
age of 10 200 ± 90 BP (GSC-1968; Lowdon and Blake, 1976, 
p. 6) for the time of deposition of the sediment in which they 
occur. 

PROBABLE CORRELATIONS OF LITHOF ACIES 
OF THE OTTAWA BASIN 

It is clear from the limited study reported here that 
basin sediments of Ottawa valley have consistent and 
significant grain-size variation on both horizontal and 
vertical axes. On the horizontal axis, there is a general 
decrease in grain size from the margins towards the centre of 
the basin. On the vertical axis a pattern of increase upwards 
in grain size of relatively fine grained facies of sediment has 
superposed on it a suite of sedimentary structures that 
reflect an increase upwards in strength of current act ivity. 
These are the basic elements of criteria used to subdivide the 
sediments into li thofacies. Where these elements are found 
in continuous sequence in a single boring, subdivision into 
specific lithofacies is relatively simple, even though the 
choice of boundaries between facies is somewhat arbitrary 
because of broadly gradational contacts and interfingering 

Figure 25. Sandy subfacies of Unit V from the western limit 
of the basin, showing cyclic alternation of thick sand strata 
grading upwards into thin red (dark bands) silty clay layers. 
GSC 203621-L 
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relationships. Some borings apparently lack parts of the suite 
and these breaks have been explained either by the erosional 
history at a particular site, by the position of the site within 
the basin relative to source of sediment, or by an assumed 
relationship to the position of the ice margin during the 
deposition of basin sediments. In addit ion , the spacing of 
samples (as much as 6 m in deeper borings) may have resulted 
in critical sections being missed from the core records. The 
one boring that was cored continuously ( CRF - 21 A), however, 
gives good reference control for the basin, and is therefore 
placed in both correlation diagrams (Fig. 28, 29). 

The classification used in this paper for some of the 
sedimentary units and/or facies may be rather arbitrary. 
Although the following interpretation and correlation 
diagrams are subject to change as a result of further detailed 
study of the region, nonetheless, the scheme of correlations 
presented in Figures 28 and 29 and is thought to be 
consistent with observations. Some alternative 
interpretations are indicated in a few of the diagrams. 

Figure 28 shows the interpretation of the stratig raphic 
section in 11 bor ings made along the east-west axis between 
the localities of Sheenboro and Fassett (Fig. 1), a distance of 
200 km; Figure 29 depicts stratigraphy of 8 borings in a 
north-south direction between Venosta and Casselman 
(Fig. 1), a distance of a pproximately 95 km, one of the 
borings (CRF -21 A) being common. 

In Figure 28 it is noted that units V, IV, 11 have sandy 
facies in the four more westerly borings. Unit Ill has been 
identified as a thin unit in only one of these borings 
(Westmeath). 

Borings at Wendover, Ontario (75-4 and 75-5; Fig. 28), 
show identical sections, i. e ., Unit IV over Unit I at the top 
and base of a bedrock escarpment (presumably exhumed). 
Intervening units known in adjacent sections are absent here; 
this is assumed to be the result of erosion before and during 
deposition of Unit IV (see Discussion). 

Units A (sand facies), B (clay-silt facies), and 
A-B (interstratifications of A and B), which as a group are 
thought to be fluvial units, in many sections show a normal 
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gradational contact relationship with Unit V, uppermost of 
the marine deltaic units. In a number of sections 
(e.g., Fig. 28, Plaisance and Fassett), the contact with the 
underlying sediments is clearly erosional. 

Unit I! is observed in all bor ings with the exception of 
those occurring in areas where local highs in the bedrock 
surface apparently have caused nondepositional sites 
(e.g., Hammond, Davidson's Corners, Fig. 29) or where 
erosion of older sediments may have taken place during the 
deposition of younger ones (e.g., Wendover, Fig. 28). 

DISCUSSION 

Unit I 

The apparent absence of till in many measured sections 
may relate to the fact that the borings were made along the 
axes of two major valleys, both of which may have carried 
large volumes of meltwater during downwasting of the ice 
sheet. In these valleys, therefore, a high probability exists 
that till may have been eroded from bedrock surfaces by 
meltwater streams before deposition of fine sediment in the 
same area, i.e., at a later time when low current velocities 
and quieter conditions prevailed in that part of the basin. 

Unit II 

Unit I! (varves) was identified by Antevs (1925) as a 
deposit of glacial Lake Frontenac; this was described as a 
pre-Champlain Sea freshwater body of unknown dimensions 
that was said to predate an early eustatic change of 
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Figure 27. Distorted sediments of units A and B with large 
sand lens (dark area in centre) in near-vertical position, 
probably due to slump. GSC 203621-W 

sea level. In Antevs' interpretation, the Champlain Sea 
postdates the opening of Ottawa valley and the existence of a 
free drainage system between glacial Great Lakes and 
Ottawa-St. Lawrence valleys. This system would have had to 
exist prior to the Champlain Sea in a position above the then 
sea level, or separated from the sea by an ice bar ier. 

Records from exposures in the Ottawa area clearly 
show a gradational relationship between till (Unit I) and 
varves (Unit !I) (Fig. 5). Equally clear in Figure 5 is the 
gradational relationship between the varves (Unit I!) and the 
relatively massive and fossiliferous marine clay (Unit Ill, 
massive subfacies). The transition occurs over a relatively 
small vertical distance and therefore the time interval is 
assumed to have been short. Although Antevs' descriptions 
and interpretations favoured separate glacial and 
glaciolacustrine (Lake Frontenac) events followed by marine 
invasion (Champlain Sea), I would not think of the events as 
separate. On the contrary, the gradational relationships 
indicate a continuity of sedimentation, presumably in one 
basin, and a rapid and gradational transition from 
glaciolacustr ine or glaci omar ine to marine conditions. 

The glaciomarine transition observed at the centre of 
the study basin constitutes an interstratified till- flow till
varved clay suite, whereas borings made for this study reveal 
that proximal varves of gravel and sand occupy the western 
and northern margins of the basin. This might suggest that 
the ice retreated rapidly from the central part of the basin 
but remained for some time in contact with the western and 
northern limits of the basin. Such a relationship might 
suggest that ice calved from the centre of the basin and from 
its tributary valleys. In such an interpretation, a glacial lake, 
as such, may never have existed; instead there may have been 
a (estuarine?) part of a larger marine basin that had 
relatively short-term glaciolacustrine and glaciomarine 
conditions imposed upon it during persistence of glacier ice in 
nearby highlands. · · 

The presence in a few places of shells and shell 
fragments in apparently varved material may indicate that 
conditions under which the varves formed were not strictly 
freshwater conditions. Antevs (1925), for example, wrote of 
'marine varves '. Rather than a separate freshwater lake, the 
barren to sparsely fossiliferous varves may represent 
essentially glacial conditions near the ice margin in the 
marine basin before depth and salinity reached their maxima. 
No fauna] evidence is yet available to allow a decision as to 
whether these glacially controlled conditions were in fresh 
water or salt water 1 • 

Unsorted beds in coarse sediment suites- e.g. gravel 
and sand facies of proximal varves - were observed only 
rarely because of the relative infrequency with which coarse 
material is recovered by Shelby tube sampling and because of 
the wide spacing of cores in coarse materials. It is 
reasonable to assume that the unsorted beds may be observed 
more commonly in exposed sections than they have been 
observed from borings. 

The seemingly normal varves at the centre of the basin 
are the earliest post-last-glacial sediment. These would 
seem to indicate relatively uniform and slow melting of the 
ice. However, coarse proximal sediments at the western and 
northern margins of the basin, containing as they do unsorted 
beds related to slumping or to turbid flow , suggest a rapid, 
high volume discharge of meltwater. A rapid change from 
thinly varved to massive marine beds probably indicates a 
rapid change in sedimentation rate at the centre of the basin. 
These events, therefore, possibly may correlate in time . 
However, the thin varves found in section at the centre of 
the basin may represent a time during breakup and removal 
of ice from the central part of the basin, say by calving, or 
under ice-shelf conditions, before the ice sheet meltwater 

1 C.G. Rodrigues, University of Windsor (personal communication, 1984) indicates 
the existence of a freshwater fauna in these rhythmites. 17 
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system became re-organized and concentrated in the margins 
of the newly opened basin, or before the maximum of melting 
rate came into effect locally. In a relatively short time 
(30 to 50 varve years) both salinity and sedimentation rate 
had increased to the extent that the typical deep-basin 
sediment became massive silty clay with indistinct to thick 
bedded stratification of a rapidly accumulated high silt 
sediment at a time when glacier ice possibly still was at the 
northern and western limits of the basin. 

Unit ill 

An association, such as that suggested above, between 
high volume flow indicated by coarse proximal varves and the 
massive silty clay explains the apparent correspondence in 
the type of sediment, but does not necessarily accord with 
the fact that the more massive facies of Unit III is the most 
abundantly fossiliferous of the marine sediments. Therefore 
some attention must be paid in future paleontological studies 
to the question of whether the species present are those that 
would tolerate a high rate of deposition of silt-sized 
sediment. 

Similar reasoning can be applied to the second subfacies 
of Unit III. Regularly stratified, cyclically laminated, 
horizontally bedded, fossiliferous sediment has been 
classified by Fransham and Gadd (1977) as "prodelta clay" in 
contrast to the massive facies they called "deep-water 
marine clay". They treated the facies as separate units. In 
the present report the massive and the regularly stratified 
sediments are identified as subfacies of a single deep-water 
environment, equivalent of the low energy "shelf" and/or 
"prodelta" environments of Coleman and Gagliano (1965). 
Although the bedded strata have higher clay content than the 
massive strata (Fransham and Gadd, 1977), and although this 
has considerable influence on the geotechnical properties of 
the sediments (Fransham, 1980), the two may be considered 
as facies that are a function of supply rather than of a 
change of depositional environment. Consider that when a 
higher content of clay-sized material is recorded in a given 
volume of sediment than in another, it is in fact a clay 
content percentage relative to (basically) the other dominant 
grain size- the silt- that is recorded. Thus these two 
subfacies may be considered as high si! t (m as si ve) and low si! t 
(laminated) facies rather than low clay content (massive) and 
high clay content (laminated) facies. The difference in 
sedimentary texture and structure may be simply a function 
of the supply of silt reaching the basin. We may also consider 
that the relatively thinner strata of the regularly bedded 
subfacies represent an overall lower sedimentation rate. 

Both a lower sedimentation rate and a lower relative 
amount of coarse sediment may reflect retreat of the ice 
margin from the immediate margins of the basin; also it may 
reflect a diversion of a large amount of sediment, mainly silt, 
into other lake basins above the marine limit. For example, 
such areas as upper Ottawa valley near Sheenboro and 
Deep River (Gadd, 1963b) and Gatineau valley near 
Gracefield, Quebec (Gadd, 1971, unpublished field data) 
contain lacustrine silt and were, therefore, available as silt 
reservoirs. Both these areas had temporary morainic barriers 
between them and the Ottawa basin of the Champlain Sea. 
Also available as si! t traps, farther up-glacier, were the 
major glacial lake systems like glacial Lake Barlow-Ojibway 
(Antevs, 1925). 

Neither relatively massive nor clearly stratified 
subfacies of Unit III show sedimentary structures other than 
cyclic lamination and textural grading of sediments. 
Therefore they are here assigned to the "shelf" and "prodelta" 
environments, identified for the Mississippi Delta where they 
are "characterized by monotonous repetition of a few types" 
of structure (Coleman and Gagliano, 1965, p. 148). Fairly 
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Figure 29. Correlation chart for stratigraphic borings on a 
north-south axis of the Ottawa basin of the Champlain Sea; 
horizontal distances not to scale. Borings are identified by 
location and driller's record number (year-boring number). 
See Figure 1 for location of boreholes. 

regular cyclic repetition of strata and fining-upwards 
gradation of texture in individual couplets suggests a seasonal 
influence on sedimentation. It is considered most probable 
that cyclicity was enhanced by seasonal melting of nearby 
glaciers. Much of what is recorded in this report as stratified 
marine sediment may have been observed, in part, by 
Antevs (1925) and probably would have been classified by him 
as marine varves or as symminct varves. Whereas the Antevs 
classification of marine varves suggests the near presence of 
ice, if not retreats and readvances of the ice margins during 
much of Champlain Sea time, the stratigraphic sequence of 
apparently true varves (Unit 1!), followed in turn by the two 
facies of Unit Ill, is interpreted here to represent progressive 
retreat of ice from Ottawa valley during early deep-water 
stages of marine submergence. 

Units IV and V 

These units, on the basis of their different lithologies, 
represent different energy levels of currents in a single 
environment. Unit IV, the lower and older unit, is basically 
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clayey silt with minor sand, and Unit V, the upper unit, is 
basically silty sand with minor clay. Commonly they are 
found in conformable contact with underlying Unit Ill which 
grades upward, in turn, into units IV and V. In places this 
appears as a suite representing continuous deposition, with 
the sediment coarsening upwards. This is considered to be a 
typical offlap suite (Gadd, 1977). One of the special 
characteristics of these younger units, however, is the 
occurrence of erosional contacts between these units at some 
places, as well as between them and other older units. This 
erosional relationship indicates deposition of these units 
following fairly extensive channel erosion. 

Units IV and V occur as broad, flat, tabular bodies of 
regional extent within the marine basin. This feature has 
been demonstrated in previous mapping projects; in these 
reports the sand facies (more common at the surface than 
clay facies) is referred to variously as a littoral facies of 
Champlain Sea deposits and estuarine deposits 
(Richard et al., 1977) or as high terrace sand (Gadd, 1971). 
These deposits, though in places several kilometres wide in 
both Ottawa and St. Lawrence valleys, are laminated and 
crossbedded by current action, but lack the defined channels, 
levees, bars, spits, and other features of the younger but 
similar units A and B. The sediments, therefore, appear to 
have been deposited and reworked in a large, flat-lying water 
body with significant currents, probably in an estuary rather 
than in a graded fluvial system. Deposition apparently was 
essentially subaqueous rather than partially or intermittently 
emergent. 

Increases upwards in section of the frequency of minor 
erosional features and in the grain size of materials indicate 
that currents active during deposition of the units were 
increasing in capacity through time. Increasing frequency of 
occurrence of mass flow and turbidity features shows that 
mass wastage in the vicinity of streams was increasing 
through time. These are characteristics similar to those 
described by Coleman and Gagliano (1965) for the 
environments of the subaqueous delta and delta front of the 
Mississippi Delta in the United States. As in the Mississippi 
example, these deposits exhibit the greatest variety and 
number of sedimentary structures, and reflect environments 
where relatively strong currents, rapid deposition, and abrupt 
facies changes are the norm. 

Extension of these units typical of a subaqueous delta 
over extremely large regions, however, distinguishes them in 
size from the relatively limited area! extent of such 
sediments in the Mississippi Delta. Because the entire suite 
of Champlain Sea sediments was deposited over a relatively 
shorter period of time than was that of the Mississippi Delta, 
the extent of these units must depend on local factors. 
Principal of these must be rapid isostatic uplift of 
Ottawa valley which would have cause the environments to 
prograde seaward at a very rapid rate. Another factor is the 
existence of a major source of supply of coarse sediment, 
that is, the Laurentide ice mass lying near Ottawa valley. 
Finally, the Champlain Sea basin itself is a source in which 
great tracts of sediment were progressively exposed to 
erosion during uplift. 

Where fossils are present, units IV and V may be clearly 
identified as Champlain Sea marine sediments. 

Units A and B 

The linear form of these deposits is known from earlier 
work (Gadd, 1963a, 1976a). Typically the deposits occur in 
channels limited by erosional scarps and have linear bars, 
streamlined "islands", and point bars. Occurrences of 
terrace-margin minor sand levees, also known to occur in 
Unit A both in Ottawa valley and in the central 
St. Lawrence Lowland region (Gadd, 1971), suggest overbank 
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flooding of proto-Ottawa River floodplains and terraces. It 
is in this context that coarsening-upward cycles, particularly 
in the sandy facies (A), have been interpreted above. 
Interstratification of sand (main channel) and silt-clay 
(slackwater) facies probably represents migration of principal 
channels within a floodplain complex. 

The freshwater nature of these sediments is confirmed 
by the occurrence at Bourget, Ontario, of well preserved 
articulated specimens of Lampsilis sp. in a transition zone of 
interstratified silty (B) and sandy (A) facies of these fluvial 
sediments. 

Comparison with Mississippi River Deltaic Sediments 

The foregoing description and discussion, though 
speculative in large degree, strongly suggests that 
Ottawa valley Leda Clay strata are similar structurally and 
sedimentologically to sediments of the modern 
Mississippi Delta in the United States. The summary table of 
sedimentary structures in depositional environments of the 
Mississippi Delta (Coleman and Gagliano, 1965, Table 1, 
p. 147) lists as dominant (D), abundant (A), common (C), and 

rare (R) the distribution of 28 categories of structures as 
they occur in 13 depositional environments and 8 subdivisions. 
Using only the structures listed as D, A, or C in their table, 
the following comparison is made: 

Ottawa valley (OV) Unit Ill has four features (of four 
listed) in common with the combined categories of "shelf" 
and "prodelta" in their table: thick bedding, parallel 
lamination (both textural and colour), presence of burrows, 
shell fragments; scour-and-fill structures and erosional 
truncations are absent in both. 

OV Unit IV has nine features (of nine) in common with 
"distal bar" and "distributary mouth bar" subdivisions of 
"delta front": thin to medium bedding, parallel lamination 
(texture and colour), cross-lamination, current and wave 
ripple lamination, scour-and-fill structures, erosional 
truncations, clay inclusions, load casts, distorted laminations 
(including slump). 

OV Unit V has the same nine features listed above in 
common with the "subaerial levee" category of "delta front" 
with similar stronger emphasis on current-related phenomena 
than in the previous grouping. 

OV Unit B, has features in common with "mudflat": 
relatively thin beds, parallel laminations, scour-and-fill 
structures, and erosional truncations. 

The Ottawa valley units, because of the features 
mentioned above, are identified as the lithofacies of an 
uplifted delta. The Jack of physical form of the delta in 
Ottawa valley, together with the fact that Ottawa valley 
units are more extensively superposed, emphasizes 
fundamental differences between these major depositional 
environments; the Mississippi, being an active delta with 
recognizable form and zonal distribution of sediments, 
represents relatively slow accumulation in a slowly subsiding 
basin; the extensively superposed strata of Ottawa valley 
represent a migrant prograding delta formed in a basin 
undergoing extremely rapid sedimentation and isostatic 
uplift. 

Red Bands 

Red clay bands may seem anomalous in materials 
derived from glacial erosion of mainly Precambrian 
crystalline rocks, and in an area that during Pleistocene time 
showed no evidence of a climate significantly warmer than 
the present north temperate one. Whereas commonly red 
clays are the product of soil formation under tropical or 
subtropical conditions, the red clay bands in the Leda Clay 



must have their origin either in the primary materials 
available or in their oxidation products. Primary bedrock 
sources of red colour in the Ottawa-Gatineau valley region 
are hematite-rich feldspars in some Precambrian granites and 
red coloration of mineral rock grains and of the matrix of 
some facies of the Cambro-Ordovician Potsdam (Nepean) 
sandstone. However, when these are combined with most 
glacial and nonglacial sediments, along with commonly 
abundant primary iron minerals such as magnetite, ilmenite 
and pyrite, they produce sediments of various shades of grey. 
When grey glacial and nonglacial sediments are separated in 
the sedimentation laboratory during grain-size analysis, the 
clay-colloid fraction is most commonly red. Because the clay 
fraction is the preferred size mode for red iron oxide in 
glacial sediments of Canadian Shield areas (Shilts, 1978a, b, 
1979, and personal communication, 1980), the principal 
source of the red colour may be red iron oxide, and size 
sorting may be the principal factor in producing red-coloured 
clay bands in these sediments. But not all clay-rich strata in 
Leda Clay are red, and therefore size sorting alone does not 
seem to explain fully the occurrence of red bands in 
sediments of the Ottawa basin of the Champlain Sea. 

In the sedimentary sequences described in this report, 
the amount and intensity of red coloration appears to 
increase progressively towards the centre of the basin and 
progressively upwards in the suite of sediments; the former is 
probably a function of size gradation C'"<er distance, and the 
latter is probably primarily a function of grain size gradation 
with time. Continued oxidation of sediment and (because of 
uplift) the increasing areas of sediment exposed to oxidation 
through time are additional factors that may explain some 
aspects of distribution of the red clay bands. Hence, red is a 
common to dominant colour in fluvial terrace sediments 
(Unit B) and less common in older units . 

Cyclic alternation of red clay bands with grey silt or 
silty clay bands is a common characteristic of the sediments 
described; whether or not directly or indirectly related to 
glacial melt cycles, it appears to be seasonal or episodic. It 
is assumed that much coarse sediment is mobilized during 
seasons of maximum melt and rainfall (frost-free spring
summer season), producing a grey sedimentary layer, and 
little coarse sediment is produced during seasons of minimum 
melt and rainfall (freeze-up or fall-winter season), resulting 
in a red clay layer. I believe that the red colour is associated 
with clay-sized particles in all of the sediments, but that the 
colour is masked by the grey colour of larger sized grains if 
these are present. Oxidation in situ in the marine basin is 
unlikely under "winter" conditions, and postmarine oxidation 
due to groundwater flow should occur preferentially in the 
coarser sediments; therefore, these alternatives to 
sedimentological separation of the red fine material are not 
considered further here. 

In addition to the above mentioned observations by 
Shilts (1978a, b, 1979, personal communication, 1980), other 
studies of the mineralogy of Leda Clay based on borings 
made near Hawkesbury, Ontario, in Ottawa valley 
(Haynes and Quigley, 1976) indicate that "differences in 
mineralogical composition were observed between gray and 
brown bands of soil". (It is assumed here that their "brown" 
bands are identical with "red" and "reddish brown" clays of 
this report.) Haynes and Quigley (1976, their Fig. 25) found 
further that the amorphous material fraction of Leda Clay 
samples contained SiOz, A1z0 3, and Fez03 in nearly equal 
amounts, each being 25 to 33% of the total amorphous 
material. Their report does not make it clear whether iron 
present in the sediments actually existed in the form of red 
iron oxide (Fe 2 0 3) in red (brown) soils, but the figures apply 
to both red and grey clay sediments. The colour alone 
indicates that red iron oxide may be present in the sediment. 

Clay strata in the younger sediments are dominantly 
red. But, recalling that the sedimentary suite is known to 
coarsen upwards, one would expect the red colour to be 
masked, as suggested above. Therefore, the distribution of 
red colour in the sedimentary suite, that is, the appearance 
early (during near-ice conditions) and late (during emergent 
delta and offlap conditions) in the sedimentary sequence and 
rapid increase in red coloration near the end of the sequence, 
must depend on supply of the red oxide form of iron to the 
basin, and not simply on concentration by grain size sorting. 

Recent work on sediments of the Mediterranean basin 
(e.g., Butzger, 1963 , 1964; Ryan, 1972) indicates that the 
source of red clay during interglacial intervals is mainly due 
to erosion of soil profiles on land surfaces and of nearshore 
sediments. Although no direct parallel may be drawn for the 
Ottawa valley region, it may be suggested that the soils of 
the interval that preceded the last glaciation produced iron 
oxides that were picked up during the last glaciation and 
released early in the first sediments of the near-ice and 
prodelta basin. In the same sequence, weathering products 
would later be much diluted by fresh rock flour from 
unweathered rock and soil, hence a lower incidence or 
absence of red colour would occur in the clay strata. 
Off lap conditions, however, would involve two factors: 
1) reworking of glacial sediments on land and nearshore 
sediments in the basin and 2) oxidation of increasingly large 
areas of fine grained sediment with a relatively high 
hematite and iron content (in various forms) as more 
extensive areas of seabottom were exposed to soil formation. 
Thus the occurrence of red clay bands in varves and earliest 
deposited stratified marine sediments of the prodelta 
environment, a lessening or absence of red colour in more 
massive prodelta and delta foreset sediments, and a 
reappearance of red in the clays of the upper delta and the 
particular abundance in the fluvial units occupying channels 
in the uplifted marine strata may all primarily reflect the 
availability of oxides generated by soil formation. Reworking 
and refinement of sorting of older sediments, which would 
concentrate clay-sized materials, appear to be secondary 
factors controlling distribution of the red colour in the 
Leda Clay sediments of the Ottawa basin of the 
Champlain Sea. 

Black Sediment Phenomena 

Black bands, mottling, and general dissemination of 
black colour in several facies of sediment of the Ottawa 
basin are described from field observations only. On this 
basis I disagree with numerous earlier descriptions that refer 
to 'organic' sediments, or to sediments having 'disseminated 
organic matter', because no organic matter is clearly 
identifiable visually. In addition, the observed black material 
is commonly accompanied by a predominantly sulphurous 
odour and the black colour rapidly disappears on exposure to 
dry air or is transformed to yellow-orange ochrous substances 
in the presence of abundant moisture. On application of field 
strength HC1 (10%), the black sediment commonly 
effervesces and emits the pungent odour of HzS (and possibly 
also S0 2 ) and the reaction is accompanied by some loss of 
black colour. In short, the field observations would indicate 
that the black coloration of Leda Clay is due primarily to the 
presence of unstable sulphurous compounds of iron; this is in 
addition to pyrite which is commonly present as crystals, 
nodules, tubules, and as encrustations and fillings or 
replacements in fossils, but which does not react vigorously 
with dilute acid. 

Thus, although the lithofacies suite observed and 
described above is similar to that of the modern Mississippi 
Delta described by Coleman and Gagliano (1965), the organic 
sediment or sapropel element common to the Mississippi 
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(Coleman and Gagliano, 1965) and African Nile 
(Maldonado and Stanley, 1975, 1976) deltas is lacking in the 
Ottawa basin. This is likely because little organic matter 
was available to the late glacial Champlain Sea basin. 

Research into the chemistry of sulphide-bearing 
sediments from cores of unconsolidated sediment in the Black 
Sea (Berner, 1974, p. 527) indicates that monosulphides of 
iron "normally disappear during early diagenesis as a result of 
being transformed to pyrite" in the presence of elemental 
sulphur derived by microbial action on the sulphates of 
normally saline sea water. Bern er (1974, p. 527) added "Thus, 
the basic problem is why these unstable black minerals 
persist to depths of several meters in Black Sea sediments 
representing time spans of more than 10,000 years. The most 
probable reason is that insufficient elemental sulfur was 
present during early diagenesis to accomplish complete 
transformation to pyrite." Where the pyritization takes place 
"the sediments are gray, high in pyrite, and low in 
monosulfides." In further discussion Berner (1974, p. 529) 
recognized that in glacial times "organic matter was 
sufficiently scarce to limit sulfate reduction severely" and 
also that it is reasonable to assume that sulphate 
concentrations were low during the last late Pleistocene 
glaciation because of the flushing action of incoming 
freshwater from glacial meltwater sources. Under the 
conditions of low salinity, low sulphate concentrations, and 
low organic content of the sediments, unstable monosulphides 
were preserved as black sediment. These black layers were 
buried and further protected from transformation to pyrite 
by rapid deposition of coarser materials, especially so, it 
seems, in a system where rhythmic variation of rates of 
deposition occurs. These conditions in the Black Sea at the 
time of deposition of the black sediments (15 000 BP with 
sedimentation rate> 10 cm/1000 years) were ideal for the 
preservation of the black unstable sulphides. 

Bern er (1981, p. 262) later extended these concepts and 
stated that in normal marine conditions, in which both 
dissolved sulphate and organic matter are abundant, "sulfidic 
conditions" prevail under which the "first formed minerals 
produced by the reaction of hydrogen sulfide with detrital 
iron minerals are not pyrite and marcasite but instead a 
number of monosulfide phases .... in the presence of excess 
HzS (sulfidic environment) these minerals are unstable and, 
ultimately, are transformed to pyrite with depth and addition 
of sulfur .... However, if nonsulfidic conditions are attained 
via the exhaustion of all sulfate and sulfide,.... the 
monosulfides, due to lack of additional sulfur, can persist 
metastably for long periods of time." 

It appears that unstable iron-suphur compounds have 
been preserved in Leda Clay and that conditions (sulphidic) 
for formation of pyrite have not occurred on a broad scale; 
therefore it is suggested here that deeper parts of the model 
basin had low salinity and low organic matter content under 
glaciomarine conditions. Such factors are believed to have 
produced 'anoxic-nonsulphidic' environments in which 
unstable minerals, here assumed to be iron monosulphides, 
have been preserved until exposure to air by either natural or 
artificial means. 

No chemical analyses have been made to compare the 
sulphide content of the black facies of Leda Clay with that of 
the Black Sea and, of course, this needs to be done. I am 
convinced on the basis of more or less circumstantial 
evidence, however, that the two must have similar sulphide 
mineralogy. Several of the parameters that Berner (1974) 
used to explain the preservation of monosulphides in 
Pleistocene sediments of the Black Sea are discussed below 
as they apply to the Ottawa valley basin of the Champlain 
Sea under subheadings: Salinity, Organic sediment, 
Sedimentation rate, Sulphides: 
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Salinity. Based on detailed analysis of paleontologic 
evidence from her own work and that of others, 
Wagner (1970, p. 13) stated that: "Waters of Champlain Sea 
were probably not truly marine anywhere, and the salinity 
was certainly variable, being lower on the restricted 
extremities of the sea where influx of fresh water had a 
marked effect". 

The Ottawa basin of the Champlain Sea is a specific 
example of one of the "restricted extremities", being narrow, 
possibly a reentrant in the Laurentide Ice Sheet, and always 
recipient of a major part of the meltwater from the 
Laurentide Ice Sheet during at least the first half of the 
existence of Champlain Sea there. Thus salinity and pre
sumably sulphate content of the Ottawa basin of the 
Champlain Sea were lowered by the diluting influx of glacial 
meltwater. 

Organic sediment. According to Mott and 
Farley-Gill (1980) , forestation of highland areas of Gatineau 
Park, on the interfluve between Ottawa and Gatineau rivers, 
had barely begun 10 700 years ago, prior to which vegetation 
was dominated by grasses and sedges; lowland areas were 
submerged at this time. Thus during almost the entire time 
span of the Champlain Sea in the Ottawa basin, terrestrial 
vegetation was minimal and could, therefore, contribute 
limited amounts of organic matter to the marine basin. 
Accumulation of organic matter in even today's soils in the 
region is limited and probably was sparse during Champlain 
Sea time; the product of soil erosion would have been 
correspondingly low in organic matter. The fact that none of 
the borings and sections recorded here or otherwise known to 
the author has revealed an organic stratum, or sapropel, 
within the Leda Clay suite, supports this assumption. 

Sedimentation rate. Ottawa basin was the site of rapid 
sedimentation during the 2000-2500-year span of 
Champlain Sea time. The greatest measured thickness of 
sediment in the basin is at the Treadwell site where in excess 
of 100 m has been measured. The rate of sedimentation 
represented is approximately 35-50 m/ 1000 years and this 
must be considered a minimum because there may be an 
erosional hiatus in the Treadwell section. The rate is far in 
excess of that for the Black Sea (>10 cm/1000 years) 
calculated by Berner (1974). 

Sulphides. In addition, because the Ottawa basin lies at 
the southern margin of the Laurentian Shield of Precambrian 
rocks, iron and sulphide minerals are abundant in the basin 
sediments. Pyrite, magnetite, ilmenite, hematite, among 
other iron and sulphide minerals, are common accessories of 
the source rocks of regional glacial sediments. Through 
mechanical sorting, these minerals were concentrated in the 
finer fractions of sediments deposited in the Champlain Sea. 

The origin of unstable sulphides or monosulphides in 
Leda Clay is an open question that perhaps permits one 
further line of speculation; it is not clear from the 
Berner (1974, p. 529-30) report whether the black 
monosulphides are considered to be primary sedimentary 
elements, or whether they have formed in situ under 
anaerobic conditions; perhaps both are valid. On the one 
hand, in low concentrations of elemental sulphur "the 
depositional rate could have dictated whether black sediment 
was preserved", the preservation being enhanced by rapid 
sedimentation. On the other hand , diagenetic exchange 
between black and grey layers of sediment may have led "to 
the migration of Fe '+-z and H2 S, and to the formation of iron 
sulfide Liesegang banding (Berner, 1969). Some of the thin, 
sharply defined black layers .... may have formed, at least 
partly, in this manner." There seems to be a parallel between 



black banding in Leda Clay and that in Black Sea sediments. 
Where rhythmic alternation of fine grained black bands and 
coarser grained grey bands appears to be in a varve-like 
sedimentary relationship, the black bands may represent 
primary deposition of unstable sulphides in times of low 
inflow into the basin; these were protected from complete 
pyritization by later rapid sedimentation of the coarser grey 
sediment, during heavier inflow. Berner (1981) indicated that 
preservation of black monosulphides is enhanced in the low 
sulphur conditions of the glaciomarine environment; cyclic 
stratification of black and grey bands of fine and coarse 
sediment also appears to be a product of glacial melt cycles. 
However, very short-term repetition of black bands without 
apparent change in granulometry, such as that illustrated in 
Figure 21 where three millimetric black bands occur in less 
than 1 cm of uniform sediment, may possibly represent the 
diagenetic chemical migration phenomenon. 

Black Banding in Red Clay 

Red clay strata in Leda Clay, whose colour apparently 
depends on the preservation of iron oxides (mainly hematite), 
in places contain black bands, whose colour depends on the 
preservation of unstable monosulphides of iron; such 
relationships are represented in Figures 13 and 16. 

Their interstratification might suggest rapid changes in the 
environment of the marine basin from oxidizing to reducing 
conditions and reverse, but mechanisms for such rapid change 
are not obvious. No granulometric or structura l clues seem 
to be available. It has been suggested above that red banding 
occurs in the basin sediments mainly as a result of 
availability to distributary syst ems of oxidized materials 
from land surfaces and exposed basin sediments. 
Preservation of oxidized sedimentary granules in a marine 
basin suggests that the seabottom at the time was an aerated 
and oxidizing environment. The presence of black bands in 
similar sediment and in apparently continuous strata, 
however, suggests rapid, short- term change to anaerobic and 
reducing conditions. 

The explanation of this seeming enigma may possibly be 
in the fact that the sediments involved were not deposited in 
a quiescent basin remote from fluvial current action, but 
rather were deposited in a prodelta and delta-front 
environment, where currents were constantly changing in 
response to the melting of adjacent glacial ice masses and 
where sedimentation rates were very high. Thus it is 
conceivable that variations in direction and volume of flow of 
distributaries of the deltaic system might rapidly vary the 
state of chemical equilibrium of the basin floor between the 
extreme of freshwater oxidizing and brackish-water reducing 
conditions, without any significant change in the 
granulometry or structure of the sediment. Rates of 
sedimentation might be expected to vary locally depending 
directly on localized supply. Because of the extremely high 
sedimentation rate estimated for Leda Clay 
(35-50 m/1000 years), preservation of material in any initial 
state might be expected to occur readily; thus both oxidized 
(red) and reduced (black) sediments may be expected to be 
preserved in the Ottawa basin of the Champlain Sea 
regardless of the oxidation/reduction state of the basin as a 
whole. 

Diagenetic migration of iron and hydrogen sulphide in 
the manner discussed by Berner (1974, 1969) and suggested 
for some thin black bands in the preceding section of this 
report is a further possible explanation. 

Black banding does not appear to be present in red clay 
strata of Unit B. If, as postulated above, Unit B is an 
essentially freshwater, slackwater channel sediment, it 
should have been deposited in the most highly aerated, 
oxidizing environment of the entire suite. In such an 

environment, of course, sulphidic black bands could not 
persist. Older sediments of units !I and Ill, which do have 
sulphidic black bands, even interbedded with red clay bands, 
probably were sedimented in a reducing environment of 
brackish water whose influence was at times overwhelmed by 
voluminous influx of iron-oxide-bearing sediment 
accompanied by aerated fresh water. 

Comment on Glacial History 

Although the interpretation of glacial history has not 
been a prime objective of this report, at least two points 
emerge that should be mentioned: First, the inclusion of the 
lower varved sequence (Unit 11) in the early Champlain Sea 
suite of sediments does away with the necessity of a 
pre-Champlain Sea glacial lake (Lake Frontenac of 
Antevs, 1925). Second, the apparent continuity of 
sedimentation, the presence of gradational boundaries 
between lithofacies, and the existence of a complete, 
unbroken suite of deltaic sediments are proof that a 
readvance of glacial ice across the Champlain Sea into 
St. Lawrence valley did not occur as was proposed by 
Richard (197 5, 1976) and as refuted by Gadd (1977). 

In arriving at these conclusions, it is assumed that 
radiocarbon dates on shell material (marine and freshwater) 
in the Ottawa-St. Lawrence system are at least internally 
consistent, even though the dates themselves may be subject 
to correction. Dates on high-level marine beach deposits at 
Clayton, Ontario, establish the probable maximum of 
Champlain Sea in Ottawa basin at ea. 12 800 ± 220 BP 
(GSC-1859; Richard, 1974, p. 218). This means that an 
earlier Lake Frontenac, defined as occupying parts of 
Ottawa, St. Lawrence, and Lake Ontario basins, would have 
to have been in existence ea. 13 000 BP and earlier and that 
ice-free conditions existed in all those areas of eastern 
Ontario at such a time. However, the history of Lake 
Ontario basin and the drainage of Lake Iroquois in particular, 
as determined by Karrow et al. (197 5) and by 
Dreimanis (1977), requires an ice barrier at the outlet of the 
modern Lake Ontario basin until about 12 000 BP; this fact 
would cause one to seriously question the existence of Lake 
Frontenac. 

In passing, the writer would also indicate that the 
Karrow et al. ( 197 5) suggested correction of "too old" 
radiocarbon dates in Ottawa valley to a figure of about 
11 000 BP is opposed by the thick accumulation of sediments 
seen in cores described in this report. We know that more 
than 100 m of sediment was deposited under marine 
conditions in the Ottawa basin of the Champlain Sea 
(Treadwell core). From this, and using 12 800 BP (marine 
maximum) and 10 200 BP (freshwater minimum) as time 
limits for those marine conditions, we arrive at a phenomenal 
sedimentation rate of 35 -50 m/1000 years. Arbitrarily 
reducing the time span to a mere 800 years by assuming an 
11 000 year maximum for the Champlain Sea in the Ottawa 
basin (as suggested by Karrow et al., 197 5) would allow an 
incredibly short time for sedimentation of 100 m of fine 
grained material. The apparent discrepancy in age 
relationship between the Champlain Sea in Ottawa valley and 
drainage of glacial Lake Iroquois in Lake Ontario basin has 
been the subject of further study that identifies location of 
late ice in that region, presents a new hypothesis for ice 
margin retreat, and allows for possible reconciliation of dates 
previously considered incompatible (Gadd, 1980). 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Borings in the Ottawa basin of the Champlain Sea show 
that there are four basic lithofacies of Leda Clay. 

2. The facies compare 
Mississippi Delta in 

favourably with those of the 
both texture and sedimentary 
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structure. Three of the facies, therefore, are said to 
represent "upper delta" (Unit V), "delta front" (Unit IV), 
and Prodelta and Shelf (Unit Ill) environments. Unit 11 of 
the Ottawa basin, being of glaciolacustrine or 
glaciomarine origin, has no direct counterpart in the 
Mississippi Delta, but has general characteristics in 
common with "prodelta" and "shelf" environments of 
deposition. 

3. Two lithofacies (units A and B), occupying erosional 
channels in the marine deltaic deposits, contain 
freshwater clams of approximately Holocene age. These 
sediments are derived in large part as erosional products 
of older Champlain Sea sediments on which they lie. 

4. Freshwater clam shell remains collected in the zone of 
transition from a marine upper deltaic environment to a 
subaerial freshwater fluvial system have radiocarbon 
dates (e.g., 10 200 ± 90 BP; GSC-1968) indicating that 
the Pleistocene-Holocene boundary (if standardized at 
10 000 BP) in Ottawa valley may be within the time of 
that transition. 

5. Offlap due to regional isostatic uplift and the migration 
from west to east through the region of a major deltaic 
system is indicated by the lack of simple delta 
morphology, by direct superposition of all lithofacies, and 
by extensive regional development of the "upper delta" 
facies. 

6. Minor sedimentary structures in the sediments clearly 
show progressive development through time of increasing 
capacity of currents, of channel erosion, and mass 
wastage -a typical offlap phenomenon. 

7. The age of marine shells (maximum ea. 12 800 BP) in the 
basin and of freshwater shells in units A and B 
(ea. 10 200 BP) provide time limits within which 
deposition of all sediments, totalling in excess of 100 m 
thick, must have occurred. The sedimentation rate is 
extremely high. 

Although Leda Clay has many sedimentary, structural, 
and mineralogical features in common with bodies of 
similar sediments in the Mississippi Delta, the 
Mediterranean and Black seas, it appears to have been 
accumulated at a phenomenally high rate of 
sedimentation, unknown elsewhere. This sedimentation 
rate (35-50 m/1000 years) is probably a significant factor 
controlling features preserved in Leda Clay that are 
anomalous to the environments in those other basins. 

8. This study is based on the macroscopic characteristics of 
a limited number of samples of Leda Clay. It must 
therefore be considered rudimentary and preliminary; it is 
hoped that further study of other aspects may follow. 
This uplifted basin is a model that is ideally suited as a 
laboratory for studies of the glaciomarine environments 
of eastern North America. Its use is highly recommended 
because it contains the most extensive and most readily 
accessible suite of glaciomarine and marine sediments of 
that region. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Drill Site Logs and Notations 

In this Appendix of drilling logs, boring intervals and sample depths are given as originally 
measured in feet from zero (0') at the surface. Text Figure 1 shows the locations of the drillsites. 

Both borings and core samples are numbered consecutively in each year. In 1976, for example, 
the 14th boring was made near Westmeath, Ontario; it is designated either Westmeath Site or 
Boring no. 76-14. The first sample taken in that boring was the 63rd for that year, hence 
sample 76-14-63; 62 previous samples were taken in the 13 previous borings made in 1976 (they 
number 76-1-1 to 76-13-62). This numbering system was the standard procedure for the crews 
(Department of Public Works) who carried out the drilling for this study. 

The samples were taken and numbered from the surface to the bottom of the hole. However, in 
order to conform with common stratigraphic practice, where cores are described in detail, the 
cumulative thickness of subunits is numbered from the bottom to the top of the respective sample, 
i.e. in their order of sedimentation, and within the footage limits given for each sample. These 
irregular measurements are given in feet to one or two decimal places. 

Descriptive symbols placed before sample numbers are as follows: 

WS - Wash sample OS - Osterberg (piston) sample 
SS - Shelby tube sample HW - Hard wall sample 
PS - Piston sample DD- Diamond drill core 

These indicate in a general way the nature and physical state of materials encountered at the 
sampling level. 

Boring CRF -21 A is the exception to the above notes. It was part of a special project in the 
Central Research Forest that was conducted by M.J.J. Bik. The boring was sampled continuously 
from the surface, using a piston corer, and the record shows very few breaks. To simplify calculation 
and to avoid confusion, the details of this one core are given in terms of measurements (in feet to one 
or two decimals) below the surface (0'). For all other individual cores in this Appendix, measurements 
are given in order of deposition within individual samples. 
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0' -10' 
10'-12.1' 

15.0'-17.1' 

20.1 '-22.2 ' 

25.0'-27 .1' 

30.0'- 32. 1' 

35.0'- 37 .1 ' 

42.4' - 44.2' 

45 .1'-46.9' 

49.3 ' -51.6' 

5.0'-7.1' 

10 .0' -12. 1' 

15.0'- 17.1' 

20.0 '-21.3 ' 

25.0 '-27.1' 

30.0'-31.5' 

35.0'- 37.1' 

40.0 '-42 . 1' 

45.0' - 47 .1' 
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BORING #76-14 
(Westmeath Site) 

Mainly f luvial sand over reworked clay. 
SS 74-1 4-63- sand, silt , and clay in layers of 
var ying thickness, some beds a re tilted; medium 
gre y with some light grey banding; three distinct red 
clay bands near top abou t 0.5 cm thick, upper 5 c m 
of core is rust-coloured (oxidized). 

SS 74 - 14 - 64- sand, sil t, clay; centra l 1' bed in core 
is uniform fine g ra ined grey sand; uppe r and lower 
pa rts are inte rbedded si lt and clay resembling 
varves; red clay bands 0.5 c m, grey silt bands 1 cm; 
lower contac t of sand is gradational , upper is sharp ; 
also lower contact of silt bands with clay is 
grada tional, upper is sharp; a ll beds hori zontal; 
var ved clay. 

SS 74 -1 4- 65- red-grey banded sand, grey silt , red 
c lay. 

SS 74-1 4- 66- mass ive grey si lt , occasional pebble; 
banding indistinc t or absent. 

SS 74-14-67 - red-grey banded clay with some silt 
pa rtings; grey predominates; some of lower contacts 
are sharp. 

SS 74-14-68 - red-grey banded clay; some distortion 
in upper 6" of core- occasiona l pebble; clay is st iff , 
but sensitive. 

SS 74 - 14 - 69 - red-grey silt and c lay, contorted and 
distorted; large pebble at top of core. 

SS 74 -1 4- 70 - ver y distorted; red c lay ball s in 
matr ix of grey s ilty clay; very soft and sensi ti ve . 

H\V 74 -1 4- 71- Till. 

BORING #76-27 
(Beachbu rg Site ) 

SS 76-27-206 - weathered, banded silt and clay; 
upper half of core brownish grey silt with medium 
and coarse gra ined sand (so me pebbles) in layers up 
to 2" thick ; lower half is regularl y banded grey silt 
with red clay bands (5) up to 1 /2 " thi ck . 

SS 76 - 27 - 207 - red and gre y banded silty clay; 
sensitive; upper ha lf of sample mottled with iron 
oxide; concret ions a t l. 25' and 1. 45 ' (from base); 
six r ed bands in core, rest of sedim e nt is bluish grey; 
t hree silt bands. 

SS 76 - 27 -208- mass ive to regula rl y str a tified da rk 
grey mott led coarse silt , some sand grai ns; black 
mott ling 0.3' - 0 .5' and 0.9'-1. 4' (above base). 

SS 76-27-209 - mass ive blue-grey clayey silt ; one 
blue -grey clay ba ll at 0.3 ' above base; material very 
sensitive (half of core s lid out of tube). 

SS 76-27-210- regula r cycli c banding of pink 
c lay and grey silty c lay ; probable var ves; 
± 20 colour-band cycles in t his core. 

SS 76 - 27 -211- ver y sens itive, soft, regularl y 
banded pink and grey clay and si lty c lay; a few sand 
partings. 

SS 76 - 27-2 12- cyclic st ra tificat ion of red clay and 
grey si lty clay; four cycles in core based on red clay 
bands a t 0.3' , 0.6', 1.1' and 1. 9 ' (measured f rom base 
of core ); some contacts appear to be erosional; 
bedding horizonta l. 

SS 76 -2 7-213 - beds of vari able thickness of pink 
and grey s il ty clay with thin sand partings 
(1/2" max). 

SS 76 - 27 - 214 - beds of vari ab le thi ckness of red 
clay and g rey s ilt; redd ish grey to red bands 
thicker and more common than in cores higher in 
sec tion. 

50 .0'- 52 .1' 

55 .0'- 57 .1' 

60 .0'-6 1.1' 

65 .3' 

0' -10' 

11. 6'-1 3.7' 

15.0'-1 7.1 ' 

20 .0'-22 .1' 

25 .0'-27 . 1' 

30.0 ' -32 .1 ' 

35.0'- 37 .1' 

40.0 '- 42 . 1' 

45.0 '-47. 1' 

5 1. 0'- 52 .0' 

56.0 '-58.1 ' 

60 .0'- 62 .1' 

63. 1'-65 .2' 

70 .0'-72.1' 

75.0'-76.5' 

76 .5' -77. 5' 

SS 76 - 27 - 215 -cyclic bedding; 4 cycles, base of 
each cycle is pink clay grading upwards to grey; 
wavy contac t (e rosiona l?) between pink band and 
underlyi ng dark grey . 

SS 76-27 - 216 - la rge pe bble in sand a t top of 
sample; lower half of core: pink and grey colour
banded clay and silt with sand partings; bedding 
contorted by slumping; upper half core is stra tifi ed 
medium to fine gra ined sand. 

SS 76-27 - 2 17 - from base of core: 0 '-0.3' - grey 
silt; 0.3' - 0.45' - reddish grey band, irregular lower 
contact; 0.45'- 0.6 ' - f ine grained grey silty sand; 
0.6' - 0.85' - massive grey silt; 0.85' -1. 1'- contorted 
stra tifi ed sand and silt; thin bedded. 

refusal; a pparently hole ends on bedrock. 

BORING #76-1& 
(Quyon Site- Top of Scar p) 

Fi ne grey sand; oxidized at su rface. 

SS 76 -1 8- 93- grey clay with some red bands; light 
and dark grey, poorl y to well colour-banded; ver y 
si lty clay. 

SS 76-18-94 - light and dark grey colour- banded 
clay; some red ba nds; some mottling; red-grey 
contacts a re shar p. 

SS 76 -1 8- 95 - red and grey clay ; la rge red band 3" 
thick with thin silt parting in middle; gre y silty clay 
is mass ive . 

SS 76 - 18- 96 - massive, very s ilty grey clay with 
some fai nt red bandi ng. 

SS 76-18-97 - massive, light grey si lty c lay with 
ver y fai nt red bands. 

SS 76-18-98 - light and da rk gre y c lay with some 
silt partings; minor black mottling; contac t s sharp 
between colour bands; parts of three cycles. 

SS 76 -1 8 -99- indistinc t banding of ligh t and dark 
grey c lay; minor black mott ling. 

SS 76-1 8-1 00- ver y sensitive, vague ly banded ligh t 
a nd dark grey clay; s ligh t reddish colour in some 
bands; li quified completely when t rimmed. 

SS 76-18-101 sample short 
fragments in dri ll water; 
com pletely liqui f ied on 
und isturbed; ligh t and dark 
some black mott ling. 

(drilling e rror) ; she ll 
very sensitive clay, 

remolding; stiff, 
grey colour banding; 

SS 76 -1 8-1 02- ligh t and dark grey banded c lay, a 
few silt partings; subgra nula r texture indicates high 
silt conten t; very sensitive. 

SS 76 -1 8- 103 - li ght and dark gre y banded c lay or 
s ilty c lay with fine sand or silty sand seams ; not as 
regula r as var ves; vane shea r t est aborted because 
vane spear lodged in sand or gravel even under 
heavy pressure; i.e. sand layer be low 62 . 1'. 

SS 76 -1 8- 104- sample lost; apparentl y fi ne silty 
sand that ra n out of tu be; hole was cased to 70'; 
drove hard a t f irst then sli pped down easily; cuttings 
from cleaning hole t o 70 ' were fine sand a nd clay, 
probably inte r bedded sand and clay layers each up to 
severa l feet th ick . 

SS 76 -1 8- 105 - ligh t and dark grey banded si lty clay 
wi th several sand or si lt layers to 1/2" thick ; some 
strata have varve-like appearance. 

SS 76- 18-1 06 - ha lf of sample lost ; tube flattened 
on boulde r or bedrock; very stiff sand and silty clay 
layers in varve-like a lte rna tion. 

silty sand and gravel over bedrock; probable till 
layer; hole ends 77.5'. 



0'- 5' 

5.0 '-6. 8' 

10 .0' -12.1' 

15.0'-17.1' 

20 .0' - 22.1' 

25 .0'-27.1' 

30.0 '-32 .1' 

35.0'- 37 .1' 

40 .0'- 42 .1' 

45.0 '- 47 .1' 

50.0' - 52 .1' 

55.0'-57 .1 ' 

60.0 '-6 1.9' 

62.5' 

0' - 9.5' 

9.5' -1 1.3' 

11.3' -1 3.1' 

13.2'-15.1' 

15.1 '-16 .9' 

17.2' -1 9. 1' 

19.1 ' -21. 0' 

21.0'-22 .8' 

BORING #76-20 
(Quyon Site- Base of Scarp) 

silty sandy topsoil. 

SS 76 - 20 - 109 - oli ve brown to grey clay; upper half 
of tube highly fract ured, c rum bly; one red band. 

SS 76 - 20-1 10 - grey clay with some red bands, very 
distorted; c lay soft and sensitive. 

SS 76-20-111 - red and grey banded c lay; red clay in 
thinner beds, s light ly tilted; grey clay has a lternate 
bands of two tones of grey, some distortion; 
fissu red. 

SS 76 - 20 - 112- red and grey banded c lay; most 
contacts in both red and grey clay are sharp, 
a lthough parts of the sample have diffuse reddish 
colour; beds are tilted - 10°; fi ss ures a long bedding. 

SS 76-20 - 113- clay a t top and bottom of tube is of 
st rong red colour, with relativel y massive dark grey 
clay between; lower contact of grey clay is sharp, 
upper is g radationa l; for 2" below sharp contact 
there a re thin red and grey alternating c lay beds. 

SS 76-20-114 - mainly massive dark grey c lay with 
one 2" red band cont aining two 'i lt partings; bedding 
dips 10° . 

SS 76 - 20 -11 5- lower half of core is very distorted 
red and grey banded clay, below sharp break; top of 
core is massive, undisturbed grey clay . 

SS 76 - 20 -11 6 - banded lightanddark grey clay, 
some traces of red; s ilt partings (to 2") common; 
clay si lty. 

SS 76 - 20-117 - banded sand , silt, c lay in 
light and dark grey tones; contacts slightly tilted. 

SS 76-20-118 - interbedded sand and clay; clay and 
silty clay a re light a nd dark grey; core is 50% sand. 

SS 76 -20-119 - grey sand, silt , clay; traces of red; 
some small pebbles. 

Shelby tube driven, but no recovery because end of 
tube flattened. 

gravel backwash to this level probably represents 
till; over bedrock. 

BORING #CRF-21A (M.J.J. Bik) 
(Mer Bleue Site) 

silty sand and sand. 

PS 69 - 21A-1 - Shelby tubes were cored in 1969, but 
extruded in 1976; some unt reated tubes were heav il y 
rusted inside and therefore ext ruded badly or not at 
a ll; most other tubes that were coa t ed inte rna ll y 
with teflon ext ruded easily and samples were in 
good condi tion; piston sampling throughout. 
9.5' - 9.85" - massive light grey clay with slump 
structures; 9.85'- 10.4' -light grey clay wi th slump 
st ructures; 10.4 '- 11.3'- mass ive light grey c lay. 

PS 69 -21A-2 - light and dark grey, vaguely texture 
and colour -laminated silty c lay; thin silt partings a t 
11.7' and 12.6'. 

PS 69 - 21 A-3 - massive to vague ly colour-banded 
light and dark grey c lay ; reddi sh tint 13.6'-1 3.8' a nd 
14.4 '- 14.6'. 

no recovery. 

PS 69 -21A-4 - mass ive to indistinct ly colour-banded 
grey clay; reddish tint a t 17 .85' -1 7.9' and 
19.0'-19.1 '. 

PS 69 - 21A- 5- colour- and texture -banded grey 
clay ; some bands distinct. 

PS 69 - 2 1A- 6 - sample poorl y preserved, dessicated; 
core shows three colour-band cycles, as follows 
(colour banding is diff use, gradational): cycle 3: 
21.0 '-21.35 ' banded light and dark grey c lay; 

23.0'-24.8' 

24.8'-26.5' 

26.6' - 28.4' 

28 .4'-30.3' 

30.3 '- 32 .1' 

32. 1 '-33.9' 

33.9' - 35 .7' 

35.8'-37 .6 ' 

37.6'-39 .4' 

39 .4'- 41.2 ' 

1 Because this ho le was cored more or less continuously, all measu rements are given in 
tenths of a foot below the surface; samples are descr ibed from top down, the reve rse of 
the order for other cases in the Appendix. 

21.35'-21.7 ' - reddish brown c lay; cycle 2: 
21.7 '-22 .2' - banded light and dark grey silty clay ; 
22.2 ' -22.3' - reddish brown c lay; cycle 1: 
22 .3' - 22.78 ' - banded light and da rk grey c lay; 
22.78' - 22.8 ' - reddish brown clay. 

PS 69 - 21 A- 7- five colour bands in 2 1/2 cycles. 

1/2 cycle: 23.0' - 23.55'- banded light and dark g rey 
si lty c lay a nd c lay; cycle: 23 .55'-23.7 ' - dark 
redd ish grey silty clay and c lay; 23.7'-24.3' - banded 
light and dark grey silty clay and c lay; 
cycle: 24.3 '-24.5' - dark reddish grey silty c lay and 
c lay ; 24 .5'-24 .8'- banded light and dark grey sil t y 
c lay and c lay . 

PS 69 - 21A -8- very sensitive, soft c lay. 
24 .8'-25.2' - light grey c lay, vaguely stratif ied; 
25.2 '- 25.5' - dark grey clay; 25 .5'-25.8' - light grey 
clay; 25.8'-26 .5' - dark grey clay; banded; upper 1" 
brownish-grey. 
Note - thi ckness of dark grey c lay bands has 
inc reased in last three samples (8, 7, 6) . 

PS 69-2 1 A-9- silty c lay and clay in fa ir ly distinct 
colour bands, each with minor thin colour-band 
variations; soft , sensitive materia l. 26.6 '- 26.8' 
light grey; 26 .8'-27.2' - dark grey; 27.2 '-27.7 ' - light 
grey; 27.7 '-28.0' - dark grey ; 28.0 '-28.35' - light 
grey; 28.35' - 28.4' - dark grey. 

PS 69 - 21A -1 0- banded grey clay wi t h some distinct 
reddish bands. 28.4 '-29.0' - banded light a nd dark 
grey clay; 29 .0'-29. 1'- brownish grey clay; 
29.1 '-29.5' - light and dark grey hori zontally 
stratif ied clay; 29.5'-30.1' - tilted, disturbed beds, 
mainly light and dark grey, one red band; 
30.1 '-30.3'- light grey silty c lay; lower boundary of 
distu rbed zone. 

PS 69 -21A- 11 - soft, sensitive clay; sample cu t very 
easily by wi re saw and separated easily without 
breaking; banded light and da rk grey. 30.3'-30.5'
light; 30 .5'-30.9 ' - dark; 30.9'- 31.0' - light grey; 
31.0'- 31.4' - dark, banded clay; 31.4' - 31.7 ' - light, 
banded; 31.7'-32.0' - dark grey; 32.0'-32.1'
ox idized material (due to poor wax seal in tube). 

PS 69 - 2 1 A-12 -colour-banded light and dark grey 
s ilty c lay; upper part of each dark layer has reddish 
brown tone. 32. 1 '-32.3' - light; 32 .3'-32.6'- dark; 
32.6'-33.0 ' - ligh t; 33.0'- 33.2' - dark; 33.2 '-33.6'
light; 33.6' - 33.7 ' - dark; 33.7'- 33.8' - ligh t. 

no recovery. 

PS 69 -21A- 13- soft, sensitive colour-banded clay 
and silty clay. 35 .8'-36.0'- light grey; 
36.0'- 36 .5' - disturbed zone, li ght, da rk and reddish 
grey with slump struc tures; 36.5'-36.9' - massive 
light grey; 36 .9' - 37.0' - dark grey; 37.0'- 37.1 ' - dark 
grey with black mott li ng; 37.1 '- 37.4 ' - light, banded; 
37.4 '-37.6' - dark, stratified c lay, upper 1" brownish 
grey . 

PS §_9 -21A-14- cyclically banded light, da rk, 
reddish grey c lays . 37 .6'-37.9'- light grey, banded; 
37 .9' - 38.0 ' - brownish to reddish-grey clay; 
38.0'- 38.45' - light and dark grey banded c lay with 
black mottling at 38.15' - 38 .3'; 38.45'- 38.55 ' 
brownish to redd ish grey c lay; 38.55'- 38.85' - light 
and dark gre y banded clay; 38.85' - 38.9' - brownish 
to reddish-g rey clay; 38 .9' - 39 .2'- ligh t and dark 
grey, banded clay; 39.2' - 39 .3' - brownish to reddish 
grey c lay; 39 .3'- 39.4' - light grey . 

PS 69-21A -1 5- vaguely st ratified grey to brownish 
grey c lay and si lty clay; no c lear cycles. 
39 .4'- 40 .1' - vaguel y stratified dark brownish grey 
clay; 40. 1 '-40.45' - light grey silty clay with dist inct 
dark grey band 1- 3 mm thick a t 40 .37'; 
40.45'-40.54 ' - dark grey si lty clay; 
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41.2' - 43.0' 

43.0'-44.8' 

44 .8.-44.5' 

46.6'-48.4' 

48.4'-50.2' 

50.2'-52.0 ' 

52.0' -53.8' 

53.8' -55.6' 

55.6'- 57 .4' 

57.5'- 59.3' 

59.3 '- 61.1' 

61.1' - 62.9' 
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40.54'-40.8' -light grey silty clay; thin 0-3 mm) 
dark grey layer at lower contact; 40.8'-40.9 ' - light 
grey silty clay; thin 0-3 mm) dark grey band at 
lower contact; 40.9'-4l.07'- light grey silty clay; 
41.07'-41.2'- dark grey si lty clay with black band at 
41.17'. 

PS 69-2\A-16- except for thin reddish grey zone 
near base of sample (42.7 5'-42 .8'), this core is 
dominantly dark grey clay with two indistinc t light 
grey bands at 41.9' - 42.0' and 42.6' - 42.7 5'. 

PS 69-2\A-17 - indistinctly banded light and dark 
grey clay; some traces of red coloration. 

PS 69 - 2\A-18- erosional(?) break in sequence. 
44.8'-ca.45.4'- vaguely banded light and dark grey 
clay (horizontal); at ca.45.4' - diagonal 
disconformity over approx 0.25' vertical distance; 
ca.45.4'-46.1'- inclined beds of light and dark grey 
clay and silty clay; minor crenulations along bedding 
planes; 46.1 '-46.5' - banded light and dark grey clay. 

PS 69-21 A-19 - Note: part of this tube was badly 
rusted in storage; sediment is dominantly irregularly 
bedded light and dark grey clay with reddish 
coloration in upper part of each dark grey layer, 
then rapid transition upward to light grey. 
46.6'-46.7' - dark grey; 46.7 '- 46 .8' - light; 
46.8' - 47.0'- dark; 47.0' - 47.6' - light; 
47.6 '- 47.8' - dark; 47.8'-48.2'- banded layer; 
48.2' - 48.4'- dark. 

PS 69-2\A-20- mainly dark grey clay with 
indistinct thin bedding; gives off H2S when di lute 
HCl applied; I" red bands at 48.6'-48.7' and 
49.8 '-49.9'; black mottled bands at 49.0'-49.15' and 
49.8'-49.9'. 

PS 69-2\A-21- irregularly banded light and dark 
grey silty clay and clay with several bands of dark 
reddish to brownish grey. 50.2' - 50.28'- light grey; 
50.28' - 50.29'- reddish-grey; 50.29'-50.45'- dark 
grey; 50.45' - 50.78' - light grey; 50.78'-50.86'- dark 
reddish grey; 50.86' -51.1' -light grey; 51.1'-51.2'
reddish grey; 51.2'-51.4'- dark grey; 51.4'-51.6'
banded light grey; 51.6'-51.7' - brownish grey; 
51.7' - 52.0'- dark grey. 

PS 69 - 21 A- 22 -mainly light and dark grey; some 
reddish tones; some disturbed beds. 
52.1' - 52.2'- dark reddish grey; 52.2 '- 52.9' - massive 
dark grey; 52.9'- 53.0'- thin-bedded light and dark 
grey; disturbed; minor faults; 53.0'-53.1'- dark 
brownish grey; 53.1 '-53.3' - light grey; small fault in 
light banding near top (53.14'); 53.3 '- 53.4' - dark; 
53.4' - 53.6'- light; 53.6'-53.8' - dark. 

PS 69-2\A -2 3- massive grey si lty clay to clayey 
silt;-no apparent banding. 

PS 69 -2\ A-24- 55.6'-56.1'- massive dark grey silty 
clay; 56.1 '-56.2' - dark g rey; vague banding; fossi l 
fragment at 56.4' and 57.2'; 56.2'-57.4'- banded 
brownish grey and grey clay. 

PS 69-21 A-25 - upper 8" of core oxidized, poorly 
preserved. 57.5'- 57.9'- light and dark grey silty 
clay (oxidized in storage). 57.9' - 59.2'- dark grey 
and brownish grey silty clay; irregularly stratified 
(i.e. strata of varied thickness); 59.2 '- 59.3' - soft 
blue-grey silty clay (partly liquified by extrusion). 

PS 69 -2\A -26- untreated Shelby tube; sample in 
poor state of preservation. 59.3' - 60.3'- dark clay; 
60.3 '-60.6'- silt, liquified by extrusion; 
60.6'-60.95'- dark clay; 60.95'-61.1'- silt. 

PS 69 - 21 A- 27- poorly preserved core; some 
distortion by extrusion. 61.1 '-61.3' - stratified light 
and dark grey silty clay; 61.3' - 6l.4' - dark grey clay 
(hard and dessicated); 61.4'-62.6' - thin-bedded dark 
grey, light grey, brownish to bluish grey silty clay; 
62.6'-62.9' - section disturbed by extrusion. 

62.9' - 64.7' 

64.7 '- 66.5 ' 

66.5' - 68.3' 

68.3'-70.1 ' 

70.1'-71.9 ' 

71.9'-73.7' 

73.7'-75.4' 

7 5.4'-77 .2' 

77 .2' -79 .0' 

79.0'-80.8' 

80.8'- 82.6' 

82.6'-84.4' 

84 .4' - 86.2 ' 

86.2 '- 87.4 ' 

87.4'-89.2' 

89.2'-91.0' 

91.0'-92.8' 

PS 69 - 2\A -28- untreated tube; core heavily rusted, 
stuck in tube and badly distorted by extrusion; 
appeared to be mainly blue-grey silty clay with silt 
partings. 

PS 69-2\A -29 - untreated tube; sample badly 
distorted by extrusion; apparently mainly grey silty 
clay and clay. 

PS 69-2\A-30 - untreated tube, sample badly 
distorted by extrusion; grey silt and clay, discrete 
silt layers. 

PS 69 -2\ A- 31- untreated tube; very disturbed by 
extrusion; light and dark grey silty clay; silt bands 
may be I "-2" thick. 

PS 69 -2\A - 32 - untreated tube, top 5" rusted. 
70.1 '-70.4'- oxidized, disturbed clay; 
70.4' -71. 5'- dark blue-grey to brownish grey si lty 
clay; thin-bedded; 71.5'-71. 9' - disturbed material. 

PS 69-2\A - 33- untreated tube, sample very 
distorted; appears to be mainly blue-grey clay and 
silty clay. 

PS 69 -2\A - 34- unt reated tube, rust problem. 
73.7'-74.3'- thin-bedded grey and brownish grey 
clay; some "near-red" bands; 74.3'-75.4'- apparently 
laminated blue-grey silty clay with some black
mottled layers. 

PS 69-2\A-35- rusty tube; top and bottom of 
sample rusted and distorted beyond recognition; 
middle section 75.9'-76.7'- stratified blue-grey and 
brownish to reddish grey, thin bedded clay; some 
black mottling. 

PS 69-2\A-36- normal extrusion except distortion 
in lower 4"; mainly irregularly thin-bedded dark grey 
clay and silty clay with approximately I" reddish 
brown to brownish grey bands at 77.4'-77.45', 
77 .8' - 77.85', 78.13'-78.15', and 78.6' -78.61' . 

PS 69-2\A-37- uncoated tube. 79.0'-79.7'- top of 
tube oxidized; thin-bedded clay, possible red band at 
79.35'-79.4'; 79.7' - 80.3'- dark grey silty clay, 
irregular; indistinct bedding; red band at 
80 .0'- 80.05'; 80 .3' - 80 .35' - black mottled band; 
80.35' - 80.08 ' - disturbed material (extrusion?). 

PS 69-21 A-38 - uncoated tube, sample stretched by 
extrusion; lower half of sample discoloured by rust; 
remainder is indistinctly strat ifi ed light and dark 
(blue-grey) grey silt and silty clay. 

PS 69 - 21 A-39- uncoated tube, sample very 
disturbed; reddish brown and bluish grey silty clay 
and clayey silt with severa l bands of black mottling 
(some transformed to rust by oxidation within 
tube?). 

PS 69 - 21A-40 - uncoated tube; sample well 
preserved, extruded without distortion; indistinctly 
stratified dark silty clay; bedding irregular and 
slump distorted in lower half of tube; faulted and 
bedding inclined in upper half of core. 

PS 69-21 A-41 - uncoated tube, sample distorted; 
appears to be light and dark grey silty clay with 
indistinct bedding; possibly with faults and dipping 
beds. 

PS 69-2\A - 42- uncoated tube, sample extruded 
wel l. 87.4'-88.8' - thin-bedded dark grey silty clay 
with I" thick (approx.) red bands at 87.6' and 87 .95'. 

PS 69-2\A - 43- 89 .2'- 89.6' -laminated brownish 
grey to grey clay with red band at 89.45 '- 89.55'; 
89.6 '-91.0 ' - indistinctly stratified dark grey silty 
clay with several black bands and black mottled 
zones; intraformational slumping. 

PS 69-2\A - 44- core heavily rusted; appears to be 
dark grey to brownish grey silty clay, much 
distorted by extrusion. 



92.8'-94.6' 

94.6 '-96 .4' 

96 .4'- 98 .2 ' 

98 .2'-100.0' 

100 .0'-1 01.4' 

101.4' -1 03 .2' 

103.2'-105 .0' 

105.0'-1 06.8' 

106.9'-1 08.7 ' 

108.7 '- 110.5' 

11 0. 5'-11 2.3 ' 

112.3'-113.8' 

PS 69 - 21 A- 45 - cyclic sedimentation in indistinc tl y 
stratified si lty c lay. 92.8'-93.4' - dark grey silty 
c lay; 93.4'-93.5' - light grey; 93.5'- 93.6 ' - da rk grey ; 
93.6' - 93.65' - ligh t g rey; 93.65'-93.8'- dark grey 
(black band at 93.7'); 93.8' -93.9 ' - light grey; 
93.9' - 94.0'- dark grey grading upwards to brown ish 
g rey; 94.0 '-94 .1' - light grey; 94 .1 '- 94.25 ' - dark 
grey grading upwards to brown ish g rey; 
94.25 '-94.3 ' - li ght grey; 94 .3' -94 .6'- dark grey 
g rading upwards to brown ish g re y. 

PS 69-21A - 46- cycli c colour band ing light 
grey + dark grey+ reddish grey in ascending order; 
th ree fa irly dist inct red bands at 94.7 '-94 .8' (thin 
diagonal band), 95 .6'-95.63', and 95.9'- 95 .95' (ha lf
inch bands); a nearl y ve rtical black st reak between 
95 .95' and 96. 1' is offset along bedding planes. 

PS 69 - 2 1 A-47 - repeat ed (or cycl ic ) colour sequence 
dark grey+ redd ish grey+ light grey, in ascend ing 
order; two clearly reddish g rey bands at 96.95' and 
97.2 '. Note: Tubes seem more rust ed whe re 
mate ria l is more silty. Si lt bands a re more 
distu rbed and compacted du r ing extrusion. 

PS 69 - 21 A-48- sample extruded poorly; material 
appears to be mass ive to indistinc tl y stratified dark 
gre y si! t y c lay . 

PS 69 - 21A-49- sample very dis t orted by ex trusion; 
colour-banded, indistinc tl y stratified grey and 
reddish grey sil ty c lays . 

PS 69 -21 A-50- sample ex truded well, upper half 
rusted. I 0 1.4'-1 02.2 ' - distorted mat e ria l, silty 
(distortion may be due to extrusion). 102.2 ' -102 .8' 
massive dark grey c lay; 102.8 '-103.2 ' - thin-bedded 
grey and reddish grey sil t y clay, bedding dips at 45° 
(lower 5" of core). 

PS 69 - 21 A- 51 -sample extruded we ll , drag 
phenomena aro und c irc umference. 103.2' -1 03.8 ' 
light-coloured stra tified silt , comple tely distorted, 
some beds near vertical, some at 60°-70° to long 
axis of t ube; distortion seems intrinsic and not 
related to ex trusion; 103.8'- 104.7' - grey and red 
bands of sil ty clay, hor izonta l, edges disturbed by 
ex trusion drag; 104.7'- 1 05 .0' - mater ia l very 
dis t urbed, apparen tl y by sampling. Black bands 
occur at 103.75 '-1 03.78 ', 104.0'- 104. 1'; some othe r 
irregula r bands and streaks of black . 

PS 69 - 21A - 52- cyclically colou r-banded (e.g . 1/2 " 
light grey, 2" dark grey, I /2 " red, ascending order). 
!05.0' -! 05 .55' - oxidized, strat ifi ed c lays, bedding 
and colou rs indistinct; rest of core cyclically colour
banded as above with top of red beds a t !05.55', 
105.7', 105.9', 106.2 ', 106.5', 106.7' (i .e . cycles 1.5" 
to 4" thi ck). 

PS 69 - 21A-53 - cyclic colour banding as in #52 
(above); tops of red bands at 107.1', 107.4', 107.7', 
108.0', 108.35', 108.6'; she ll fragment s a t 107.5' and 
108 .35'. 

PS 69 - 21 A- 54- cycl ic colour-band ing: 
108.7'-108.75' - light to dark grey s ilty clay; 
108.75'-108.8' - red clay band; 108 .8'-1 09.2 ' - light 
grading to dark grey upwards; 109.2'- 109 .25' - red 
clay band; 109.25 '- 109.45' - light to da rk grey; 
109.45'-1 09.5'- red clay band; 109.5'- 109.7' - light 
to dark grey grada t ion; 109.7'-1 09.75 ' - red clay 
band; 109.75 '-11 0.0 ' - light to dark grey; 
11 0.0'- 11 0.05 ' - red clay band; 110.05' -11 0. 1' - dark 
grey ; 110.0'- 11 0.5' - sediments disturbed by 
ex trusion. 

PS 69 - 21 A-55- badly rusted tube; "toothpaste" 
ex trusion; apparently most of sample was re la t ively 
massive medium grey sil ty clay with t wo red bands 
at about 6" (15 c m) spacing near top of core. 

PS 69 - 21 A- 56 - sample badly distorted and ext ruded 
a round ram piston; soft , sensitive grey silty c lay. 

11 3.8'- 11 5.6' 

11 5.6'-11 7.4' 

11 7.4' -11 9.2 ' 

119.2'- 121.0' 

121.0'-1 22 .8' 

122 .8'-1 24.6 ' 

124 .6'-1 26.3' 

126.3' -1 28.1' 

128 .1'- 129.9' 

129 .9'- 131. 6' 

131.6'-133.4' 

133.4' -135.2 ' 

135.2 '- 137.0' 

137.0'-1 38.8 ' 

138.8'-1 40.6' 

140.6 '- 142.4' 

142.4' -144.2' 

144.2' -1 46.0 ' 

PS 69 -21 A- 57- sample ext ruded poor ly, but some 
distortion appears to be primary; irregula r thin beds 
of very dark grey and red si lty clay, with possible 
slump structu res in upper 6". 

PS 69-21 A-58- poor ext rus ion, onl y upper third of 
sample we ll enough preserved fo r valid observations. 
115.6'-116.5' -cyclicall y colour-banded light 
grey+ dark grey+ reddish grey; parts of two cycles 
preserved: 115.6'-11 6.1' - ligh t grey grading 
upwards to da rk grey; 116.1' -11 6.2 ' - reddish grey; 
11 6 .2'-11 6.7' - light grey grading upward to dark 
grey . 

PS 69 - 21A - 59- poorly ex truded; oxidi zed. 
117.4'-117 .5'- indistinctly st ra tified light and dark 
grey silty clay. 117.5'- 118.5'- massive very dark 
grey c lay with a number of black mottled bands; 
11 8.5'-1 19.2 ' - distorted and oxidized sediment . 

PS 69-21A-60- upper ha lf of core is oxidized, lower 
half is ind istinctl y stratified dark to medium grey 
sil ty clay with several zones of black mott ling; 
fossil at 119.5'. 

PS 69 - 21A - 61- mainly st iff dark grey c lay with 
indistinct bedding that is horizontal in lower ha lf of 
core, but tilted and shows evidence of intra
for mat ional slump in upper half of core. 

PS 69 - 21A- 62- sample extruded poorly; dark grey 
indistinct ly stra tified si lty c lay; some material ve ry 
sens iti ve. 

PS 69 -21A-63- massive to indistinctly strat if ied 
dark silty clay; consolida t ed very dark grey to black 
shaly layers a t 125.2 '-125 .3' and 125.47' -1 25.5' 
(these a re interpreted as having formed in the tube 
during st orage by consol idat ion of what were 
or iginally black sulph idic stra ta interac ti ng wi th t he 
metal of the Shelby tube). 

PS 69 - 21A - 64- upper part 126.3'-126.9' heavily 
ox idized; 126.9'-128.1 ' - dark grey clay, indistinc tly 
st ra tified; black shaly layers at 126.9 '- 127.0' and 
127.3' - 127.35'. 

PS 69 - 21 A- 65- indisti nc tly stra tif ied dark grey 
c lay with reddish-grey bands at - 3" intervals; two 
bands of black mott ling. 

PS 69 - 21A-66- core is regularly colour-banded, 
approximate ly as fo llows : I /2 " ligh t grey + I" dark 
grey+ I /2 " reddish grey, in ascending order; six 
black mott ling bands of 0.25" - 0.5" observed. 

PS 69 - 21A - 67- sample stre t ched on ex trusion; 
consists of regula rly colour-ba nded silty clay and 
c lay (light -dark-red) in approximately 3" cycles. 

PS 69-2 1A-68- mainly dark grey clay with some 
indistinct reddish grey bands; one shaly band 
at 134.2'. 

PS 69 - 21A - 69- 2"- 3" cycles of light+ 
dark+ redd ish grey sil ty c lay; regular; severa l zones 
of black mottling; sha ly layer at 136.0'. 

PS 69-21A -70 - 2" cycles with 
st rat if icat ion (i. e. varied colour 
apparently missing st rata) . 

irregula r 
sequence, 

PS 69 - 21A - 71- 2"-3" cycles, irregula rl y colour
banded, but mainly light - dark - red, dist inct colour 
bands; reddish colou r dom inant. 

PS 69 - 21 A- 72 -dominantly dark reddish grey clay 
with some light grey grad ing upwards to dark shades 
of red or reddish grey; shell fragment on outs ide of 
tube. 

PS 69-2 1A-73- cycl ic stratification of light and 
dark grey and redd ish grey; cycles of var iab le 
thickness 2", 2 1/2", 3". 

PS 69-21A-74 - lower half of core ox idi zed because 
of poor lower seal; indistinct colour banding; shell 
fragment at 144.6'. 
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146.0'-147.8' 

147.8' - 149.5' 

149.5'-151.0' 

151.1'-152.9' 

152.9'-154.7' 

!54.7'-156.5' 

156.5'-158.3' 

158.3' -1 60.0 ' 

160.0'-161.8' 

162.0'-163.8' 

163.8'-165.6' 

165.6'-167.0' 

167.0'-168.5' 

166.8'-167.3' 

167.3'-168.9' 

172.0'-174.8' 

174.8'-175.1' 

175.1'-186.0' 

0'- 5' 

5' -7' 

7'-9.8' 

10.0' -1 2.1' 

10.0' - 15' 

15'-18' 

18' - 20' 

20.0'-22.1' 

20.0' - 25' 
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PS 69-21A-75- sample badly distorted; regularly 
colour-banded silty clay; red colour bands are 
brighter shade of red than seen previously; shell 
fragments at two levels; four distinct red bands 
spaced 4"-6" apart, thickness up to I". 

PS 69 - 21A-76 -lower 10" of core distorted by 
extrusion; most of material is indistinctly stratified, 
dark grey and reddish grey silty clay, 
with 1/2" bright red band at 148.6'; fossil fragment 
at 148.6'. 

PS 69 - 21A -77 - heavily rusted material; apparent ly 
banded dark grey clay with some light grey, some 
reddish tints. 

PS 69 - 21A - 78- ind istinctly stratified light and dark 
grey sil ty clay with some reddish coloration; upper 
half of tube oxidized to browns and reds; shell 
fragment at 151.6'. 

PS 69-21A-79- some material liquified and squirted 
out of tube dur ing extraction; apparently 
indistinctly colour-banded to massive dark grey si lty 
c lay; possible clay balls at 153.4'-153.5'. 

PS 69 - 21 A- 80 - very dark grey, stiff silty clay, 
black mottling in lower 9", rest of tube ox idized 
du ring storage; shell fragments. 

PS 69-21A -81- core extremely extended during 
extrusion; apparently massive dark grey c lay, some 
mottling (?). 

PS 69 - 21A - 82 - entire tube consists of va rves or 
pseudo- varves; pairs approximately 1/2" thick; 
light and dark grey in alternate layers. 

PS 69-21 A-83 - sample stretched dur ing extrusion; 
apparently all varves or varve-like sediment in 
shades of grey. 

PS 69 - 21A -84- sample stretched; varves or varve
like strata in pairs up to 1.5" thick. 

PS 69-2 1A-85- coarse varved silt, coarsening with 
depth; pebbly, and stony pebbly silt(= till) at base . 

PS- end of tube flattened - no recovery. 

HW 69-21A - 86 - silty sandy gravel 

auger 69 - 21A -87- till 

auger 69-21A -88- till 

auger 69 - 21A - 89- t ill 

HW 69 - 21A - 90- si lty sandy gravel(= till). 

DD- shaly limestone bedrock. 

BORING #75-1 
(Angers Site - Base of Slope) 

brownish-grey hard clay; medium to high plasticity; 
some angu lar to subangular pebbles (1 mm). 

hard grey clay, some si lt , highly plastic; some brown 
mottling. 

stiff grey silty clay; rust y brown mottling. 

SS 75 - 1-1 - dark grey clay, some si lt . 

wash samples show 2 components: a) highl y plastic, 
grey, soft to firm clay (-7 5%) and b) brownish red 
silty clay to silt layers, less plastic than a); 
a) and b) are laminated in varve- like alternation. 

wash samples - dark grey soft clay with amounts of 
coarse, brownish to reddish silty clay decreasing 
with depth. 

dark grey soft, massive c lay; shell fragments 
present. 

SS 75-1-2 - dark, soft grey clay; some black 
mottling. 

wash samples- dark grey, very soft, highly plastic 
clay; some shell fragments, black mottling; high 
sulphide, low carbonate. 

25'- 29' 

29.9' - 31. 5' 

32. 7' - 37 .6' 

0'-5' 

5' -1 0' 

9.9'-1 2.0' 

10'- 15' 

14.8' -1 8.5' 

18.5'-1 9.8' 

19.8'-21.9' 

19.8'-24. 9' 

25.0'-30.0' 

30.0'- 32.1' 

30.0'-35.0' 

35.0' - 40.0' 

39.9' - 42.0' 

40.0'-45. ' 

45.0'- 50.0' 

50.0'- 52 .1' 

50.0'-55.0' 

55 .0'-60.0' 

59.9'-62.0' 

60.0'-65 .0' 

65.0' - 70 .0' 

69 .9'-72.0 ' 

70.0 '- 7 5.0' 

7 5'-80' 

81.3 '- 82.9 ' 

80 ' -85 ' 

similar to 20'-25' section; no shell fragments seen. 

SS 7 5- 1-3 - from base of tube; 0'-0.5' - sandy silty 
till;-----yogranite pebble; refusal of shelby tube 
at 31.5'; 0.5'1.6'- dark grey very soft clay. 

NX-diameter diamond drill core; shaly limestone 
bedrock. 

BORING #75-2 
(Angers Site- Top of Slope) 

WS- stiff to hard brownish-grey sil ty clay; some 
sand. 

WS - brownish-grey and reddish brown layers of 
medium plast ic to firm silty clay . 

SS 75-2 - 4 - brownish grey c lay , some silt; fi r m, 
medium plasticity; mottled; three diffuse pink bands 
0.5"-0.75" thick; no HCl reaction. 

WS - olive or brownish grey, soft high ly plastic clay, 
some silt, some reddish bands. 

WS- olive-brown to grey soft silty clay, high ly 
plastic; some red bands. 

WS - massive grey, soft to ver y soft clay; little or 
no silt. Note transition at 18.5'. 

SS 75 -2-5- mainly dark grey, homogeneous, very 
soft, high ly plastic clay; three cycles, each with 
1/2" thick red clay band; indistinctly stratified grey 
silty clay between red bands. 

WS- very soft, uniform, high ly plastic, dark grey 
clay. 

WS - highly plastic homogeneous, very soft grey 
c lay; some shell fragments. 

SS 75-2-6 - relatively massive dark grey clay; low 
HCl reaction; H2S odour; shell fragments; two small 
concretions in top of core. 

WS- plastic, homogeneous, very soft grey c lay. 

WS - mass ive dark grey clay; small bivalve in wash 
water (drawing resembles Hiatella sp.). 

SS 75 - 2 -7 - five pink bands approximately 
1/2" thlCklnterbedded with grey clay; stiff, 
noncalcareous; H2S odour; concretion in top of core. 

WS -very soft, highly plastic grey clay; some 
grains. 

WS - very soft grey clay; some sand grains. 

sand 

SS 75 -2-8 - 1"-3" spacing of pink to reddish grey 
clay bands inte rst rat ified with grey clay; 
noncalcareous. 

WS- very soft grey clay; some sand; H2S odour. 

WS - very soft grey clay. 

SS 75-2-9 - alternate bands of pink and grey clay, 
cycles 1 "-3" thi ck; black mottling; Hiatella sp. shell 
2 mm long, single va lve, no periostracum. 

WS - very soft, highly plastic dark grey clay; high 
sulph ide odour, black mottling; no sand. 

WS - very dark grey and reddish brown, very soft 
c lay; sulphurous odour; very sensitive. 

SS 75 - 2 - 10- stiff, very sensitive clays; alternate 
red and grey bands; black bands exclusively in grey 
strata; low carbonate content. 

WS- very soft dark grey clay; black mottling; 
su lphurous odour. 

WS- very soft dark grey clay; black mott ling; 
su lphu rous odour. 

SS 7 5- 2 -11 - very soft dark grey clay; shell 
fragments; faint reddish banding; noncalcareous. 

WS - very soft dark gre y c lay; black mott ling; some 
faint red banding; noncalcareous. 



85'-90' 

89.8' - 91.9' 

90' -95' 

95' -1 00' 

99.9' - 102.0' 

100.0' - 105' 

105'-1 10' 

110.1 '-111.0' 

110.5' -111. 5' 

112.1' 

18.0'-20.5' 

47 .0'-49.5' 

75.0'-77.5' 

0' -1.3' 

1.3'-5.0' 

5' - 10' 

9.9'-12.0' 

10'-15' 

15'-20' 

20.1 '-22.2' 

20.0'-25' 

25'-30' 

30. 1 '-32.2' 

30'-35' 

35' - 40' 

40.3'-42.4' 

WS -very soft dark grey clay, some reddish brown 
laye rs, no black mottling. 

SS 75-2-12- dark grey high ly sensitive clay; very 
weak colour banding; black mottling throughout 
core; strong H2 S odour. 

WS - very soft dark grey clay; black mottling; shell 
fragments. 

WS- very soft dark grey clay; shelly; black 
mottling; sulphurous; highly thixotropic mud in 
wash. 

SS 7 5-2-13 - t ube struck something so lid at I 0 1.8'; 
dark grey very soft, sensitive, shell y clay; one 
undetermined foram observed; st rongl y calcareous. 

WS- very soft dark grey clay; black mottling; 
shelly. 

WS - very soft grey clay with subangular fragments 
of rock 3- 4 mm diameter - stony zone begins 
at 107'. 

SS 75 - 2-14 - pushed first 0.4 ' by ha nd , final 0.5' by 
hydraulic system; lif ted rig, recovery 0.3; stony s ilt y 
till overlain by a few silty varves; strongly 
calcareous. 

HW - medium plastic, firm, si lty clay till, some 
stones 2-4 mm diameter. 

bedrock fragments . 

BORING #75-2A 
(Angers Site - for Osterberg samples) 

OS 75-2A-15 - soft grey c lay. 

OS 75-2A-16- soft grey clay; she ll s . 

OS 75-2A-17 - very soft dark grey clay ; shells. 

BORING #75-4 
(Wendover Site- terrace) 

si lty sand topsoil. 

stiff brownish grey sandy silty clay with reddish 
brown layers; some sma ll stones 3- 5 mm diameter. 

\VS - firm si lty brownish-grey clay with regularly 
spaced red bands; rh ythmite. 

SS 75 - 4-28 - alternately red and grey banded c lay; 
sharp contac t at top of red bands; bands 3"-5" thick; 
five cycles in core; grey reacts slowly to acid, red 
more vigorous ly. 

\VS -dark grey ve ry sof t clay, some si! t with reddish 
grey bands; minor sand. 

WS - very soft grey c lay, some si! t; reddish brown 
laye rs and black mottling. 

SS 75 - 4-29- red and grey banded clay; black 
mottling at base of red bands; grey reac ts slowly to 
HC I; five cycles; grey bands up to 6", red to 
2" thick. 

WS - very soft dark gre y c lay , some reddish brown 
laye rs; black mottling. 

\VS- very dark grey clay with some reddish grey 
bands; black bands. 

SS 75-4-30 - si lty clay, lower half of core has slump 
structures. Comment: slide debris occurring 
beneath well stratified, shows slumping was 
followed by regula r deposition in the same basin . 

\VS- very soft silty c lay in grey and brown layers; 
sui phurous odour. 

WS- layers of very soft grey sil ty clay and brownish 
g rey fine silt or c layey silt; brownish strata have 
higher % si! t and fi ne sand; black mott ling; shell 
f ragments; su lphurous odour. 

SS 75 - 4-31 - dark gre y silt and fine sand, some clay; 
lower half of core has two red-grey cycles, upper 
half uniform sandy si lt . 

40'-45' 

45'-50' 

50 .1 '-52.2' 

50'-55' 

55'-60' 

60 .1 '- 62.2' 

60'-65' 

65'-70' 

70.2'-72.3' 

70'-7 5' 

7 5'-80' 

80.0' - 82.1' 

80.0' - 85.2 ' 

85.2' 

85.2'-85.8' 

0' - 3.5' 

2' - 5' 

5'- 10' 

10.1 ' -12.2' 

10' -15' 

15'-20' 

20.3'-22.4' 

20'-25' 

25'-30' 

29.9'-32.0' 

30'-35' 

35'-40' 

40. 1 '-42.2' 

40'-45 ' 

45'-50' 

WS - soft gre y silty c lay interstratified with 
brownish grey silt or clayey si lt. 

WS - very sof t grey and brownish grey clay; black 
mottling; sulphurous odour. 

SS 75-4 -32- lower ha lf of core is red silty clay with 
distorted thin grey band at 52.0'; upper half of core 
is grey si l ty clay grading upwards to pink or red. 

\VS - very soft grey (85%) and brownish grey (15%) 
clay, some silt; light sulphurous odour; black 
mottling in brownish layers . 

WS - very soft grey clay, some s ilt; black and brown 
mottling; sulphurous odour. 

SS 7 5- 4- 33- red and grey clay with black mottling 
bands in red; three grey-red cycles. 

WS - very soft grey clay with some silt (60 %) with 
black and brownish grey banding (40%); sulphurous 
odour. 

\VS- sim ilar to material at 60'- 65', less black 
mottling. 

55 75-4 - 34- distorted red and grey bands; axis of 
distortion in horizontal plane; marble-like 
appearance; very little mottling. 

\VS- very soft grey c lay, some silt; black bands and 
mottling, some reddish brown colou r; light 
sulphurous odour. 

\VS- very soft grey and brownish grey clay, some 
silt, minor black mottling. 

55 7 5- 4-35 - banded grey and red clay; slumping 
between 8 1.4' and 81.8 '; no reaction to HCI. 

\VS- very soft grey clay and silt (no brown or red), 
some sand , some angular to sub-angular pebbles 
(to 10 mm); very shell y. 

refusal on bedrock. 

WS- angular fragments of shale and lim estone. 

BORING #75-5 
(\Vendover Si te- Top of Scarp) 

\VS - medium to fine grained, buff sand. 

\VS - brown clayey si lt and medium sand; silt is 
firm. 

\VS- brown and grey sil t y c lay with layers of sand, 
silt; variations in rate of dr ill advance identified 
with sand, silt, and clay. 

55 7 5- 5- 38- alterna ting 2" red bands and grey silty 
clay mark 4 1/2 sedimentary cycles within core; 
grey layers have silt and sand partings. 

\VS - very soft grey silty clay with some brown sil t , 
some sand. 

\VS - very soft grey si! t and clay; some sand. 

SS 75-5 - 39- mainl y very soft grey si lty clay with 
some indistinct reddish grey zones, no c lear banding. 

\VS - very soft grey clay, some silt. 

WS - very soft gre y clay, some silt . 

55 75-5-40 - banded red and grey silty clay with 
some silt bands; 4 1/2 grey- red sedime ntary cycles 
in core. 

\VS - very soft grey clay, some si lt, red bands. 

WS - very soft grey and reddish brown layers of sil ty 
clay. 

55 7 5- 5- 41 -soft silty c lays; nine grey-red 
sedimentary cycles; some with minor silt bands. 

\VS - very soft reddish brown (20%) and grey (80%) 
layers of silty clay; some sand partings. 

\VS- very soft grey silty clay; some reddish bands. 

33 



50.0' - 52.1' 

50'-55' 

55' - 60' 

60.1 '-62.2' 

60' - 63.2' 

63.2'-64.2' 

10.0'-12.1' 

20.0' - 22.1' 

30.0' - 32.1' 

40.8'-42.2' 

50.0'-52.1' 

60.0' - 62.1' 

70.0' - 72.1' 

80.0 '- 82.1' 

* 

SS 75 - 5 - 42- thin-bedded grey and red silty clay 
bands; bedding indistinct; some tilting of beds. 

\VS -very soft grey silty clay; some reddish grey 
bands. 

WS - ver y soft grey silty c lay, some reddish grey 
bands. 

SS 75-5-43- thin bedded red and grey silty clay 
with sand, some stones; distorted or slumped zone in 
upper middle part of core (60.6'-60. 9'). 

\VS - very soft grey silty sandy clay with angular 
and subangular stone fragments . 

\VS - fossiliferous limestone (grey to dark grey), 
some calcareous claystone. 

BORING #76-24 
(Plaisance Site) 

SS 76-24-162 - a ll rusty reddish brown si lty clay, 
some mottling of reddish colour, some distortion in 
upper 6" and lower 6" of core; otherwise massive. 

SS 76 - 24 -1 63- cyclic banding in red grey clay and 
silty clay; erosion breaks; clay relatively soft. 
(From base) 0' - 0.35' - reddish brown silty clay; 
0.35' - 0.45'- truncated grey band; 0.45' - 0.6 ' - red 
si lty clay; base in diagonal erosional contact with 
underlying grey clay; 0.6'-0.85'- grey band 
with I" black mottled zone in midd le; 
0.85 '-1.05'- red band; 1.05'-1.25' - grey band with 
I" black mottled band in middle; 1.25'-1.58'- red 
clay band; strata tilted; !.58'-1.8'- grey si lty clay; 
1.8'-2.1' - red band with sand partings, grades 
downwards to light grey. 

SS 76-24 -1 64- 0' - 0.1 ' - grey band; 0.1 '- 0.5'/0.6'
red band with black mottling at 0.4' ; 
0.5'/0.6' - 0.9' - grey band with diagona-l erosional 
contact; 0. 9'-1.5' -red band , black mottling 
between 0.9' and 1.2'; 1.5'-1.65'- grey band, sharp 
upper contact, gradational lower contact; 
1.65'-2.1'- red clay band; three black bands 
between I. 7' and I. 9'. 

SS 76 - 24-165- 1.4' recovery; 0'-0.2 ' - red clay 
band; 0.2 '-0.6'- grey silty band, black mottling in 
middle of band; 0.6' -1. 0' - indistinctly stratified red 
silty clay; 1.0'-1.35'- grey band; speckled with 
black in middle layer; diagonal erosional contact at 
base; 1.35'-1. 4' - red band. Cyclic stratification 
with erosional contacts = upper delta. 

SS 76-24-166- 0'-0 .05'- grey band; 0.05 '-0.12'
red band, possible erosional break at top of red 
(diagonal contact observed in core before splitting); 
0.12' - 0.35 ' - grey band with some black mottling; 
0.35' - 0.6'- red band with grey partings, black 
mottl ing at 0.4' - 0.55'; 0.6' - 0.9 ' - grey band; 
0.9'-1.3' - pink to red clay band, black mottl ing at 
1.1'-1.3'; 1.3' -1.7'- grey silty clay, very distinct 
black band 1/4" thick at 1.7'; 1.7'-2.1'- banded red 
and grey silty clay with black bands at 1.9' and 1.75'. 

SS 76 - 24 -1 67- 0'-0.3'- grey band, mottling at 0.2 '; 
0.3'-0.7'- red grading downward to grey; 
gradational contact; upper contact sharp; 
0.7 '- 1.36'- grey band; 1.36' -1.78'- red band; grades 
upwards to grey; 1.78'-2.1' - grey band with discrete 
black bands near lower contact. 

SS 76 - 24 -1 68- 0'-0.15'- red clay band; 
0.15 '- 0.75 ' - grey band with black mottling between 
0.35 ' and 0.55'; 0.75' -1.1 5' - pink band, black 
mottling in lower half; 1.15'-1.95'- grey band, black 
mottling between 1.25' and 1.65'; I. 95' - 2.1 ' - pinkish 
grey band with black mottling. 

SS 76-24-169- 2.0' recovery; 0'- 0.45' - thin-bedded 
red and grey si lty clay, alternate distinct layers; 
0.45 '-0.7'- grey silty sand; 0.7' -1. 3'- coarse red silt 
and silty clay; 1.3' - 2.0' - massive reddish brown sil ty 
clay with sand "balls"; possibly sections of worm 
tubes? 

90.0'-92. 1' 

100.0'-102.1 ' 

110.0'-11 2.1 ' 

120.0'-122.1' 

130.0'-132. 1' 

140.0'-142.1' 

150.0'-152.1 

1 70.0'-172.1' 

1 90.0'-1 92.1' 

210.0'-212.1 ' 

230 ' 

235' 

231.5' - 237.3' 

0'- 5' 

5'- 10' 

10'-15' 

15'-20' 

20 '- 25' 

25'-30' 

30'-35' 

35'- 40 ' 

40'-45 ' 

Cores 76 - 24-173 through -176: materials were very st iff, cutting with great difficulty 
with wire saw or spatula; samples were much broken up by attempts to cut. 

SS 76 - 24 -170- 0'-0.45'- indistinctl y bedded red silt 
and coarse red si lt, sand parting at 0.2'; thin light 
grey band at 0.05 '- 0. 1'; 0.45' - 0.95 '- grey silt with 
some reddish bands; 0.95 '-1.4' - strata dip at- 30° 
across sample as shown by black mottling bands; 
material is relatively massive reddish grey c lay and 
si lty c lay; 1.4'- 1.65'- relatively massive red clay; 
1.65'-2.1'- coarse grey s ilt and clayey s ilt. 

SS 76-24-171 - 2.0' recovery; 0'-0.6 ' - red silty clay 
with irregular black mottling and bands; 
0.6'- 1.0' - grey silty c lay with black mottling at 
0.75'; 1.0'- 1.6' - red band grad ing downwards to 
grey, black mott ling bands between 1.05' and 1.2'; 
1.6'- 1.85'- black mottled grey silty clay; 
1. 85' - 2.0'- red silty clay. 

SS 76-24-172 - 0'-0.25 ' - light grey coarse silt; 
0.25' - 0.55' - reddish grey silty c lay with black 
mottling in lower half; 0.55'-0.75' - grey silty c lay, 
black mottl ing at 0.55' and 0.85'; 0.75'-1.2' - red 
si lty clay with some indistinct grey zones; 
1.2'- 1.35'- indistinct grey band, some reddi sh 
coloration; 1.35'- J. 9'- indistinctly st ratif ied red 
silty clay with black mottled bands 1/2"-1" thick at 
1.4' and 1.5'; 1.9'-2.1'- grey silty clay. 

*SS 76-24-173- sample too brittle or stiff to cut 
with wi re saw. 0' - 1.5'- strat ified light and dark 
grey silty clay with numerous black sulphurous 
bands; 1.5'- 1.65' - red silty c lay; 1.65'-2.1' - dark 
grey silty clay, black mottled and banded. 

*SS 76-24-174- banded light and dark grey clay 
with numerous black bands; shell fragments at 1.1', 
1.3', and 1. 4'. 

*SS 76-24-175 - all dark and light grey, indistinctly 
banded clay; numerous black layers 
at I "-2" intervals. 

*SS 76 - 24- 176- all indistinctly s tratified dark and 
light grey si lty clay, very stiff; numerous black 
bandings and mott lings. 

SS 76 - 24 -1 77- relatively massive blue-grey to dark 
grey silty clay, some black mottling; shell fragment 
at 0.75 ' above base. 

SS 76-24-178- al l dark grey silt and silty c lay; 
black mottling, indistinct banding throughout; shell 
fragments (Portlandia?) at 1.6' and 1.7' above base. 

SS 76-24 -1 79 - all dark grey to black, mottled, 
indistinctly stratified to massive silt; shell 
fragments at 1.75' and 1.9'; su lphurous odour; very 
stiff, not sensitive. 

sample tube pushed only 1.5' to refusal; no recover y. 

no sample 

\VS 76 - 24- 180- probable till. 

Hole ends at refusal at 237.3'. 

BORING #75-6 
(Treadwell Site) 

WSI - hard to very st if f sandy brown c lay with 
reddish strata. 

\VS2 - very stiff si l ty brown clay, some sand. 

WS3- firm silty brown clay with reddish layers, 
some sand. 

WS4- red, brown, and grey, firm to soft silty clay. 

WS5- grey si lty clay with fine sand lenses. 

WS6- 25' - 26'- fine grey sand ; 26'-30'- soft silty 
grey clay with sand partings. 

\VS? - 30'- 32.5' - soft silty grey clay and sand; 
32.5'-35.0 ' - silty f ine grey sand . 

WS8 - si lty fine grey sand. 

WS9- 40 '-43'- fine si lty grey sand; 43 '-45'- ve ry 
soft, grey silt and clay. 



45'-50' 

50'-5 5' 

55'- 60' 

60' - 65' 

65'-70' 

70' -75' 

75'-80 ' 

80 '-85' 

85 '-90 ' 

90' - 95' 

95' - 100' 

100'-150' 

150 '-213' 

238'-3 18' 

318'-321' 

338' -340' 

19.8' - 21. 9' 

39. 9' - 42.0 ' 

60 .0'-62.1' 

80. 1 ' - 82.2' 

99 .7'-1 01. 8' 

120.0'-1 22. 1' 

140.1 '-1 42 .2' 

160 .1 '-1 62.2 ' 

180.0 '-1 82.1 ' 

200 .2'-2 02 .3' 

225. 1 '-22 7.2' 

250 .1 '-252. 2' 

WSlO- very soft grey and reddish brown silty clay; 
some sand lenses. 

WSll s imi lar to WSlO, grey 80%, red 20%. 

WS12- 55'-59' - grey and red sil ty clay, some sand; 
59 '- 60' - fine grey sand. 

WS13- very sof t clayey s il t, some sand; reddish 
clay 30%, grey 70%. 

WS14- similar t o WS13. 

WS15- reddish grey silt and clay, some sand. 

WS16 - simil a r to WS15. 

WS17- grey (70%) and red (30%) very sof t si lty 
c lay, some sand. 

\VS18- similar to WS17. 

WS19- simila r to WS 17. 

WS20 -sim ila r to WS 17. 

WS2 l - grey (70%) and reddish brown (30%) very 
soft silty clay; some sand lenses mainly 
between 148' and 150'. 

no wash samples; materials simila r to \VS2l, some 
black mottling; hole washed to 228 ', casing pushed 
to 238 '. 

WS22 sim ilar to WS2 l ; 300'-318'- firm, very da rk 
grey s ilty clay, black mot tling, sulphurous odour. 

WS23 -stiff dark grey si! ty clay; shell fragments, 
black mottling. 

gravel; rounded pebbles 3- 7 mm diameter and si lty 
clay. 

Bedrock at 340' - cored NX 340.3' - 345.3' . 

BORING #75-6A 
(Treadwell Site) 

SS 75-6A - 46- st ra tified red and grey silty clay; 
very distorted, marb le texture; some black mottling. 

SS 75-6A-47 - measuring from base of core; 
0' -0.5' - reddish brown clay; 0.5'- 2.1 ' - fi ne g rained 
grey sand. 

SS 75 - 6A-48- stratified red and grey silty c lay; 
beds irregula r and distorted; some sand partings; 
irregula r boundari es between colour and textural 
units. 

SS 75 - 6A - 49 - 0'-0.4'- interstratified sand , s ilt , 
c lay; 0.4'-2. 1'- fine g rained g rey sand, contorted, 
dist ur bed. 

SS 75-6A - 50- bed of sand with clay layers, 
distortions, overli es banded g rey c lay in irregula r 
stra t a; dipping beds, distortions; one pebble. 

SS 75 - 6A - 51 -highly distorted, colour-banded red 
and colour-banded g rey clays, some sand; some beds 
in near-vertical att itudes; dipping beds. 

SS 75-6A-52 - cycl ic stratification of thi ck beds 
(8"-l 0") of red and grey c lay; horizontal 
stratification; black mottling. 

SS 75 - 6A-53 - red and grey banded silty clay and 
c lay; some beds tilted and interstratified with 
horizontal beds. 

SS 75 - 6A - 54- cyclicall y alternating thick- bedded 
red and grey c lays; black bands; some disturbance in 
upper red layer. 

SS 75 - 6A-55 - colour-banded light and dark grey 
clay; six black bands in core. 

SS 75 - 6A-56 - colour-banded light and dark grey 
clay; black mott led; H2S odour. 

SS 75 -6A-57- massive dark grey clay and silty c lay 
wi th black-mottled bands; very sti ff; she ll 
fragments throughout. 

275.1'-277.2' 

300.2 '- 302.3 ' 

324.0' 

327.5' 

0'-1. 3' 

1.3'- 10.3' 

10.3'-12.4' 

19.6'-21.6' 

30.0'- 32. 1' 

40.0 '-42.1' 

50.0'- 52. 1' 

60.0 '-62.1' 

70.0' - 72. 1' 

80.0 '- 82. 1' 

90.0 '-92. 1' 

100.0' - 102.1' 

SS 7 5- 6A - 58- massive to indist inc tl y colour-banded 
grey c lay; black mottling; some shell fragments. 

SS 7 5- 6A - 59- massive mottled grey clay, 
lower 2" is interbedded silt and clay (varves?). 

sandy grey till. 

bedrock. 

BORING #76-25 
(Fassett Site) 

sandy loam topsoil. 

f ine-grained grey s ilty t o sandy c lay. 

SS 76 - 25 - 181- fi ne gra ined to medium grained sand 
(overla in by 10' c lay). 

SS 76 - 25 - 182- grey, strat ified, f ine grained to 
medium grained sand. 

SS 76-25-183- measuring from base of core; 
0'-0.2' - red silt; 0.2 '- 0.8 ' - st ra tified grey clay, 
with blac k mottling at 0.5'-0.6'; 0.8' -1.35' - pink to 
pinkish grey indistinctly stratif ied silty clay; 
1. 35' -1. 9' - grey and dark grey strat ified si lty clay; 
black mott ling at base; 1.9' - 2.04' - pinkish grey silty 
clay; dippi ng basal contact; 2.04' - 2.1' - sand layer 
wi th diagonal basal contact. (possible dr ill debr is). 

SS 76 -25-184- 0'-0.5' - grey band, black mottled in 
middle of band; 0.5' - 0.9'- red band with black 
mott ling; 0.9' -1.1' - grey band grading to red; 
1.1'-2.1' - red clay grading dow nwards to grey; black 
mottling between 1.25' and 1.4', 1.7' and 2. 1 '. Some 
sand injected into upper end of core du ring 
sampli ng. 

SS 76-25- 185- 0'- 0.45' - grey, vague ly stra tified 
clay and silty clay, black mottling; 
0.45'- 0 .7' - pi nkish grey band, indistinc t, black band 
at top; 0.7'-1.5' - grey, much black mot tling; 
1. 5'-1. 8' - pink band, pocket of black materi a l 
(about a fossil?) at 1.55'; 1.8'- 2 .1 '- grey s ilty clay 
with mottling between 1.85' and 1.95'. Small 
artesian f low while sample r at 52. 1'. 

SS 76-25- 186- 0' - 0.25' - grey band; 0.25'-0.45'
red band; 0.45' - 0.85' - grey band, black mottling at 
0.65' - 0.75'; 0.85'-1.1 5' - red band; 1.1 5'-1. 55'- grey 
band; 1. 55'-1.75'- red band; 1.75'-2.1' - grey band 
with black mott ling at 1.85'-2 .0'. 

SS 76-25-187 - 2.1' of essentia ll y massive very stiff 
red clay a nd s ilty clay. 

SS 76 - 25 -1 88- irregularly and indistinctly banded 
red and grey silty clay. 0' - 0.1'- pink to reddish 
brown; 0.1 '- 0.25' - grey; 0.25'-0.8' - pinkish grey; 
f lat stony disc across tube in horizontal position, 
shale fragmen t or conc retion(?) at 0.35'; 
0.8' -1.1 5' - grey, dark nodule, possibly pebble with 
pyrite at 0.8'; 1.1 5'-1. 45' - pink; 1.45'-1. 9' - ligh t 
and dark grey; 1.9'-2.1'- pink and grey. 

SS 76 - 25 - 189- 0'-0.1 ' - dark grey fair ly coarse silt 
with black mottling bands; 0. 1 '-0.6'- indistinctly 
banded red clay grading downwards to grey; 
0.6'- 0.85 ' - grey with thin bands of black mott ling, 
sharp lower contac t; 0.85'-1.2' -pink grading 
downwards t o grey, black mot t ling bands thickest of 
which is 1.0'-1. 05'; 1.2'-1.3' - mainly grey; 
1.3'- 1.4' - alternati ng red a nd grey bands; 
1.1+ '-1.7' - grey silty clay with black mott ling at 
1.6'-1.75'; 1.7'-2.1 ' - mainly pink, some grey clay; 
indistinct ly banded, black mottling at 1. 9'- 1.95'. 

SS 76-25-190 - regularly banded red and grey si lty 
clay a nd clay; red is dominantly clay, grey is 
dominantly si lt. 0'-0.06' - grey with black band at 
base; 0.06' - 0.3' pink band grading downwards to 
grey; 0.3 '- 0.5' - grey band, sharp lower contact, 
very black band at 0.48 '- 0.5'; 0.5' - 0.7 ' - pink band 
g rading downwards to grey; 0.7 '-0 .72'- dark grey 
mottled band wit h sharp lower contact; 
0.72'-0.9 ' - indistinctly banded grey si lty c lay; 
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110.0'-112.1' 

120.0'-122.1' 

130.0'-132.1' 

140.0'-142 . 1' 

150.0'-152.1' 

160.0' -1 61.1' 

161.1' 

0' - 2' 

2' - 20.4' 

20 .4' - 22.5' 

22. 5' - 24.6' 

25.0 '- 26.8' 

26.8' - 28.6' 

28. 7'- 30.5 ' 

30.5' - 32.6' 

32.6' - 34.7 ' 

34.7'- 36.5' 

36.8' - 38.6' 
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0.9 '-1. 3' - red grading downwards to grey, sharp 
upper contact; black line at top of red; blue-grey 
clay ball 5 mm diameter at 1.26'; black banding and 
mottling from 0.9 '-1. 05'; 1.3'-1.5'- relatively 
massive grey clayey si lt; 1.5'-2.0' - stratified pink 
and red (some grey) si lty clay; 2.0' - 2. 1' - grey silty 
c lay. 

SS 76-25-191- cyclic stratification of red and grey 
silty clays; red not distinct. 0'-0. 1' - red band; 
0.1'-0.4' - grey with some black mott ling, sharp 
lower boundary; 0.4'-0.65' - pinkish to brownish grey 
clays grading downwards to grey; 0.65' -1. 0' - grey 
band with black mottling, all boundaries gradational 
or diffuse; 1.0'-1.35' - pink grading downwards to 
grey; 1.35'-2.1' - grey-brown grading to grey, 
speckled black mottling in upper part. Sand blebs or 
partings at 0.55' and 1.2'. 

SS 76-25-192- 0'-0.4'- red clay with thin sand 
partings; 0.4' - 0.5' - grey band; 0.5' -1.9'- relatively 
massive red clay with some thin sand partings; 
1.9'-2.1'- grey silty clay, erosional lower contact 
with red clay . 

SS 76 - 25 -1 93 - recovery 1.8'; a ll relatively massive 
dark reddish brown to brick-red clay; a few lenses or 
discontinuous partings of sand; no mottling. 

SS 76-25-194 - red clay throughout with numerous 
small sand "blebs" - possible worm- tube casts; 
discontinuous layers. 

SS 76-25 -1 95- regularly banded silt, clay, minor 
sand; clay is pinkish grey to red, remainder is dark 
grey. Fossi l (Portlandia?) at lower end of tube; 
some other fragments. 

WS 76 - 25-196 - mainly gravel and thin layers of till. 

bedrock. 

BORING #74-8 
(Venosta Site) 

gravel fill. 

sand, silty sand, some clay. 

SS 74-8-70- alternate strata of uniform fine 
grained silty sand and dark grey silt clay; sand units 
to 0.75' , c lay units to 0.3'; some very thin sand 
partings in clay layers. 

SS 74-8-71 - lower part of sample lost; upper half is 
stratified silty clay (0.5 ') overlain by 
fossiliferous (frags.) silty grey sand; pebble in 
upper 2". 

PS 74-8-72 - alternate strata (0.4'-0.5') of sand and 
stratified clay; lower part of clay is dark grey, 
grading upwards to light grey. 

PS 74 - 8- 73 - alternate strata (0.5'-0.66') of sand 
and stratified clay; clay grades upwards into sand. 

PS 74-8 - 74 - cyclically stratified; grey clay grading 
upwards into sand; three cycles in core; basal 
contact of dark grey clay with underlying light grey 
sand is sharp and distinct; some interstratification 
of clay and sand in transition zones . 

SS 74 - 8-75- thick c lay-sand cycles; three cyc les in 
core; couples consist of stratified grey silty clay 
with some sand partings grading upwards into fine 
grey sand. 

SS 74-8-76- lower 0.5' of core lost; 2 1/2 cycles of 
stratified silty clay and fine silty grey sand . 

PS 74 - 8-77 - highl y saturated mater ial slipping 
from tube as removed from boring; 1.3' recovery; 
laminated grey silty clay grad ing upwards into fine 
grey silty sand; units ea 0.5'. 

PS 74-8-78 - strata of variable thickness. 
0' - 0.9' - grey sand; 0.9 '- 1.0' - dark grey clay; 
1.0'-1.45' - light grey clay; 1.45'-!.6'-
interstratified clay and sand; 

39.4'-42. 1' -

45.4' - 47.5' 

50.1' - 51.9 ' 

55.4' - 57.2' 

59.6' - 61.4 ' 

64.6'- 66.4' 

69.5'-71.6' 

72.4 '- 74.2' 

75.4' - 77.2' 

79.6'- 81.4' 

84.7' - 86.5 ' 

89.8'- 9 1.6' 

94. 7'- 96. 5' 

100.0'-101.8' 

104.8'-106.6' 

109.8'-111.6' 

114.5'-116.6' 

1!9.7'-121.8' 

121.9'-123.7' 

1.6'-1.7'- grey sand; 1.7'-1.85' - dark grey clay; 
1.85'-2.1' -light grey clay. Grading is fine to 
coarse upwards in cyc le; gradational contacts, 
except at top of sand unit where ove rl ying clay has 
sharp basal contact. 

PS 74 - 8-79 - two cycles of laminated grey clay 
grading upwards through interst ratified silt and sand 
to sand. 

SS 74 - 8- 80 - recovery 0.9 '; parts of two cycles of 
dark grey c lay overlain by light grey banded clay 
and sand. 

PS 74-8-81 - I 1/2 cycles of grey stratified clay 
grading upwards to clay with some sand partings, 
overlain by sand; units 0.5'- 0.6' thick; black 
band(!") at base of core in grey clay unit (first 
encountered in this boring); calcareous clays . 

PS 74 - 8-82 - three cycles of dark grey c lay grading 
upwards to light grey clay, light grey clay with sand 
partings and sand; sand of uppermost cycle rests on 
an erosional surface. 

PS 74-8-83 -cyclic deposition of dark and light 
grey clay and grey sand; one 5" sand layer, but clay 
dominant; low free carbonate content. 

PS 74 - 8- 84 - cyclic stratification of dark and light 
grey clay, no sand; three cycles. 

SS 74 - 8 -85- most of sample lost; portion recovered 
wa~ sand and silty clay (may not be 
representative). 

PS 74-8-86 -dark and light grey clays in cyclic 
sequence (two cycles); 2" sand layer in middle of 
core, sharp contac ts; some H 2 S odour in sand; all 
strongly calcareous. 

PS 74-8 - 87 - 2" sand layer with sharp uppe r and 
lower contacts separates two cycles of banded grey 
clays; dark grey at base grading upwards to light 
grey; strongly calcareous . 

PS 74-8 -88- relatively massive grey clays; 
indistinct colour banding; calcareous. 

PS 74-8-89- sensitive, relatively massive grey clay 
with indistinct dark-light colour banding; some thin 
silt bands; low f ree carbonate content. 

PS 74 - 8 - 90- clays very sensitive, near liquefaction 
on remolding; core consists of four cycles of grey 
clay overlain by grey s il t; clay units up to 0.5', silt 
0.08' - 0.25'; thicker clay strata colour banded dark 
grey at base grading to light grey upwards; low free 
carbonate content . 

PS 74-8 - 91 - massive to indistinctly colour-banded 
grey clay; one 2" silt band. 

PS 74 - 8-92 - I" of sand at base of core; massive to 
indistinctly colour- banded grey clay; one 2" silt 
band; low carbonate content. 

PS 74 - 8 - 93 - massive grey clay with low free 
carbonate content has sand layer (0.5'-0.9' above 
base) with erosional lower contact. 

PS 74-8-94 - at top and bottom of sample are 
5" layers of massive dark grey clay; lower bed 
grades upwards into alternating silt and clay bands, 
with silt content increasing upwards; upper clay unit 
has sharp contact with under lying si lt ; al l 
calcareous. 

SS 74 - 8 - 95 - lower 6" of core is massive light and 
dark grey clay with a few silt partings; upper 2/3 of 
sample is disturbed banded silt and clay; possible 
flame structures (load-cast) and/or intraformational 
slumping. 

SS- no recovery. 

PS 74-8-96 - colour-banded, light and dark grey 
clay and silt couples - "pseudo- varves?"; 
intraformational slumping in lower 4"; ca lcareous. 



125.3'-127 .1' 

130.0'-131.8' 

135.4' -1 37.2 ' 

140 .0' -141. 8' 

145. 1 '-146.9' 

149.7'-151.5' 

159.8'-1 6 1.6 ' 

167.9' 

170.0'-171.5' 

171. 5' 

0'- 5' 

5.0'- 7.2' 

5.0'-10.0' 

10.1 '-12.2' 

10'-15' 

15.1 '-17.2' 

15'-20' 

19.8'-21. 9' 

20' - 25' 

24 .8'-26.9' 

25' - 30 ' 

30.0'- 32.1' 

30'-35' 

35.0'- 37 .1' 

35 .0'- 40 ' 

PS 74 - 8- 97- var ve-like st ra tification of dark and 
light grey c lay and silty clay in 1/2" couples; one 
shell fragment; calcareous; light H2 S odou r . 

PS 74 - 8 - 98 - dark and light grey colour-banded clay 
and si lty c lay; a few sand part ings; very sensit ive; 
strongly calcareous. 

PS 74-8-99 - pseudo-varve lam inations of dark and 
light grey clay and s ilty c lay; strongly calcareous. 

PS 74-8-100 - c lay is ver y sensitive, st rongly 
calcareous; indistinct co lour banding in lower 
portion , upper 5" is varve-like; two distinct wh itish 
grey silt bands (1/2"). 

PS 74 - 8-1 0 1 -massive to indistinc tly banded grey 
c lay; soft, sensitive, calcareous; three t hin white 
sil t bands. 

PS 74-8-102 - lower 6" of core is inte rstra t ified si lt 
and clay; uppe r 12" of core is distorted banded c lays 
(intraformational slumping?). 

PS 74 - 8 -1 03- interbedded sand, silt, clay; tilted 
beds, some discontinuous; clay ve ry sensitive; very 
calcareous. 

casi ng harder to drive- strata! change. 

attempted hard wall sample - no recover y; but hole 
made sand and g ravel 6' up casing, therefore 
from 167.9', possible gravelly till. 

refusal on bedrock or bou lder . 

BORING #75-3 
(Wakefield Site) 

\VS ! -very st iff silty grey c lay, medium plastic ity; 
some oxidation; small stones 2-5 mm. 

SS 75-3 -1 8- brownish grey sil ty c lay; fissured, 
oxid ize-d-. -

WS2 -stiff to f irm brownish grey si ! ty clay; some 
sand. 

SS 75-3-19 - stiff to firm grey si lt clay with some 
sand; fissured, ox idized; she ll fragments; strong 
reac tion to HCl. 

WS3- brownish grey stif f to fi rm si lty clay, some 
sand , change from sti ff to firm at 14'. 

SS 75 - 3 - 20 - firm to sof t brownish grey silty clay; 
no sand; she ll fragments; strongly calcareous. 

WS4- soft brownish to oli ve grey silty clay; some 
sand; she ll fragments. 

SS 75-3-21 - soft, sensitive silty grey clay; strongly 
calcareous; a few indistinct brownish grey bands 
(granite pebble on top of core) . 

WS5 - two components: upper 3' is brownish grey 
very soft silty c lay, some sand, she ll s; lower 2' is 
dark grey, very soft sil ty clay, f iner than upper part; 
she ll s. 

SS 75 - 3- 22- dar k grey sil t y c lay gradi ng upwards to 
light grey silt , overl ain by t ilted sand layer (1.5"), 
overl ain in turn by cyclica ll y banded silt-clay st rata 
with sand partings, sandy silt and grey c lay . 

WS6 - very soft grey clayey si! t; a few granules 
(2-5 mm) . 

SS 7 5- 3- 23 - grey c layey silt; distorted light grey 
silt and dark g rey c lay strata; strongly calcareous . 

\VS? ve r y soft clayey sil t - some sand grains . 

SS 75 - 3-24- recovery 1.2'; probably pebble or 
cobble in hole at 35'; ver y soft, grey c layey s il t; 
distorted (possibly due to obstruction in bo ring). 

WS8- ve r y soft, steel-grey clayey si lt , some sand. 
Note - after casing washed to 40.1' and Shelby tube 
lowered, drill e r could 'feel ' ha rd mater ia l in bottom 
of ho le, therefore put 3" hard wall sampler down, 

41.3' - 43.4 ' 

40' - 45' 

45.0 '-47 .1' 

45' - 50 ' 

50.0' - 52.1 ' 

50'- 55' 

55' - 60' 

60'-65' 

65'-70' 

70'- 73.7' 

73.7 '- 7 5.7' 

75.7 ' 

0'- 0.6 ' 

0.6' - 4.5' 

4.5'- 5.8 ' 

5.8 '-7.9 ' 

10.0 '-1 2. 1' 

15.0'-1 7.1 ' 

20 .0'- 22.1 ' 

25.0'-27.1' 

30 .0'- 32. 1' 

35.0' - 37.1 ' 

40.0 '- 42.1 ' 

45.0'- 47.1 ' 

pushed from 40.1 '-41.0' and recovered 0.7' silt , fine 
sand, and a pebble 2.5" , which may have been the 
cause of poor recovery in SS 7 5- 3- 23 and - 24. 

SS 75-3-25- irregularly banded dark and light grey 
c lays in layers 1 "-3" thick; st rongly calcareous. 

WS10 - very soft steel-grey clayey silt; shell 
fragments. 

SS 75-3 -26- recovery 2.1 '; colour-banded da rk and 
light grey silty clay; six cycles in core; shell 
frag ments . 

WS1 1 - very soft clayey silt to silty c lay, some fine 
grey sand; small granules a nd she ll fragments. 

SS 7 5- 3-27- ver y soft grey clayey silt 
interstratif ied with lenses of fi ne grey sand; 
strongly calcareous. 

WSI2 - very soft c layey si l t with fine sand layers; 
some gravel. 

WS13 - clean gravel, some coarse sand , rounded 
pebbles to 1. 7 5". 

WS 14 - clean gravel, large pebble fragmen t s. 

WS15- two components: 65'- 68' - clean 
68' - 70' - medium to coarse sand. 

WS16 - c lean gravel. 

WS 17 - c lean gravel. 

refusal on bedrock. 

fill. 

BORING #76- 22 
(Touraine Site) 

brownish grey c lay . 

buff sand. 

gravel; 

SS 76 -2 2-122- 0'-1. 5' - very stiff clay; 
1.5' -2. 1' sand. Clay is olive-brown, too dessicated 
and f riable to cut for photo; sand is uniform and 
contact sharp. 

SS 76-22 -1 23 - stiff, dessicated, olive-brown to 
grey clay; two 0.5 cm red bands; bedding hori zontal. 

SS 76-22-124 - massive, fossi li fe rous grey clay; a 
few shiny (copper and black ) grains. 

SS _2'6 - 22 -12 5 - massive to indistinctly banded grey 
c lay; fossi liferous. Shiny metallic specks; shell 
fragments seem to be weathered. 

SS 76-22 - 126 - upper foot is mass ive grey clay 
gra ding downwards into 3"-4" sandy silt layers, 
grad ing downwards, in t urn, into banded red and 
grey c lay . 

SS _2'6 - 22 -1 27- vaguely banded grey clay with red 
bands; one si lt layer approximately 1 ". 

SS 76-22-128- indistinctly banded clays; 
three colour-band cycles; (from base of core) 
0'-0.5' - dar k grey c lay; 0.5' - 0 .525' pink c lay; 
0.525' - 1.3' - light grey grading upwards to dark grey 
clay; 1.3' -1. 325' - pink c lay; 1.325'-2. 1' - light grey 
s ilty clay gradi ng upwards to dark grey c lay and 
s ilty c lay . 

SS 76 - 22-129 - cyclicall y banded silty clay and silt. 
0'-1.25' - irregular banded dark grey and light grey 
si1ty c lay; distort ion in band at 1.1 '; 
1.25' -1. 30' - pink band, 1.30'-1. 4' - light grey silty 
c lay, 1.4'-2.1' - dark grey silty c lay (broken sand 
layer at 1.55'). 

SS 76-22-130 - recovery 1.95'; 0'-0.6' - relative ly 
massive dark grey silt to sil ty c lay; 0.6 '-0.63 ' - pink 
band; 0.63' - 0.85 ' - light grey si l ty clay; 
0.85'-1.95' - dark grey si lt and s ilty clay with minor 
sand part ings. 
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50.0'- 52 .1 ' 

55.0'- 57.1' 

60.0' - 62 . 1' 

65.0'-67 .1' 

70.0 '- 72.1' 

75.0 '- 77.1' 

80.0 '- 82.1' 

85.0 '- 87.1' 

90.0 '-92.1' 

94.9'-97 .0 ' 
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SS 76 - 22-13 1 - 0'-0.66 ' - irregular ly and ind istinct ly 
bedded dark grey silt and s ilty c lay; 
0.66 '-0.68 ' - pinkish grey band; 0.68 '-0.8' - light 
grey s il ty c lay; 0.8'- 2.1' - relatively massive, 
ind istinctly banded dark grey sil ty clay and silt 
(narrow pinkish band at 0.825'). 

SS 76 - 22 - 132 - 2' recovery; 0'-0.14 ' - dark grey si lty 
clay; 0. 14' -0 . 15' pink clay; 0.15'- 0.3 ' - l ight grey 
sil ty clay ; 0.3' - 2.0' - irregula rl y bedded, re latively 
un ifor m dark grey sil t with numerous sandy zones 
(not discrete sand layers); sensitive. 

SS 76 - 22 - 133 - 2.05' recover y; cycle 1: 0'-0 .65' 
dark g rey massive to vaguely banded s il t and s il ty 
clay; some sand grains; 0.65' -0 .67 ' - pink clay; 
cycle 2: 0.67'-0.87 ' - ligh t grey si lty clay; 
0.87'-l. 87 ' - vague ly banded to mass ive da rk grey 
silty clay; some sand gra ins; 1. 87 '- 1.88 ' - pink band; 
cycle 3: 1.88 '-2.05 ' - light grey sil ty clay; cycles 
fi ning upwards. 

SS 76 - 22-134 - 2.0' recovery; 2+ cycles. 0'- 0.05' 
pink band grading dow nward to dark grey; 
cycle 1: 0.05'-0.2 ' - light grey si lt ; 0.2 ' -0.96 ' 
vague ly st ratif ied to texture-mott led dark grey si lt; 
0.96 '-1. 0' - pink c lay; cycle 2: l. 0'- 1. 15' - light grey 
s il ty clay; 1. 15'-2 .0'- dark grey silty clay wi t h 
irr egu lar mot t led texture, coarse and f ine silt, silty 
clay. 

SS 76 - 22- 135 - 2. 1' recovery; mainly dark grey 
coarse s il t; red band at 0.2'; very coarse 
silt at 0.2 ' -1.3' . 

SS 76 - 22- 136 - 2.1' recover y; th ree cycles. cycle 1: 
0'- 0.44 ' - dark grey coarse si lt, some sand gra ins ; 
0.44 '-0.45' - pi nk c lay; cycle 2 : 0.45'-0.6 ' - light 
grey s ilty clay; 0.6' -1.44'- dark g rey coarse silt, 
some sand grai ns; 1. 44 '-1.48'- pink clay; 
cycle 3: 1.48' - 1.6' - light grey sil ty c lay; 
1.6'-2.1' - coarse da r k grey si lt, some sand grains . 

SS 76-22 - 137 - parts of fourcyc les . cyc le!: 
0'- 0.38'- dark grey si lty clay; 0.38'- 0.42 ' - pink 
clay; cycle 2: 0.42 '-0.5' - light grey si lty clay; 
0.5'- 1.12' - dark grey s il ty clay and silt; 
1. 12 '-1. 14' - pi nk sil ty clay; c ycle 3: 1. 14' - 1.20' 
light grey s il ty clay; 1.20'- 1.83'- dark grey si lty 
clay- she ll f ragment ; 1. 83'- 1.86'- pink si lty c lay; 
cycle 4: 1. 86 '- 1.9' - light g rey sil ty c lay; 
1.9'-2.0 ' - da rk grey silty clay . 

SS 76 - 22 - 138- t hin-bedded coarse to fine silt and 
silty c lay; rh ythmic ity suggested by presence of 
th ree pink bands; beds dipping 5°-10°; some minor 
slump phe nomena. 0'- 1.77' - fairly massive to 
irr egula rly thin -bedded grey si l t and si lty clay with 
gent ly dipping pink bands (0.1 8' and 0.88' - 0. 9') , sand 
part ings (1. 0' -1.1') ; 1. 77 '-1. 8' - pink band; 
1.8'-1. 84 ' - light grey ; 1.84' - 2 . 1' - dark grey s il ty 
c lay. (Upper three strata represent clearest 
sedimentary cycle in core). 

SS 76 - 22 - 139 - 0' - 1. 1' - re lative ly f ine gra ined grey 
s ilt and silty c lay wi t h dips of -30° shown by pinkish 
grey band at 0.8'- 0.9', sand part ings 1-2 mm th ick at 
0.2 '-0.3'; 1.1 ' - 2.1 ' - vaguely stratif ied to massive 
dark grey very coarse si lt with some sand grai ns; 
very sandy si! t (or si l ty sand) layer (0 .8'-1. 1 ') 
dips -30°. 

SS 76 - 22 - 140 - ind istinct bedd ing, but s lump 
str uctu res and eros iona l contacts noted, main ly in 
dar k grey sil t . 0'-0.04 ' - pink ish grey si lty clay; 
0.04 ' - 0.5 ' - massive grey coarse silt ; 0.5'- 0.6' 
re latively massive dark grey coarse si lt, e rosional 
lower cont act; 0.6'-0.8' - dark grey f ine si lt and 
pinkish grey band with some black mot t ling; 
0.8'-1. 7' vaguely strat if ied dark grey silt grading 
dow nwards to ligh t grey ; 1.7'-2.1 '- sediment lost 
f rom t op of sample due to liquefaction du r ing 
extrusion. 

100.0'-1 02. 1' 

105.0'- 107.1' 

110.0'-1 12. 1' 

11 5.0 ' - 11 7. 1' 

120.0'-122 .1' 

125.0'- 127.1' 

130.0'- 132. 1' 

135.0'- 137 .1 ' 

140.0'-142 . 1 

145.0 '- 147. 1' 

150.0'-152 . 1' 

155 .0' - 157. 1' 

160 .0'- 162. 1' 

164.0'- 166. 1' 

SS 76 - 22 - 141 - sediment a r y cycles mainly light grey 
grad ing upwards to dark grey: 0'- 0.3', 0.3 ' - 09 ', 
0.9'-1. 5', 1. 5'-1. 75'; pinkish grey bands at 0.9 ', 1. 4', 
1. 5'; 1.75' - 2. 1' loss duri ng ex t r usion. 

SS 76 - 22 - 142- six cycles of light grey, da rk grey, 
pi nk sil t y c lays in core, lower t hree t hin, not 
dist inct . 0' - 0.28 ' - cyc le I ; 0.28 '-0.62 ' - cycle 2; 
0.62 ' - 0.9 ' - cycle 3; 0.9'-0 .95' - cycle 4; 0.95'-1.48 ' 
cyc le 5 (0.95 '-1.0' - light grey sil t, 1. 0' - 1.45' - da r k 
grey si lt , 1.45 '-1. 48 ' - pinkish grey clayey silt) ; 
1. 48 '-1. 94 ' - cycle 6 (1. 48 '-1. 6' - ligh t grey silty 
clay, 1.6'- 1.92 ' - dark grey sil t and si lty c lay, 
1.92 '-1. 94 ' - pink ish grey clay); 1.94 '- 2. 1' - ligh t 
grey s ilty c lay . 

SS 76-22- 143 - cyc li c st ratif ication of light grey, 
dark grey, pink strat a in re peat ed triple t s . 
0' -0. 1' - da rk grey grad ing upwards to pink; 
0.1 '- 0. 14' - pink band; 0.1 4'- 0.2' - light grey; 
0.2' -0.7'- dark grey; 0.7'- 0.9 ' - th in pink band at 
base over lai n by light grey; 0 .9' -1.05'- black 
mottled zone; 1.05'-2. 1'- poorl y sorted coarse silt 
with some sand gra ins; stra t ification ind istinc t ; 
f ossi l f ragment. 

SS 76 - 22 -1 44- mainl y dark grey sil t, bedding 
ind istinct th roughout core; some light grey and pink 
zones, but no c lear cycles; H 2 S odour and mott ling 
(0 .3'-0.6' main ly). Note - f resh ly broken surface has 
oolit ic texture (deep basin facies?). 

SS 76 - 22 -1 45- interst ratified red and grey clays . 
0'- 1. 1' - banded red a nd grey c lay and silty c lay ; red 
not dist inct but cycles a re regula r , with a ) sha rp 
red-grey contact, b) red grading t o da rk grey 
(downward), c ) dar k grey gradi ng t o ligh t 
(downward); 1. 1'-2. 1' - slump distort ed red bands 
1-7 mm th ick; dipping beds; recumbent fo lds. 

SS 76 - 22 - 146- c lear ly banded red and grey c lay; 
more red t han previous samples. 0'-1.0' - cyclic 
strat if icat ion, a lte rnate ligh t grey- dark grey- red 
(upward gradation) cycles; fou r cycles in lower 1 '; 
1.0' - 1.2' - red band; 1.2' - 1.6'- vaguely banded grey 
clay ; sharp cont act wi t h red be low, gradat ional 
cha nge upwards to dark grey; 1.6'- 1. 8' - grey 
grading upwards to red; 1.8' - 2.1' - sharp lower 
contac t, ligh t grey grad ing upwards to dark grey. 

SS 76-22 -147 - fossil f ragment in top of tube; red
grey banded c lay; parts of t hree cycles featuring 
shar p cont act at to p of red band, then ligh t grey 
gradi ng upwards to dark grey a nd red. 

SS 76-22-148- 0'-0.4' - ligh t and dark grey banded 
clay with diffuse black mott led bands ; 
0.4'-2. 1' - red -grey banded clay; red beds not 
dist inc t , bu t upper cont act sha rp; pa rt s of 
t hree cycles . 

SS 76-22 -1 49- mass ive dark grey c lay wi th 
numerous black mott led bands; pebble or concret ion 
at top of t ube ; c lay t oo stiff to cut wi t h wire saw, 
used spatula and c lay broke into pieces like a 
dess icated clay; yet, c lay ve ry sensitive . 

SS 76 -22- 150- massive to vague ly banded dark to 
light grey clay, black mottled th roughout; clay very 
stiff, but liqu if ies on remolding; a few small pebbles 
0-2 mm). 

SS 76 - 22-151 - mass ive grey clay with irregular 
black bands; foss il fragment in mid-core has 
nacreous lust re; pebbles. 

SS 76-22- 152 - mass ive dark grey c lay with 
irr egular black mottl ing; some fine white specks 
(foss il f ragment s?) . 

SS 76 - 22 - 153- massive da rk grey to black c lay, 
irregu lar black mottl ing; fossi l f r agments appear 
weat hered. 

SS Z:6-22 -1 54 - ver y sensit ive, dark grey, black 
mot t led c lay; foss il wi t h irr egular hinge, like ly 
Portlandia sp. ; shell soft. 



170' 

171.1 '-173.2' 

175.0'-177.1' 

180.0' -1 82.1' 

I 84'-!89' 

189' 

0'- 5' 

5'-1 0 ' 

10' -1 5' 

15'-20' 

20'- 25 ' 

25 '- 30 ' 

30'- 35 ' 

35'-40' 

40 '- 46.6' 

46 .6' - 48. 7' 

50 ' 

0'- 30' 

30.0'- 32 .5' 

32.5'-50' 

50 '- 55' 

55'-60' 

60'-65' 

65 '-70' 

70' - 72.5 ' 

70'-75' 

75 '- 80 ' 

80 '- 85 ' 

85 '-90 ' 

90'- 95' 

95 '-1 00' 

100'- 105' 

I 05'-110' 

110'-115' 

11 5'- 120 ' 

120'-1 25 ' 

125'-130' 

130'-135' 

135' - 140' 

140'-144.7' 

144.7' -1 47.2' 

* 

dri lling water lost - probable sand layer. 

SS 76 - 22 - 155- ver y compac t da rk grey, black
mott led clay. 

SS 76 - 22 -156- ve r y stiff, black banded da rk grey 
si lt a nd silty clay. 

SS 76-22-157- variega ted va r ves, mostl y tones of 
grey but upper foot thin-bedded with red winter 
layers; sand y partings ; pebble. 

\VS 76-22-158 - grave l or gravell y till. 

refusal on presumed bedrock. 

BORING #74-5 
(Dav idson's Corne rs Site ). 

\VS 74 - 5-33- grey-brow n clay with lenses of silt. 

\V S 74-5-34- grey- brown clay; some red bands . 

\VS 74-5-35- grey-brow n clay. 

\V S 74- 5-36 - c lay , grey to ligh t gre y, some red 
bands; some silt. 

WS 74- 5- 37- clay, steel grey. 

\VS 74 - 5-38- c lay, st ee l grey; some si lt. 

\VS 74-5-39 - c lay, steel grey; some silt. 

\VS 74 - 5-40- c lay, st eel gre y. 

WS 74- 5- 41- clay , st ee l grey; sulphurous odour. 

SS 74 - 5- 48- c lay , da rk grey; sulphurous odour; 
I" conc re tion in tube. 

hol e ends in clay; piezometer tip installed at 
50.0' B.G .L. 

BORING #74-5A (4.7' west of 74-5) 
(Davidso n's Corners Site) 

hole washed - no samples. 

OS 74-5A-49- grey clay, some silt. 

hol e was hed - no samples . 

WS 74 - 5A -42 - c lay, dark grey; some s ilt. 

WS 74- 5A -43 - dark grey clay; some silt. 

WS 74 - 5A-44- c lay , da rk grey, some si lt . 

WS 74-5 A- 45- c lay, da rk grey. 

OS 74 - 5A - 50- clay, da rk grey, blac k mot t ling. 

\VS 74-5A-46 - clay, dark grey. 

WS 74 - 5A - 47- c lay, da rk grey . 

WS 74- 5A -48- c lay, da rk grey, some s ilt. 

\VS 74-5 A-49 - c lay, da rk grey, some red ba nds; 
sulphurous odour. 

\VS 74 - 5A - 50 - c lay, dark grey , some si lt. 

WS 74- 5A - 51 - c lay, da rk grey . 

\VS 74-5A - 52- c lay, dar k grey . 

\VS 74- 5A - 53 - c lay, da rk grey . 

\VS 74-5A - 54- clay , dar k grey; some red bands. 

\VS 74- 5A - 55 - c lay, da r k grey; stiff. 

\VS 74 - 5A - 56- clay, da rk grey; black mottli ng; 
su lphurous odour. 

WS 74- 5A - 57 - clay, da rk grey; red bands; 
sulphurous odour . 

\VS 74- 5A -58- clay, da rk grey; su lphurous odour; 
pebble I /4" diameter. 

\VS 74 - 5A - 59 - clay, dark grey; foss il f ragments . 

\VS 74 - 5A-60- clay, dark grey; some s ilt. 

OS 74 - 5A - 51 -clay, da rk grey; some silt. 

147.2 '-1 49.3' 

149.3'-150.6' 

2.0' - 4.5' 

7 .0'- 9.5' 

18.0 '-20 .5' 

35 .0'- 37 .5' 

37.5'-39.9' 

70'- 72.5' 

86.6'- 88. 7' 

90.3' 

35.0'-37.5' 

37 .5'-40.0' 

35 .0'- 37 .5' 

37.5'-40.0' 

35 .0'- 37. 5' 

37.5'-40.0' 

9'- 65' 

65'- 67 ' 

65 '-70' 

70'-72' 

70 '- 72.9 ' 

72. 9'- 74.0 ' 

74.0 '-74. 9' 

78.4' 

74.9 '- 79.9 ' 

46 .6'-4 8.7 ' 

16.6'-1 8.7' 

Three borings 74-5C, - 50, - 5E, c losely spaced beside - 5B, were dr illed to obtain 
multiple samples for stud ies of engineering properties . 

SS 74 - 5A - 52- clay, dark grey ; some si lt ; severa l 
rock fragments; shell fragments a t t op of tube. 

no samples- piezomete r tip installed a t 150 .6'. 

BORING #74-5B (5' west of 5A) 
(Dav idson's Corners Si t e) 

OS 74-5F\-53- fissured redd ish brown c lay; some 
s ilt and sand. 

OS 74-5B-54- mottled grey- brown silty c lay, some 
red clay bands; sand at top. 

OS 74 - 5B - 55- grey c lay, some silt; st if f. 

OS 74- 5B - 56- gre y c lay with trace of silt. 

OS 74-5B-57 - clay, dark grey, some si lt. 

OS 74 - 5B-58- soft , plastic grey c lay; some silt. 

SS 74 - 5B-59- smoot h, plast ic grey c lay, some red 
bands. 

well-point piezometer tip set at 90.3'. 

BORING #74-5C* 

OS 74-5C - X- dark grey clay, some silt; drill 
c uttings in top of tube, sam ple discarded. 

OS 74 - 5C-60- dark grey clay with some si lt, some 
red bands. 

BORING #74-50* 

OS 74- 50-61 -grey clay, some silt . 

OS 74-50 - 62 - gre y c lay, some si lt. 

BORING #74-5E* 

OS 74 - 5E-63- grey clay; I" diameter conc re tion at 
top of tube . 

OS 74 - 5E-64 - grey clay. 

sand. 

BORING #74-6 
(Davidson's Cor ne rs Site) 

c lays; a t 65 ' si lty sand with pebbles (till ?); hole 
making water at 62 '. 

HW 74-6-6 1 -med ium to coarse sand with gravel, 
la rge gra nite gneiss pe bbles. 

\VS 74 - 6-62- sand a nd grave l, some si lt; sub
a ngular pebbles t o 0.7 5". 

HW 74-6-63- compact si lt, sand a nd 
grave l - probable till; cable stuck in bottom of 
sam ples, recove r y 0.6'. hole made wat e r at faster 
ra t e than I 0' higher in section; SO 2 odour. 

WS 74-6-64 - fine to coarse grave l, suba ngu la r 
pebbles of Precam brian rock t ypes . 

WS 74 - 6-65- f ine to coarse gravel. 

WS 74-6-66 - grave l. 

bedrock or la rge boulde r (hole sti ll mak ing wa ter). 

DD 74 - 6-67 - 4. 9' recovery 

piezometer tip set at 69.85' . 

BORING #74-6A 
(Davidson's Corne rs Site ) 

SS 74 - 6A - 65- grey si lty c lay. 

piezometer t ip set a t 49.9'. 

BORING #74-6B 
(Davidson' s Corne rs Si t e ) 

SS 74 - 6B - 66- grey s ilty clay. 

piezometer tip set at 20.0' . 
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31.6' - 33 .7' 

31.6' - 33.7' 

69 .6'- 71.7' 

109.6'-111.7' 

0'- 10' 

10 '-1 8' 

20.4' - 22.0' 

30.0 '- 32 .1' 

40.0 '- 42.1 ' 

45.0 '- 47.1 ' 

50 .0'- 51.6 ' 

60.0'-6 1.0' 

70.0 '-71. 0' 

74.0' 

80 .0' - 82 .1' 

90.0 ' -92.1 ' 

100.0'-101.9' 
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BORING #74-7 
(Davidson's Corners Site) 

SS -sample lost; grey si! ty clay 

piezometer tip set at 35.0 '. 

BORING #74-7 A 
(Davidson's Corners Site) 

SS 74-7 A- 67- grey silty clay. 

SS 74-7A-68- grey silty clay . 

piezometer tip set at 73.0'. 

BORING #74-7B 
(Davidson's Corners Site) 

SS 74 - 7B - 69- stiff grey si lty clay. 

piezometer tip set at 113.0'. 

BORING #76-26 
(Sheenboro Site) 

\VS- river gravel; capp ing of silt at surface. 

\VS - sand. 

SS 76 - 26-197 - 1. 7' extruded; irregular cycles of red 
c lay, si! ty sand, and sand, repeating (ascending 
order) ; (from base of core) 0' - 0.2 ' - fine gra ined 
silty sand; 0.2' - 0.35'- red c lay grad ing upwards to 
si lty grey sand; 0.35'-0.75' - red clay- silty 
sand -sand cycle; 0.7 5'-1.30' - red c lay - silty 
sand - sand cycle; 1.3' -I. 7' - red clay 
(0.025' thick)- silty sand - fine grai ned sand cycle. 

SS 76-26-198 - ver y fine gra ined sand; one c lay 
band at 0. 7 5' above base of core. 

no sample; wash return suggests material is fine 
sand. 

SS 76-26 - 199- 1.4' recover y; 0' - 0.7' - no sample; 
0.7'-0.9'- bright red clay bands; 0.9 '-1. 8' - grey 
silty clay- br ight red clay - stratif ied sand; 
1.8'-2.1 ' - disturbed, st ratified sand with dark 
reddish brown clay balls. 

SS 76-26-200- extr uded 1.65'; stratified buff 
weathered sand and silty sand with red c lay bands; 
sand becoming grey a t 0.55' above base; sediment in 
cycles consisting of red c lay - si lty sand- sand 
(ascending order) 0'-0.25'- cycle I (grey); 
0.25'- 0.5' - cycle 2 (grey); 0.5'- 0.65' - cycle 3 (buff); 
0.65'-0.9'- cycle 4 (buff); 0.9' -1.1' - cycle 5 (buff); 
1.1 '-1.4' - cycle 6 (buff); 1.4'-1.65' - cycle 7 (buff). 

SS 76-26-201 - tube pene trated only I' with 
difficulty; a ll medium grained sand (grey) with an 
oxidized band at mid-core. 

SS 76 - 26-202 - tough material; drill raised off jacks 
whi le pushing sample tube; mainly stra tified buff 
sand . 

drill record shows textural break f rom sand to si lt. 

SS 76 - 26 -203- proximal va r ves of var ying t hickness 
consisting of grey 'summer' layer and deep reddish 
brown 'winter' layer. 0' - 0.8' - lami nated grey si lty 
c lay; thin red band a t 0.8'; 0.8 '-1.2' - grey to reddish 
grey silty clay; 1.2'-1.6' - dark grey silt and silty 
clay; 1.6'-2.1 ' - six red and grey var ves. 

SS 76 - 26-204 - dominantly dark grey si l t with 
numerous indistinc t grey and/or pink clay bands; 
most pink is in lower half of co re; interpreted as 
indistinct varves, with possibly ten varve couplets. 

SS 76 - 26 - 205 - 0'-0.3 ' - strat ified grey and red silt 
and silty clay; 0.3' - 1.0' - sil ty sand with contorted 
pinkish grey si! t bands; 1.0' -1. 9' -medium sand, 
stratified; sil ty band at 1.3'. 

106.1' 

0'-18.5' 

18.5' -25.0 ' 

25.0 '-27.1 ' 

30.0 '- 31.5' 

35.0'- 37. 1' 

40.0' - 42.1 ' 

45.1 '-47.1' 

50.0 '- 52.1 ' 

55 .0' - 57.1 ' 

60.0 '-62.1' 

65.0' - 67 .I' 

70.0 '- 72 .1' 

75.0 '- 77. 1' 

80 .0'- 82 .1' 

85.0'-87.1 ' 

90.0' - 92.1' 

end of hole, apparent ly on bedrock; last recovery in 
wash water was sand and fine grave l, probably 
indicating thin till over bedrock. 

BORING #76-16 
(Chapeau Site) 

stratif ied, fine grai ned, well sorted sand; in 
abandoned t errace. 

clay, fine sand in layers and lenses; silt bands; grey 
and red. 

SS 76-16-75 - grey and red banded clayey silt and 
clay; beds distorted by slumping (upper delta 
fac ies?). 

SS 76 -1 6-76- material packed too hard to 
penet rate; lifted ri g. 0' -1. 4' - strat ified fine to 
medium gra ined grey- brown sand; 1.4'-1.5' - banded 
grey silty clay; dips 10° - 15°. 

SS 76- 16-77- 2.0' recover y; 0'-0.3'- fine to 
medium grained brownish grey sand with irregular 
slump masses of c lay simi la r to that in upper part of 
core; 0.3'-2.0' - stratified pink and grey c lay and 
si ! t y c lay; dis torted by slumpi ng. 

SS 76-16-78 - 2.0 ' recovery; ent ire core vaguely 
st ra tifi ed, slump-distorted a nd faulted, dark and 
ligh t grey si lt , silty c lay, red silty c lay. 

SS 76-16 - 79 - a ll irregula rl y lam ina ted, dark to 
light grey and pinkish grey silty clay; some 
distortion in beds in upper half of core; lower hal f 
more regular ly banded and undistu rbed . 

SS 76 -1 6 -80- mainly grey and dar k grey silt bands; 
thin pink silty clay part ings; a ll dis torted; 
several 1- 2 mm sand partings near base of core. 

SS 76-16-81 - stratified coarse silt, silt , and silty 
clay with some discrete sand layers; grey with red 
bands a t 0.2 ' and 0.7 ' above base; bedding regular ; 
light grey sil t layers 2"-3" thick were st iff , giving 
more resistance to pushing of sample tube and to 
cutting by wi re saw than other sediment. 

SS 76 -1 6- 82- imperfect cyclic banding pink- dark 
grey- light grey (ascending orde r); cy les up to 
2" thick; severa l thin sand partings in core. 

SS 76 -1 6 -83- irregu larly stra tifi ed light and dark 
grey si lt and fine grey sand. 

0'- 0.6 ' - dark grey silt and fine sand; some pink ish to 
reddish brown bands; bedding disru pted, li ke a 
breccia . 

SS 76-16-84 - 0'- 0.6' - dark grey silt , grey- brown 
silty clay grading upwards into light grey si lt; 
1/4" mott led layer in grey-brown zone; 
0.6'-0.9 ' - fine gra ined grey sand, some sil t; 
0.9'-1.6'- banded red and grey si lt (varves?) with 
minor sand partings; black-mottled band (0. 9 5'-1. 0') ; 
1.6'-1.65'- fine grained grey sand; 
1.65'-2. 1' - variegated light and dark grey silt . 

no sample; probable sand laye r ; casing dropped t o 
75 .9' to more resistant materi a l; wash returns 
7 5'-80 ' produced ch ips of c lay, some small pebbles 
to 0.5" diameter . 

SS 76- 16 - 85 - 1.5' recovery; prox im al va r ves?; 
banded grey sand and grey silt in regular 
a lternat ion; beds range from 1/4" to 2" approx. 

SS 76 - 16 -86- 2.0' recovery; 0'- 0.6' - regu lar ly 
banded light and dark grey silt (3 dark bands), 
possib le proximal var ves; 0.6'-2. 0' - mainly fi ne 
grained grey sand with stiff grey silt bands 
1/2"-3/4" thick at 0.7', 0.9 ', 1.1', 1.6'. 

SS 76-16-87 - 0'- 0.4 ' - discrete clay balls in sand 
matrix; 0.4'- 2. 1' - grey sand with stiff si lty c lay 
bands 1/4 "-1 /2 " thick at 0.4 ', 0.6', 0.8', 1.25 ', 1.9'; 
proximal varves?. 



95.0' - 97. 1' 

100.0'-102.1' 

105.0 ' 

105.0' -1 05.4' 

0'- 10' 

10 '-15 ' 

15'-20' 

20'-25' 

25 '- 30' 

30'- 35' 

35' - 40 ' 

40'-45 ' 

45'- 50' 

50'-55' 

55'-59' 

59'-60' 

60'-67.3' 

67 .3' - 70.7' 

70 .7'-74 .2' 

0'-4' 

4'-1 0' 

8.0 '-1 0 .1' 

10.1 '-12.2' 

34.0' - 36. 1' 

44.5 '- 46.6 ' 

46.6'- 48 .4' 

0'- 4' 

4'-1 5' 

8.0'-9.8 ' 

9.8'-11. 5' 

no sample . 

SS 76-16-88- all grey varves cons isting of sil t y clay 
in 'winte r' layer, very coarse s ilt and fine sand in 
'summer' layer; some stra ta slightly brownish grey; 
thick sand layers (be t ween 0.2 ' and 0.5' above base) 
a re near ly f lu id; varves from l /4" to 2" thick; core 
sawed with d if fic ulty because sil t stata very stiff. 

She lby tube refusal. 

HW 76-1 6 - 90- very st iff sandy s ilt , no pebbles; 
possible ti ll. 

Hole ends at 105.4 '. 

BORING #74-2 
(Ha mmond Si t e - Top of slope) 

sand and fi ne gravel at surface grading downward t o 
sand and silt. 

WS 74 - 2-l - grey clayey silt, some sand . 

WS 74-2-2- si lty clay, grey to reddish grey; shell 
f ragments. 

WS 74 - 2 - 3- grey coarse silt, and reddish grey clay . 

WS 74-2-4- coarse silt and clay; grey. 

\VS 74 - 2 - 5 - silty clay, grey t o reddish grey . 

WS 74- 2-6- coarse silt and clay; grey to reddish 
grey. 

\VS 74-2-7- coarse si l t and clay; grey to redd ish 
g rey. 

WS 74- 2 - 8 - clayey silt; grey t o reddish grey . 

WS 74-2-9 - sil t y c lay; grey to redd ish grey; drill 
cas ing penetrates eas il y. 

\VS 74-2-10- si lty clay; grey to reddish grey. 

\VS 74-2-11 - shale and limestone fragments; blue
grey. 

\VS 74 - 2 -1 2 -sha le and limest one ch ips. 

\VS 74 - 2 -1 3 -sha le and lim estone ch ips. 

DD 74-2-14- core sample of sha ly limestone; 
1.3' recovery. 

Piezometer tip set at 73.6'. 

sand. 

BORING #74-2A 
(Hammond Site ) 

fine sand wi t h silt. 

She lby tube, no recover y. 

Shelby tube, no recovery. 

SS 74-2A-32 - clay with some sil t; red and grey 
bands; soft, plastic . 

SS 74-2A-33- si lty clay, grey, some pink; soft, 
plasti c . 

SS 74-2A-34- clay with some silt; red and grey 
bands; fi ne sand at bottom of tube. 

Piezome t er tip set at 50 .0'. 

BORING #74-2B 
(Hammond Site) 

f ine, oxidized sand. 

fi ne sand with si l t and clayey s ilt bands; mainl y 
grey. 

PS 74 -2 B-35 - fine sand with si l t and clay bands. 

PS 74 - 2B - 36- grey silt with a few th in layers of 
reddish grey c lay; some red bands. 

11.5'-13.3' 

13 .5'-15.3' 

15.3 '-1 7.1 ' 

17.1 '- 18.9 ' 

24.5' - 26.6 ' 

26.6 '-28.7 ' 

0'- 4' 

4' -1 5' 

15' -1 9.3' 

49 .8'- 51. 9' 

55.2' - 57 .3' 

0' -5' 

5'-1 0' 

10' - 15' 

15' - 20 .3' 

20.3' -25.3 ' 

25.3 ' - 30.3 ' 

30.3'- 35 .0' 

35.0'- 39.9' 

39.9 '-45.0' 

45.0'-47.7 ' 

47. 7'- 50.5' 

31.6'-33 .7' 

16 .6'-1 8.7' 

PS 74-2B - 37 - grey silt with some reddish grey c lay 
bands and m in or fi ne sand lenses. 

PS 74 - 2B - 38- grey silty clay with layers of silt. 

PS 74-2B - 39 - grey silt to si lty clay. 

PS 74 - 2B - 40 - grey si lt to sil ty clay; sand seam 0.2' 
above base. 

PS 74-2B - 41 -grey clay with some li gh t reddish 
grey bands. 

PS 74-2B - 42- grey si lty clay with indistinct reddish 
grey bands. 

Piezometer tip set a t 30.0 '. 

BORING #74-2C 
(Hammond Site) 

fine sand, oxidized. 

fine sand with silt and clay bands. 

clay, silty clay, some sand lenses. 

SS 74 - 2C - 43 - c lay, some si lt; gre y with red bands . 

SS 74 -2C-44 - top of core grey si lty wi th dark grey, 
light grey and pink bands throughout; some gravel or 
bedrock fragments in bottom of core. 

Piezomet er tip set at 61.7 ', in bedrock. 

BORING #74-3 (mid-slope) 
(Hammond Site) 

\VS z_4 - 3-17 - sand and cla yey silt. 

WS 74 - 3-18- c layey si lt , grey with some reddish 
grey zones; m in or sand. 

\VS 74 - 3-1 9- c layey silt , grey; some sand. 

\VS 74-3 -2 0 - sil t y c lay, grey . 

\VS 74-3 - 21 -clay, grey with reddish grey zones; 
trace of silt. 

WS 74 - 3- 22 -clay; gre y with some reddish grey . 

WS 74-3 - 23 - clay; grey with some reddish grey. 

WS Z.4 - 3- 24 - clay ; grey, some si lt . 

\VS 74-3 - 25 - c lay, grey wi t h some reddish grey 
bands; minor silt content. 

\VS 74-3 - 26 - c lay, grey; some silt ; rock f ragments 
of shaly limest one. 

rock fragments; blue-grey shaly li mestone; angula r 
fragme nts, probably shattered bedrock. 

Piezometer tip placed at 50 .6'. 

BORING #74-3A 
(Hammond Si t e ) 

SS 74 - 3A - 45 - c layey si lt; gre y with some diffuse 
reddish grey bands. 

Piezometer tip placed at 35.0'. 

BORING #74-3B 
(Hammond Site) 

SS 74 - 3B - 46 - gre y clay with reddish bands. 

Piezometer tip set at 20' . 

BORING #74-4 
(Hammond Site - Terrace at base of slope ) 

0'- 5' sand and si lt. 

5'- 31. 5' c lay, grey with some red bands . 

31.5' - 36.5' fractu red bedrock. 

33.5' - 35.4 ' \VS 74 - 4 - 28 - frac tured bedrock and gravel. 

35.4'- 38.5 ' DD 74-4 -2 9 - quartzite boulder. 
DD ~A - shaly li mestone. 
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40.2 '- 42.1' 

16.6' -1 8.7' 

30 .5'- 32 . 5' 

32.5'-34.5' 

0'-1 0' 

10.3'-12.4' 

12 .4'-14.2 ' 

14 .4' -1 6.3 ' 

16.5' - 18.5' 

18.5'-20.5' 
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DD 74 - 4- 30- shaly li mestone bedrock 
DD ~A- shaly li mestone bedrock. 

P iezometer tip set at 43.0'. 

BORING #74-4A 
(Hammond Site) 

SS 74-4A-47- grey silty clay with some red bands 
and sand partings. 

BORING #74-4B 
(Hammond Site) 

HW 74-4B-31 - silty clay, some fine gravel. 

HW 74 - 4B - 32 -pebbles, sha ly limestone, clay, si lt , 
sand( _ ti ll ?). 

Piezometer tip set at 34.5'. 

BORING #74-1 
(Bourget Site) 

dessicated oxidized fine sand, silt, c lay; some 
brownish red bands. 

SS 74-l-l - extruded 2.4 '; some extension; 
measuring f rom base upward : 0' - 0 .1' - fine grained 
grey sand; 0.1 '-0.4' - grey si lt grading finer upwards; 
0.4'- 0.95 ' - grey and red c lay, g rey s ilty clay layers, 
a few thin (2 mm) lenses of very fine grey sand; 
0.95' -1.05'- fine grained grey sand; abundant mica; 
1.05'- 1.25'- reddish grey clay band; thin sand 
part ings; 1.25' -1.4'- grey clay with irregu la r lenses 
of sil t; 1.4'-2.0' - st ra t ified grey sand and silt, dark 
heavy mine ral concentrations; red clay ball 
1x1x3 cm in centre of th is band; 2.0' - 2.3 ' 
inte rst ratified red c lay and sand; lower half of layer 
ver y contorted, probably intraformational slum ping; 
2.3'-2. 4' - massive c lay band, reddish grey. 

SS 74-l-2- 1.8' extruded to 2.0'; entire core is 
contorted sand with silty clay; some struc tures near 
ver tical through most of tube; thin bands 2- 5 mm 
thick of grey and reddish brown clay. 

SS 74 -1-3- 2.2' ex truded; 0'-0.1' - alternate ly 
banded grey sand and redd ish brown clay; 
0.1 '-0.3' - redd ish grey clay; one grey clay ball ; 
0.3'- 0.7 5'- grey si lt with fi ne sand lenses and 
pockets; irregular; possible load-cast st ructu res; 
becomes regularl y and horizonta ll y st ratified 
upwards in section; 0.75'-1. 75' - sand with thin grey 
clay bands; very contorted; 1.7 5' -1. 85' - st iff 
reddish grey c lay with sand partings; 
1.85' - 2.0'- unifor m fine silty sand with sand 
part ings; 2.0'-2.2 ' - very sil ty clay and sand in 
a lternate disc rete layers. 

SS 74 -1-4- extrudes to 2.25'; cyc li c banding with 
transitional boundaries from base up as follows: red 
clay+ grey c lay+ silt+ sand; two complete cycles , 
plus other materials, present in this core. From 
base upward: 0'-0 .6' - si lty sand with distorted red 
clay band at 0. 1'-0.17 5' - clay soft, high water 
content; 0.6' - 0.85' - distorted red clay bands in s ilty 
sand; 0.85'- 1. 0' - hori zontal st rata of sand and red 
and grey silt; 1.0' - 1.7'- sediment ary cycle as 
follows: 1.0'-l.l 7' - red c lay with grey clay balls, 
transition to grey; 1.17'-1.3'- grey sil t y clay; 
1.3'-1. 4' - interbedded grey silt and sand; 
1. 4'-1.7' - grey sand; at 1.7' - sharp contact between 
sand and reddish grey silt ; 2nd cycle: 1.7'-1.7 5' 
reddish grey silt with thin sand partings; 
1.75'-2.02'- massive reddish grey c lay; 
2.02 '-2.1 5' - transition to grey silt with increasing 
sand content; 2. 15'-2.25' - uniform grey silty sand. 

SS 74-l - 5-extruded2.3'; parts of three 
sedimentary cycles: cycle I: 0'-0.1 ' - grey clay, 
relati vely stiff, calcareous; 0.1 '-0.3'- st ra ti f ied 

20.5' - 22 .5' 

22 .5'-24 .5' 

24 .6'-26.6 ' 

26.6'-28.5 ' 

28.7'-30.7 ' 

grey sand with grey silt partings; 0.3 '- 0.55' - f ine 
gra ined s ilty grey sand; 0.55'-0.9' - 'disturbed ' zone; 
grey si lt, sand lenses and partings, irregula r patches 
of 'red' clay ; cycle 2: 0.9'-1.25'- red clay, lower 
contact with 'disturbed' material is gradationa l, 
indistinct; 1.25'-1.35' - grey clay, transitiona l f rom 
red be low; 1. 35'- 1.42 ' - banded grey sand and silt ; 
1.42'-1.78' - hori zonta ll y stra tified fine grai ned grey 
silty sand and fine-grained sand, t op layer 
(0.1' approx. ) is s light ly oxidized. cycle 3: sharp 
contact between red clay and oxidized sand; 
1.78' -1.95'- 'red' c lay; 1.95'-2.1' - grey c lay, lower 
contact gradational; 2. 1 '-2.3'- silty sand grading 
upwards to very fi ne grained grey-buff sand. 

SS 74 -1-6- extruded 2.35'; core has 
3 I /2 sedimenta ry cycles: cycle l : 0'-0.2' - red 
clay, a few sand lenses to l mm; calcareous; 
0.2 '- 0.45' - grey silty clay, many sand blebs and 
lenses; 0.45' - 0.5' - grey sand; cycle 2: 
0.5'- 0.7' - 'red' clay; 0.7' - 0.85'- grey si lty c lay, 
lower contact gradational; 0.85'-1. 05' - st ra ti fied 
silt and sand; 1.05'-1.3' - strongly calcareous grey 
sand; cycle 3: 1.3'-1.55' - 'red' clay; 1. 55'-1. 65' 
grey clay, lower contact gradationa l; 
1.65'-2. 05' - silt and sand grading upwards t o 
uniform grey sand; cycle 4: 2.05'-2.35'- red clay 
grading upwards to reddish grey, thin , c rossbedded, 
channe lled sand lens at 2.325' . 

SS 74-1-7 extruded 2.25'; onl y t he uppermost 0.25' 
of this core appears to belong to the cyclic sequence 
of cores higher in sequence; most of the tube is 
contorted c lay, mainl y red. Measured f rom base: 
0' - 0.35' - grey sil ty clay with disseminated sand 
grains, strongl y calcareous ; 0.35' - 2.0' - mainl y stiff 
red clay mott led and streaked with clay 'plumes' up 
to 0. 1' thick, but mainly less than 0.05' , dark 
mottling at 0 .65'-0. 75', heavy H2 S odour ; 
2.0'-2.25' - hori zonta ll y lam ina ted grey and red 
clays. 

SS 74-1-8- extruded 2.2' ; three essentia ll y 
complete sedimentary cycles in this core: 
cycle 1: 0'-0. 1' - banded sand and red si lt; 
0.1 '- 0.35' - red c lay (slow reaction to HCI); 
0.35' - 0.4'- grey clay, gradationa l lower contact, 
st ro ngly calcareous, H2 S; 0.4' - 0.6' - grey silty sand, 
st rongly calcareous, H2 S; cycle 2: 0.6'-1.0' - red 
clay; 1.0'-l.l' - grey clay, gradat iona l lower 
contact; 1.1 '- 1.6' - grey si lty sand; cycle 3: 
1.6'-1.98'- red clay, sharp lower contact; 
1.98 '-2.0'- grey c lay, gradat iona l lower contact; 
2.0' - 2 .2'- grey s il ty sand. 

SS 74-l~ - ex truded 2.2'; irr egular, broken cycles: 
0'- 0.3' - grey c lay, st iff, silty, strongl y calcareous, 
gradational upper contact; 0.3 '- 0.6' - dark red c lay, 
st iff, slow reaction with HCl; 0.6 '-0.7 5' - grey clay , 
gradational contact with unde rl yi ng red clay; 
0.75'-0.8' - sand part ing; 0.8'-0.825 ' - grey clay; 
0.825'-1. 05' - red clay; 1. 05'-1.1' - sand interbedded 
wi th red c lay; 1. 1' -1.2'- dark red t o brownish grey 
c lay; 1.2'-1.25' - irregular black band; 1.25'- 1. 5'
brownish red clay gradi ng upwards to red; 1.5'-
1. 7' - rapid tr ansition upward to grey clay and grey 
sand with grey c lay partings; 1.7 '- 2.2 ' - grey si lty 
sand. 

SS 74-l-l 0 -extruded 2.3 '; banded sediments, 
2"-3"-red bands in grey sandy silt st rata, black 
mottling in several layers, mainly in lower ha lf of 
tube. 0' -0.1' - missing; 0.1'-1. 0' - irregula rl y banded 
red and grey c lay with black mottling at 0.1 '- 0.2', 
0.3 ', 1.0'; 1. 0'-1. 4' - grey s ilt with a few thin sand 
partings, black mottling at 1.4'; 1.4'-1. 7 5' - red c lay 
grading upwards to grey; 1.7 5' - 1.85' - grey clay; 
1. 85'- 2.15' - grey clay with irregular sand layers up 
to 1/2"; 2.1 5'-2 .2'- dark reddish brown c lay; 
2.2'-2.3 ' - buff weather ing very f ine grai ned sand. 



34 .6'- 36 .7' 

39 .5' - 41. 5' 

44. 8'- 46.8' 

51.1 '- 52. 3' 

54. 6'- 56 . 7' 

59.5'-6 !. 5' 

64 .4'- 66 .5' 

69 .3'-71. 4' 

SS 74-1-11 -extruded 2.3'; co lour bandi ng is less 
obvious t han in previous I 0 cores; more massive 
towards base; three cycles. cycle 1: 0'-1.05'- dark 
redd ish brown c lay, black mott led at top; 
cycle 2: 1.05' -1.1 5' - t hin-bedded silt and sand; 
1.1 5'-1.7' - red clay, hori zonta l black streaks, 
na rrow grey band a t !. 5'-!. 55'; 1. 7'-1. 85- th in
bedded grey clay with very t hin fine sand (or coarse 
silt) layers (0.5- 2 mm); cycle 3: 
1.85'-2.15' - reddish-g rey clay , hori zontal black 
streaks in upper 0.2'; 2. 15'-2.3' - grey silty c lay 
grading upwards into sandy s ilt. Not e: HCl reaction 
on black st reaks produced strong H 2 S odour. 

SS 74 -1-12- ext ruded 2.1'; colour-banded c lay and 
siltycray- with some th in sand layers; breaks 
bet wee n red-grey cycles a re less dis tinc t than 
samples higher in sequence; roughly six colour 
bands. 0' - 0. 1' - red clay; 0. 1 '-0.25 ' - grey c lay; 
0.2 5'-0.4 ' - red c lay, black band at base; 
0.4'-0.45 ' - interstrat ified red and grey c lay ; 
0.45 '-0.6' - red clay; 0.6' - 0.85' - grey c lay and sil ty 
clay with thin sand partings; 0.85 '-1. 25 ' - red c lay 
with black sand y layer at 0.925; 1.25 '-1.4' - grey 
c lay; 1.4'-1. 52' - re d clay ; 1. 52 '-1. 85 ' - grey silt 
grading upwards into grey silty sand with black
mottled sand layers; 1. 85 '-2. 0' - red clay; 
2.0'-2.1' - grey silty c lay . Not e : boundaries 
grada tional bet ween red and grey clay or silt , but 
sharp be t ween red c lay and overl ying sand y stra t a . 

SS 74-1- 13 -colour- banded sediment , a lternately 
red and grey ; red colour , (e.g. 2.5 YR 5/2 , weak red) 
is more dis t inc t t han reddish brown and reddish grey 
of previous cores; core conta ins seven red bands, a ll 
with black mot tli ng (< 0.2') and six grey 
bands (< 0.1 5'); grey layers h ave fine sand par t ings . 
Note : black mottling is in red bands in th is core, 
whe reas in cores higher in sec tion black mot t ling is 
more common in g rey stra t a . 

SS 74-1-14 - red and grey banded c lay with some 
thin- sanCJPartings; black band 0.3' - 0.4' and at 0.8'; 
red colour (! OR 5/2 - 4/2,weak red), is brighte r t han 
tha t in some cores closer to surface. 

SS 74-1-1 5- 2.25' extruded ; red-grey banded sil ty 
c lay , some black mot tli ng in red bands ; low sand 
content in grey bands. 0' -0.3' - grey sil t y clay wi th 
sand lenses; 0.3'- 0.6' - red-b rown clay, middle of 
colour band is black mot t led ; 0.6'-0 .8' - grey silty 
clay with sand layer (1-2 m m) a t top; 
0.8'-1. 3' - pink-red -grey clay , 5 mm black band 
at 1.12'; 1.3'-1. 6' - g rey si1ty clay with minor sand 
lenses; 1.6'-1. 85 ' - reddi sh-grey clay , t wo bands of 
black 1 cm a pa rt a t 1.7'; 1.85'-2.2' - grey c lay, 
minor sand; 2.2'-2.25 ' - pink clay with black band a t 
base; HCl reaction st ronger in grey silty c lay than in 
red clay . 

SS 74 -1-16 - 2.2 ' extruded ; a lte rna t e grey and red 
bands (five of each) , dist inc t colour bandi ng; sand 
lens a t 2.0' has discernib le crossbedding marked by 
heavy mine ra l concent rations; g rey bands range 
0.1 '- 0 .2 5' th ick, red bands range 0.2 '-0.4' thick, red 
dominant; fossi l, Portlandia sp. ; black bands in red 
c lay at 0.12 ', 0.5', 1.0', a nd 1. 6'. 

SS 74-l-1 7 - 2.3'extrude d; parts of threecolour 
cycles, grey bands range 0.1 '-0 .3' thick, two red 
bands approx . 0.8' thick; nine black bands in core, 
seven of these in red c lay, t wo (diffuse) in grey a t 
0.1'-0.2 5', 0.45 ', 0.6', 0. 75'-0.8', 1.1', 1. 5', 
1.8'-1.9' (severa l bands ), 2.0'-2 .25' (diffuse), 
2.22'-2.2 5' (diff use); small sand lens in red clay 
a t 1.9'. 

SS 74 -1-1 8- 2.3' extruded; thick red clay layers 
with a lte rnat ing re lat ive ly t hin grey silt and sand 
layers, all calcareous. 0'-0.05' - grey clay ; 
0.05'- 0.27 5' - red clay wi th t wo black bands at 
0.1 75 '-0.2 ' and 0.225' - 0.25 '; 0.275 '-0.4' - grey clay; 

74 .4'- 76.5' 

79 .5'- 81.6' 

84 .4'- 86 .5' 

89.2'-9 1.3' 

94.2'-96 .3' 

99.8 '- 101.9' 

104 .2' - 106.3' 

109.3'- 111.4' 

0.4'-0.55 ' - red clay, black band a t 0.5'; 0.55'- 0.75' 
grey s ilty c lay, no sand; 0.75'-1. 125' - red c lay, 
black bands a t 0 .9' (sha rp) and 0 .95' (d iff use); 
1.1 25'-1.25 ' - grey strat ified clay; colour laminated 
in ligh t and dark shades of grey ; 1.2 5'-2.0' - red clay 
with ve ry fine sand pa rt ings inc reasing in frequency 
and thickness upwards ; upper 0.02 ' is slightl y 
oxid ized ; 2.0'-2.3 ' - uni fo rm fin e gra ined sand, buff 
to slightly ox idized (rust y); c rossbeds delineated by 
heavy minera ls. 

SS Z4 -l-!2_ - 2.35' ext ruded; a lte rna t e red and grey 
bands ; red bands -<J.3', grey bands ± 0.1' t hick, red 
dominant . 0'-0 .2' - grey silty Clay; 0.2'-0 .6' - red 
c lay, black bands at 0.225'- 0.25 ', 0.45'-0.5' (diffuse); 
0.6'-0.75' - grey sil ty clay; 0.75'-1. 1' - red c lay, 
diffuse black bands a t 0.8'-0.825', 0.975'- 1.0', 
sha rply defi ned black band a t 1.07 5'- 1.1 '; 
1. 1'-1.2' -grey sil t y clay; 1.2' - 1.6' - red clay; 
bet ween 1.37 5' and 1.5' five black bands occur; 
1.6' -1. 7' - grey sil t y clay; 1.7'-1. 95 ' - red c lay; 
1.7'-1. 725'- two narrow black bands; 1.9'-1.925 ' 
t wo narrow black bands; !. 95'- 2.05' - grey sil ty c lay ; 
2.05' -2 .35' - red clay, t wo black bands a t 2.2'-2.25'. 
Note : the re a re finer-scale lam ina tions 
a pprox. I mm thick t hroughout t his core, regardless 
of colour of sed iment . 

SS 74 -1-20 - 2.3 ' extruded; red -grey banded clay 
and si lty clay with some black streaks or bands, 
most contacts grada t iona l; red clay st rata range 
0.2'-0.3 ' t hic k, grey average 0.1' t hick; about 
e ight colour cycles in core . 

SS 74 -1-21 - 2.3' extruded; al t e rnat ing red and grey 
bands of c lay and s il ty c lay, some black bands; red 
bands genera ll y thi cker than grey, some exceptions; 
9 -1 0 colour-band cycles in core; t hickness of laye rs 
ranges 0.05' -0 .3'. 

SS 74 -1-22 - 2.2' extruded; a lte rna ting red and grey 
layers. 0'- 0.4' - massive red silt or silty clay, stif f ; 
0.4'- 0.75' - inte rst ra tif ied grey sand and red clay ; 
0.7 5'- 0.925' - massive red clay grading upwards in to 
grey; 0.925'- !.025' - grey silty clay; 
1.025' -1.1 5' - massive red c lay, rapid gradat ion 
upward to grey; 1. 15'-1. 325' - banded light and dark 
grey s ilt y c lay; 1.325'-1.45' - massive red clay; 
1.45'- 1.6' - grey c lay; 1. 6'-1. 9' - red clay, textural 
var iat ions produce indist inc t colour-tone banding; 
black band at 1. 725'-1. 75'; 1.9 '-2.025' -grey clay; 
2.025' - 2.2' - red clay, black band at 2.05 '-2.07 5'. 

SS 74- 1-23 - 2.4' extruded; mainl y mass ive red clay 
with a few black bands. 0' - 0.1 5' - red c lay, black 
band a t 0.05'-0 .075'; 0 .! 5'- 0 .25' - grey c lay with 
reddish tone (5YR 5/2, reddish grey); 0.25'-1. 1' 
mass ive red clay; 1.1 '-1.2 5' - inte rstra tif ied red clay 
and fi ne sand (or coarse s ilt) ; 1.25' - 2.4' - massive 
red clay, some thin s ilt parti ngs. 

SS 74 - 1- 24- 2.3' ext ruded ; banded red and grey clay 
and si lty clay; approx. eight colour-band cycles in 
core; colour-tone banding with in colour bands; grey 
bands range 0.055' -0.! ', red bands range 
0. 15'-0.4' thi ck. 

SS 74 -1-25 - red and grey banded clay and sil ty 
clay, no black bands; some load-cast ("flame") 
st ructures involving convolut ion of grey c lay 
penet rating overl ying red clay ; a few grey clay ba ll s 
in red clay stra t a ; one pebble of fossi liferous 
limest one a t 1.625' above base of core; 
?Portlandia sp.? fragments a t 0.27 5', nearl y 
comple t e she ll 5 mm long a t 1.6'. 

SS 74 -1 -26-mainly grey si1ty clay 
indist inct reddish-g rey bands near 
core ; several black mott ling 
colour 2.5 Y 5/0 (grey) . 

with a few thin 
the top of t he 

bands; main 
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114.2'-1 16.3' 

119.1 ' -1 21.2 ' 

124.3 ' -126 .4' 

129.0'-131.1 ' 

134.2 '- 135.7 ' 

4.7 '-6.7 ' 

10.0 '-12. 1' 

15.0' - 17.1' 

19.6'-21.7' 

23'- 25 ' 

24 . 9'-27 .0 ' 

29.6' - 30.7 ' 

34 .4'-36.5 ' 

39 .2' - 41. 3' 

44.3' - 46.4 ' 

49 .1 '- 51.2' 

54.2 '- 56.3' 

59.0'-6 1.1' 

65.0 '-67 . 1' 

68.9'-71.0 ' 

73.9' - 76 .0' 
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SS 74 - 1-27 - 2.4 ' ex truded; two colour zones: 
0.1 '-1.8' - massive grey silty clay with black 
mot tling th roughout; 1. 8'-1.4' - banded red and grey 
clay and si lty c lay; slow HC J reac tion; st rong 
H2S odou r ; sheJJ fragments at 0.1 ', 0.2', 0.5' , 0.8 '. 

SS 74 -1-28 - aJJ massive grey clay with irregular 
black patches, blebs, tubules, etc ; some sheJJ 
fragments throughout core ; st rong H2S odour. 

SS 74-1 -29- massive grey clay with irregular black 
mottling throughout; some concret ionary 
nodu les (pyrite?) . 

SS 74 - 1-30 - varve-l ike regularl y colour- banded 
light and dark grey c lay and silty c lay, a few red 
clay bands; several pebbles and seams of medium
gra ined sand; strongly calcareous. 

H\V 74 -1- 31 - sil ty sandy t iJJ , poorl y sorted , 
compact; inc ludes pebbles of limestone, granite , 
gran ite gne iss; strongly calcareous. 

Hole terminated in tiJJ a t 135.7 '. 

BORING #76-1 
(Casselman Site) 

H\V 76-1-1 - horizontaJJ y st ratified fine gra ined to 
medium gra ined sand with si lty sand layers . 

SS 76 - 1-2 -si! ty clay and silt, co lour-banded in 
al t e rnate t hi n beds of dark gre y and reddish grey ; 
some silt bands. 

SS 76 - l-3 - red and grey banded clay with silt 
partings; some black mottl ing. 

SS 76 - 1-4 - red and grey banded clay with sil t 
partings, one s ilt layer 0.5" th ick ; intraformational 
s lumping features; black mot t ling. Red - grey cycles 
average 0.2' thick . 

Return water became red; mainl y red clay. 

SS 76-1-5 - red and grey banded clay with silt 
partings; clay ball s; five cycles. 

SS 76 -1- 6 -colour-banded c lay wi t h sil t bands; 
black mottling in both red and grey sediments. 

SS 76- 1-7 red and grey colour-banded clay with 
black bands; silt laye rs up to 2" th ick; red clay 
dominant. 

SS 76 -l-8 -colour-banded c lay with black bands; 
dark grey is dominant colour; 2" sil t layer. 

SS 76 -l-9- red and grey colour- banded clay; 5" silt 
layer at base; l /4"-1 /2 " black bands commonly in 
middle of red clay layers. 

SS 76 -1-10- colour banding in upper foot of core; 
more massive and dark grey at base, 6" silt layer; 
transitional boundary. 

SS 76 -I - ll - dark grey clay with black bands; thick 
silt~ 

SS Z:6 - l-:.11_ - massive dark grey clay; black mott led ; 
H2S odou r. 

SS 76 -l- 13 - massive dar k gre y clay; irregu la r black 
mottling; fossi ls, probably forami nifera or 
ostracods. 

SS 76- l- 14- most of sample lost; massive grey 
clay, black mottled, foss iliferous. 

SS 76 -l--=..!1_ - thin-bedded li ght and dar k grey, varve
Jike couples; pebble app roxim a t e ly 2.5 cm; some 
black mottling. 

79.0' - 8 1. 1' 

84 .0' 

85 .0'-87 .1' 

91.4 ' 

91.4 '-95.9 ' 

5.0'-7 .1' 

9.6'- 11.7' 

14.9' -1 7.0 ' 

19.4 '- 21.5 ' 

25 .0'-27.1' 

30.0'- 32.1' 

35.1 '-37 .2 ' 

40 .0'- 42. 1' 

45.0 '-47.1 ' 

50 .0'- 52. 1' 

55 .0'- 57 .1' 

60.0 ' -62 .1' 

65.0 '- 67.1 ' 

69.9'-72.0 ' 

74.9' - 77.0 ' 

77.1 '- 84 .4' 

84 .4'-85 .3' 

85.3' 

85 .3'- 87 .2' 

SS 76 -1 -16- sample lost . 

approx imate leve l a t which dri JJ encount e red 
numerous pebbles. 

H\V 76- 1- 17 split spoon sample; silty sandy grey 
tiJJ. 

dr iJJing refusal a t bedrock surface. 

DD 76- 1-1 8 NX CORE- fractured 
bedrock-.---

BORING #76-7 
(Casselman Site) 

li mestone 

SS 76 - 7-26- fine to med ium sand with silty clay 
layers. 

SS 76 - 7- 27 - inte rbedded si lt and clay; 0'-0 .3' red 
and grey layers with grey c lay baJJ in red band; 
0.3' - 0.8' - grey s il t; 0 .8' - 2.1' - banded red and grey 
silty clay; at 1. 7' slop ing contact between silt a nd 
clay. 

SS 76-7-28 - grey clay with reddish grey layers; 
contacts gradat ional; some black mottl ing, she JJ 
fragments. 

SS 76 -7- 29 - grey c lay with reddish grey layers; red 
colour distinct; one red band offset by fault; some 
black mottl ing in red bands. 

SS 76-7-30 - grey clay with reddish grey layers, 
some si lt pa rt ings; black bands in red clay layers up 
to 2" thic k. 

SS 76 - 7 - 31 -grey clay with redd ish grey layers, sil t 
parting; upper contac t of red clay bands is sha rp, 
lower contact gradat iona l. 

SS 76 -7- 32 dark red and blue-grey clay bands, 
slumped a nd tilted beds; black mott ling; red 
dominant. 

SS 76-7 - 33- grey clay with reddish grey laye rs; 
black mottling in red; some beds tilt ed; red bands 
have sha rp upper con t act, gradational lower 
contact. 

SS 76 - 7- 34- grey c lay with redd ish grey layers; 
black mottli ng in red; mainly clay, low silt content; 
bedding hor izontal. 

SS 76-7-35- grey c lay with reddish grey layers; 
H2S odour; grey stra ta domi nant ; upper contact of 
red bands sharp, lower is gradational. 

SS 76 - 7- 36 - thin- bedded red and grey c lay; black 
mott ling; H2S odour . 

SS 76 - 7 - 37 - massive to indistinctly banded grey 
c lay with shades of red; black mottling; H2S odour. 

SS 76 - 7- 38- mass ive dark grey clay; black mottling 
in "worm tracks" or tubu les; one pebble I cm 
diameter; fossils, Portlandia sp. and unidentified 
specimen. 

SS 76 - 7-39 - massive dark grey c lay; H2Sodour; 
foss ili fe rous; black mott li ng general, but less than 
in 76-7-38. 

SS 76 - 7- 40 - a lternate bands of si l t and clay, li ght 
and dark grey, as varved; sediment ary couples 
thicken downwards in core; upper couples distorted. 

sandy grey till; hard-waJJ sampler shoe broken by 
impact. 

H\V 76-7 - 4 1 - grey tiJJ, boulders. 

hole ends in refusa l on boulder or bedrock su rface. 

NX diamond dri ll core in f rac t ured limestone 
bedrock. 
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